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ERRATA. 
1. Page 20, first line after equation (2.14): 
Change "where XB is the equilibrium composition" to 
"where XB is the liquid composition" 
2. Page 32, equation (4.1): 
Change "z(z,o)" to "x(z,o)" 
3. Page 34, second line after equation (2.4) 
Change "(L/Z) (Clx/Clt)" to "(L/Z) (Clx/Clz)" 
4. Page 64, para 2, line 4~ 
Change "This is about 5%" to "This is about 2.5%" 
5. Page 77, second to last line: 
Change "0.025 mV" to "0.0025 mV" 
6. Page 87, para 1, line 1: 
Insert "I" in the list: "At thermocouples D, E, H, J and L." 
7. Page 106, equation (8.3): 
Change "Lox" to "Lox" 
az zaz 
ADDENDA. 
It should be noted that equation (5.9), page 46, is only 
valid provided that the feed stream and the liquid stream 
leaving the enriching section are at the same temperature. 
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The dynamic behavio11r of packed distillation columns separating 
binary mixtures has been studied, both by means of a computer siwulation, 
and by experimental testin~ of a column. 
The numerical solution of the partial differential equations of 
the mathematical model, obtained using a diqital computer, was eound to 
be fnst, accurate and stahle. The advantages obtained by usinq this 
approach, compared With previous analytical solutions, included: no 
restriction on the equilibrium relationship which could be used, variable 
coefficients could he used Jn the partial dif~erential equations, Rnd the 
method allowed any desired botlndary conditions to be used, The model was 
first solved for an enricl1inq colu~n section, and was later extended to 
the cases of batch and continuous columns. 
!I -l 50 rn m d i arne t e r. UJ lll nm p a c 1<; e d 1·1 it h t 0 m m ll as c h i 9 r i n g s ~w s u sed 
to measure the transient response following step·chanqe upsets in the 
liquj<l reflux rate. 'l'he shapes of: the measured transient responses of 
the distillate composition aqreed well with those predicted by the model. 
However, the predicted time scale ot the response was irom 0,6 to 2.2 
times faster than the measured time scale. Factors which hinderPd the 
ability of the model to predict the experimental transient responses 
incl\lded poor correlation of the mass transfer coefficients with flow 
rates and com p o si !.: Jon , and 1 a c k of know 10 d q e o t the rate o t c 11 an w~ o t t lH' 
liquid holdup with tlme. 
CllAPTER 1 IN'l'HODUC'l'lON 
1.1 The Scope Of This Work. 
1.2 Applications. 
1.3 Previous Work On Packed Distillation Column Dynamics. 
1. 3. 1 
1 '3. 2 
1. 3. 3 
1. 3. 4 
Previous Models. 
Assumptions Made. 
Solution Of The Equations. 
Previous ~xperimental Results. 
Drawbacks To Previous Models. 
'l' he a l. m of t h i s s t u d y 'II <"Is to use n urn e r 1 c a 1 solution tech n 1 (Hit~ s to 
s o 1 v e t.l1 e d y n a m i c m o d <' 1 o f ,, p ·"~ c k e d d l s t ill a t i o n c o 1 u fi1n , a n d t o o b Ud n 
experimental mensurements to test the effectiveness of the model in 
predicting the dynamic behavtour of a real column, rt was restricted to 
ttle study oE columns separating binary mixtures .• 
The work falls into two parts. In charters 1 to 5, the work of 
previous investiqators on Packed distillation column dynamics is first 
considered. Then the dynamic column model is presented in a form 
suitable for solution on a digital computer. Typical results are 
presented and It is shown that when a numeric~l solution is used, the 
model may be easilY adapted for different column configurations hY 
changing the boundary conditions. 
The experlmentRl column is described ln chapter 6; Experimental 
results are ~rese~ted for the column at steady state (chapter 7) and 
unsteady state (chapter 8). Chapter 9 summarises the effectiveness of 
the model in predicting the dynamic response of the experimeJltal column 
to upsets io retlux ratio, and attempts to p.iproint those aspects wl11cl1 
require better understandinq before the performance of the model can be 
.1 mproved. 
1.2 APPLICATIONS 
A distillation column can be considered to be in a dynamic 
condition if any variable in the column (e.q. corr.posltion rwldup or 
flowrate) is changlnq with tlme. Otherwise the column ls at steRrly 
state. There ore three m~in situ~tions in which knowledge of the rlynam1c 
b e 11 i1 v l o u r o f p a c k e d d t s t i 11 a t1 on c o 1 u m n s in c1 y b c i rn p o r t an t • 
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( .l) • II a t c h d i s t i l 1 ,1 tJ on , Cor:~ p o s It i on :; tiH o u q l )() u t .:1 co lu rn n , con U n u a tl y 
descriptions of batch rlistill~tion, e,q, Boqnrt(I9J1) and nose and 
Wclshans(1940), ianore the effect of column holduo. They therefore trent 
the column composition profile ~s belnq at steady state at AllY time, but 
with a time varying boundary condition (the reboiler composition), for a 
review of batch distillation models see Kropholler et. al,(l968), 
Cii). Automatic control. Most industrial columns have some form of 
au tom a tic prod tl c t con t r o 1 , of. ten A c 11 i eve d by rna n 1 pula tJ. n q t 11 e ret lli x 
ratio. In the design of such control loops by classical methods, the 
column must be represented l1y transfer functions; either empirical or 
d e r i v e d f r om a d y n a rn 1 c m o d e 1 o f . t 11 e c o 1 u m n • A r e v 1 e w o f t h e u s e o .t p 1 a t e 
rlistlllation column models in control is given by Posenbrock(1962). 
(iii), Column startup, :columns are often started at total reflux and 
then switched to the operatinq reflux rate. The time taken to achieve 
steady state at total reflux in some situations may be so long that it 
cannot be lqnored, especially in batct1 operations, Cohen(191\0) has 
reported startup times of many days for columns separatinq isotopes bY 
distillation • 
1 , 3 PREVIOUS WfJHl\ ON P i\C Kr::D II I ST I LLl\ T I ON COLU~HI D YN AIHCS • 
Investiqation of the dynamic response of binary packed 
distillation columns has been reported by: Cohen(1940), Bowman and 
Hria~t(1§47), Marshall and Piqf;rd(1948j, Jawion-and ~mith(1954), Heinke 
et, al. (1966), Heinke and \·1 n CT n e r ( 1 9 6 5 ) , Kropholler et. A1,(1968), 
Tomassi anrl Rice(t970), Borchardt and Wagner (1971), and Kuznik and 
Krzyzanowski(1975). Of these, lleinl<e et. al. 1 Krooholler et, al. , 
Tomassi and Rice, anH Rorchardt and Waoner have reoorted experimental 
results. Oy comparison, therr has been much more work published on the 
rlynamics of plate distill~tlon columns. This has heen ably reviewed by 
s e v c n~ l <HJ t h o r s l n c t t 1 d 1 n q i\ r c 11 c r <~ n d H o t h t u s ( 1 9 6 1 ) , H 0 s en b rock ( 1 r)(> 'I ) <HHl 
':i 1 1 1 1 i) 01 s ( 1 9 6 3 ) • T 11 c rJ y n 'l r:1 1 c s of: o t h C! r t y P c s o f p d c l< r. d co lu r"· n s ~ t1 c h as 
packed absorption columns ha~ been considr.retl bY Jawson and Smilh(1054). 
1. J. 1 Pre v i o u s f. I ode 1 s , 
In the works on packed distillation column dynamics cited above, 
the mathematical model has been derived by considering mass balances for 
the more volatile component ln the liquid and vapour phases over a small 
element of pocking he.i.gllt. Thesf~ yteld equatlons of the form: 
where: 
H 
ll 
L 
v 
X 
v 
t 
1 
n 
(~ 
N 
::: 1.ax - N 
-- a·7 
::l.tquirl l!oldup 
:::vapour holdup 
=liquid flow rate 
=vapour flow rate 
-=rnole fraction of. more volatile 
component in the liquid phase 
=mole fraction of more volatile 
component in the vapour phase 
=time 
=he 1 gl1 t from bottom of packlng 
:::total P<lCkinq he.tqht 
=mass transfer rate 
The mass transfer rt1te t(~rm N ls usu,1lly expressed as: 
* N - K a.S(y -y) 
•••• ,(1.1) 
••••• (1,2) 
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mol/m 
molls 
molls 
s 
m 
m 
rno.l./m/s 
• ( 1 • 3) 
or: 
.j< 
N .. K n,S(X->X 
L 
X c~equ.ilibrJ.um n10le traction of the more 
volatile component in the liquid 
* y =e~uilihrium mole fraction of the more 
K a 
G 
s 
volatile component in the vapour 
=overall mass transfer coefficient 
times interfacial area 
~overall mass tjansfer coefficient 
times interfacial area 
=cross sectional area of column 
•• , , , (I, 4) 
3 
rnol/s/m 
3 
molls/rn 
2 
m 
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equations 1,1 and 1.2 are hyperbolic partial differential ~quations and. 
are, in general, non-linear. 
Similar equations have been presented by all the authors cited 
with some differences due to the 0iffering assumptions made. The 
boundary ~onditlons used will be discussed in more detail later, The 
equations require two initinl conditlons and two boundary conditions for 
solution. The latter have been written to hAndle the case of the 
stripping or cnrichinq section of a column. Heinke et. al. have pointed 
out that the model could be extended to a continuously operating column 
by usinq one pair c_>f equanons l_.l <Hld 1.2 for eact1 pacl<~d sect.ton 1 an<J 
two boundary condltions to tie tr.em together at the teed point. Hol'lever 
none of these authors have reported doing this. 
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1.3,?. A s s u n1 p t i o n s 1·1 a d e • 
T l1 e f o 1 1 ow .I n g '' s s urn p t1 on s were m ,vl e by a l.l <J t 1 t. h o r s c it· 0 d above t n 
writing and solving the mathemAtical model: 
(1) constant molal l!qul.d and vapour flow r.:1tes tll'couqhout nny 
packing section, 
( 1 i) constant liquid and vapour holdups throuqhout any racking 
secU.on, 
( i 11) no radial variation in liqu.id or VApour composition, 
(iV) no ax.ial dispersion in either phase. Kropholler et, al.(i968) 
investigated the eff0cts of axial dispersion in both liquid and 
vapour phases, but found that their steady state e~perimental 
results were best fitted when axial dispersion was ignored, 
(V) the mass transfer riltc is described by ettller equatl.on (1.3) or 
equation (1.4). Rowman and BriantC1947) discuss various mass 
transfer mechan.lsms b11t use those just mentioned in solvinq the 
dynamic case. 
(Vi) the mass transfer coefficient is constant throughotlt the column. 
1'•1ost workers also assurned that: 
(vi 1) t 1) ere 1 s <> l.i near e q u il i. b r 1. u m r e 1 at ions hi p , 
* I.e. y = m.x t c 
* or X :: rn.y + c 
where m and c are constants. 
Exceptlons to this were CohenC1940l, Borchardt and \'!aqner (1971), 
and Heinke and Wagner(l9fi5), who used a P~oult's Law relationship 
(i.e. constant relr:1t1vc volatility), althouqh the latter authors 
then 11neariscd thls in the operating reylon. 
To 1r ,, s s t an d H j c P C l 9 7 0 ) ilfl d H e .1. n k e a n d l·l a q n e r C I 9 6 :i ) rn a de t h e 
( v 1i 1 ) t h t' r e 1 s n o v ilP o llr l\ o l d up , ill t110 u q h t h e v d o n o t s t:.H c t h t s , 
To rP a s s i and P 1 c 0. r:1ll s t t1 "' v e il s s llln e d 1'. ,, r o t i n u i. d !1 o l d up .! n il r r i v l n q 
il t P. q U cl t i 0 fl .S ( 6 ) MH) ( 7) J n t h C f r r i1 p C t' J 0 tlH' r\\'[ S P. t h l' r (> W 0 U .l d b 0. 
o axlatheta term in e~uatlon (6). 
Ox) the con1postt.tons ut tiH~ tJni'll steady stote ,ue known in advance. 
I I r: ink e and \·I ,vm e r use l< now 1 e d <1 e of the f in a l s t e '" d y s tat ~~ to 
. .U near 1 s e t: heir e q u 111 b r i u m r e l a t.t on s 111 p, To r:h'! s s 1 and n 1 c e use 
the initial and final compositions at the top and bottom of the 
co 1 tlmn to fit their equilibrium curve before the Initial 
con1pos.tt.ton profile or the transient resronse can be co1nputed. 
The following assumptions have usuallY been made conc~rning 
boundary conditions: 
(x) there is zero condenser holdup. This means that the llauid and 
vapour compositions at the top of the packing are equal. 
(Xi) 
I.e. y(Z 1 t) = X(Z,t) 
Kropholler et, al,(196R) ~llow for the introduction of condenser 
time constants. Bowman and Rriant(1947) d.tscuss various po5sible 
boundary conditions while Marshall and Ptqford(1948J do not 
insert any into their Laplace Transformed equations. 
there is infinite reboiler holdup. Alternative expressions of 
the same condition are thAt the reboiler composition is constant, 
or that the vapour composition enterlng the bottom of the packinq 
is constant. 
Jaw~on and ~~itht1954) postui~te that a disco~tln~if~ in an 
operatlnq parameter Csoch as llt1Uld reflux rate) will cause <1 numb(~!" of 
succeedinq discontinuities in liquid composition proceedin<:J ~Jo•t~n t11e 
column, and in vapour cowrosition oroceeding un the column. This has not 
b e e n r e p o r t e d by t h o s e A 11 tt1 o r s q u o t e d 1 n s e c t1 o n C I • .1 ) a s t1 a v i n q cl on e 
exper1ment<ll v:orl<, <Hid has not h01~n observrd in the exrcrlrrental. r<lrt of 
t11 1 !l p 1· e s e n t s t u d y • 
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1. 3. 3 ~io1ution or: 'The I::quat.!.ons. 
Those authors who h~va obtained solutions for the trilnS!Pnt 
response of,) p<Jcl<ed clistilLli:i<)n col\lf'ln from the maUH•matlcol 1r.odel tHlVl' 
done so u;;inq ,,nalytical r1(:thods. T II e m c1 j o r l t y tvw e rna d e u s e o f t li e 
Laplace TrAnsforrn method, Kropholler et, al.(1968) say thC\t th<~Y have 
solved .the equations numerJcalty, but that their numerical solution took 
several hours to evAluate compared with seconds for the analytical 
solution. The analytical solution is usually presented ns the sum of c1 
series of exponential terms; the experimental results of Heinke 
et, ul, (1966), Tornassi and RJce(1970) and Kropt1oller et. al. show that 
the first two terms are usually SIJfficient to characterise a transient 
response • X r o p 110 11 e r e t • a 1 • p o 1 n t out t h a t the ' t i me cons tan t s ' are 
the same for differing dynamic conditions, e,g, the response to upsets 
in liquid reflux or entering vapour rate or composition, and for the 
approach to equilibrium ~t total reflux after initial warming up. 
Borchardt and ~agner (1971) used a semi-empirical method to c&mpute the 
'ti~e constants' from the steady state composition profiies, The term 
'time constant' is not strictly applicable to a distributed parameter 
system such as a packed distillation column. 
To o b t a 1 n an a 1 y t i c a 1 sol u t ions o £ the mode 1 1 i t h d s been til' c c s sa r y 
to have constant coeffict~?nts in equations (Lt) and (1.2). This has 
required the as~umotion of constant flow rates, holdups and mass transfer 
coefficient in the coJ.umn as menUoned in the previous sect:ton, 
also been necessary to use a linear equilibrium relationship over the 
whole corni,osi tion in the column, or, 1\uznll< find 
Yr~yzanowski(1~7~) h~ve do0e, to use linear approximatlOQS to the 
eouilibrium curve over a number of segments. As Kropholler et. al, have 
rernarl<ed, some of the an<~lytical solutions, notably those of ,];1wson and 
S~lth(1954) dnd Bowman and Briant(1947), are extremely unwielcly, 
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Pre V tOilS E:q•e r I '"<<'n td l Pes 1.11 t s,. 
He 1 n k e e t • a 1 • , K r o ph o ll t.' r e t , a 1 • , Ton, :1 s s .l and n 1 c c , d n d Boy 1 t~ 
Palmer(1973) have publ.lshed experimental clynnrnic resnonst:"! 
measurements made on packed distillation columns. 
Heinke et. al. (1966) measured the dynamic response of a p[tcked 
distillation column to step chan<res .in the liquid reflux rate larqe 
enough to cause larqe changes in composition, thus making the assumption 
of a linear equilibrium relationshiP poor. Their column was 75 mm in 
diameter, 3.9 m hlqh and packed with 4 mm glass Raschig rings. The 
column wall was heated to maintain adiabatic operation. The test mixture 
tlSed was benzene and trichloroethylene. The distillate WRS returned to 
the still to maintain an almost constant rehoiler composition. The 
composition was me~sured at the top of the packing and at three 
intermediate levels by withdrawing a liquid stream and using a dielectric 
constant analyser. 
The co~posltion transient responses were presented mainly dS 
graphs of loq(<ievlation from final steady state) versus time, On these 
plots, all lines for a given transient run became parallel straigl1t lines 
after some time. The authors concerned themselves mainly with the 
approach to_the final steady state and the 'time constants' obtained from 
these plots. They found that the dominant 'tlme constant' was the same 
at each level tor a qiven final steady state and did not depend on the 
initial steady state. This was in agreement with the solutions of the 
model obtained hy other workers using a linear equilibrium rel~tlonship, 
The response w~~_found to be fDster tor decreasing reiltlX ratio between a 
0iven pair of steady states than tor incre~sing reflux ratio between the 
same steDdY stntes. no qu,Jntitutive comoarison w,1s made between the 
experimental results and the predictions ot a ~athematical model. 
K r o ph o 1 .l e r e t • c1l , ( 1 q 6 8 ) tl sed a co 1 u :n n 11 1 n c he s t n d 1 a fl' e t e r w J t h a 
total of 80 inches of staJnless steel knit~esh packinq in four sections. 
Tis wa& done by llc>inke et. al., the response to stcr chMlrtE'S in reflux 
r " t 1 o was s t u d i e d ,l n rl a q a i n t Ill' d I s t t.l l i1 t e \>/ i1 s r P t u r JW d cl .t r c c t 1 y t o t lv~ 
still. T h e 1 i q u 1 d c o 1r p o s i t I o n '>~ t.1 s rn c cl s u r c d o n l y ,, t t h (' c o .t u r~ n h e -:1 d ,, n d 
b,3se and tn the :>till usinq an on--llne oas liquid chromatoqraph, The 
equilibrium relationship over a wiclc composition ranqc, 
responses of the top composition for three chanqes in liquid reflux rate 
are presented in the parer, and the agreement between experimental and 
predicted compositions is excellent. However, no indication is qfvpn of 
the actual composition chanqes or how the holdups were estimatccl, In 
predictinq the response, the value of K a for the final l.iquid rate was 
L 
used throuqhout the transient response and any dependence on composition 
11 .:1 s i g no r e d • 
1'ornassi and Rice(1970) used ethanol~water .tn a fiO rnrn diar.1eter 
column with 4 sections 300 mm high packed with 4mm cerDmic Her! saddles. 
They also measured the tesponse to step chanaes in the liquid reflux rate 
witl1 the top product returned to the still. The composition \'.'2tS measured 
at the end of each packing section by withdrawing s~moles and measuring 
refractive index or density. Tof!1assi and Pice found that their major 
'time constants' were independent of heiqht except for the one run done 
decreasing ratio. They forced· the predicted final 
compositions at the top and bottom of the packing to match their 
experimental values by using these to compute the coefficients in their 
linear eq11Llibrium relationship. The predicted and experi~ental final 
compositions at the intermediate levels then agreed well. For most .of 
the six runs tr)ere was good a(Heement between Uw predicted and 
experimental unsteady state co~positions, especiallY at the top of the 
packing. However for the run Nith_decreasing liquid reflux rate, the 
predictions were very poor for the initial part of the run, and at the 
two top levels moved inlti~l lY in the wrong direction. by a significant 
,,mount. Tomassi and Pic·: say that in all cases 'thr reriods predicted 
fot the change in concentr. 1 on to rPach 95~ of its equilihr!um values 
dre accuri.lte'. ~~ 1 t h o u q h · (l P. 9 'j 'li r e s p on s e t 1 rn e rn a y h e a q o o d c r 1 t e r 1 on 
f o r t h e 5 t u tl y o f t h e a p p r o ,, '·· : . n f: a c o 1 u 111 n t o s t e a d y s t d t EJ o n s t.'J r t u p , t o r 
b t1 t c h d i s t Ill <.1 t inn an rl c11l torn.;' ; r: control p ll r poses. t h (' t I :n r• to r e iJ c h .1 n 
'j ?. 
qua 1 1 t y o t i:l p r P d i c t t on , 1\ n1 o ck l v: h i c h n1 d y s o rP f' t ( rn 1:' ~; p r e c1 i c t t tH1 t t he 
1n1tinl chanqe in co~rnsitlnn is in the opposite clirectlon to the reill 
sitUation COUld CdUSC SPrlous problems in the onuline control Of a 
column. 
'A 11 these 'do r% e r s have he en concern e cl m .:ll n 1. y w t t h est a b 11 s h in q tl1 G 
size of tl1e mc1jor 'time constants 1 which control the approach to the new 
steady state conditions. ·However 1 in automatic control si tuat.ions 
especially, the prediction of the earlY part of the response to an upset 
may be of more importance. None of them have proposed a suitable 
criterion tor assessing how well a mathematical model pertorns in 
predicting the behaviour of a real column. 
1·\eusurements of the dyn,lrnic beh,3Viour of a packed distillation 
column have also been reported by Boyle and PalmerC1973) who used a 
column 3,1 fe~t l)igh and 6 inclws in didmeter to test the metl1ocl of using 
pseudo~random binary siqnals for obtnlning the frequency response of a 
process. T h t~ tr e q u e n c y r e s p o n s e o f t h e t o p c o 11' p o s 1 t1 o n o E t.!1 e i r 
continuously operating column was found for disturbances in the liquid 
reflux rate, and the results were compared with frequency responses 
obtained by step testing and sine wave testing .• The llqulrl compositions 
were found by measttrlnq the temperature of the binary system. The 
authors we~e interested in the use of system identification methods 
rather than in the dynamics of packed distillation columns, and made no 
attempt to model the column other than by comparing the response with 
that of a lumped-parameter first order system. 
The main dra~backs in the previous dynamic mathematical models of 
rarked dL:;tillat.ion .colun,ns have bP.en the restrictions that hcwe had to 
be imposed in order to obtain an analytical solutJon. Of these, the 
assurrption of a linear PrJtJilihriurn relationship is likely to be far from 
the truth except tor systems with corrponents which arc vrry difficult to 
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separate. The requirement of constant coefficients may be satlstiod by 
carefully choosiJ)g the binary system to have equal molal latent heats anrl 
molecular weights, and by operating the column adiabatically. While this 
may be possible under laboratory conditions, it is obviously impossible 
that these conditions will all be met in applying the model to many 
industrial columns. 
It should be possible to eliminate these disadvantaqes by tlsing a 
numerical solution of the model. It can then be written with limitations 
imposed only by the extent of our knowledge of such factors as the mass 
transfer and the hydrodynamics, and not by difficulties involved in 
solving the equations. A numerical solution shoUld also allow 
flexibility in modelling the boundary conditions to handle various column 
configurations including batch columns and continuous columns, and allow 
modelling of the reboiler and condenser dynamics. 
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CHAPTER 2 DYNAMIC MODEL or A PACKED DISTILLATION COLUMN, 
2,1 Introduction 
2,2 The Dynamic Mass Balance Equations 
2 • .3 Flounclary Conditions 
2.3.1 Condenser Boundary Condition 
2,3,2 Reboiler Houndary Condition 
2.4 Initiill Cond.it.lons 
2.4.1 Steady State Composition ~quatiohs 
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Some of: the d r a 1·: b ,~ c k s o f. t h <' pre v 1 o u :> clli d 1 y t i c ,'Jl ~; o l u t l on s o t t n e 
d y n a m i c f~ q u a t1 on s m a y b e a v o i d e d b y t I H.' u s e o t il n u :r~ c r J. c <1 l :; o J \l t.i o n • 
These have become much more practlcal with the incre<)s~d 511eed of diq(tdl 
computers. The advantages of ~ numerical solution are that the 
equilibrium relationship may he taKen as any desired non"linear curve, 
dnd that atw bound<:ny conditions may be used, 'fll•? soJ.utl.oi! is .:11so 
easily adapted to handle different situations. 
In this chapter, the model ~ill be developed for the most simple 
situation and it will later be extended to handle other cases, The 
column described by t.lle b,lsic model is shown In fi<J. 2.1. 
essentiallY a batch column with the product returned !~mediately to the 
still to provide ulrnost constant reboiler holdup and rcbotler 
cornpos i tlon, It is ·~:11e same arranqement as th<lt used by HE.i.nlr:1~ 
e t • a 1 • ( 1 9 6 6 ) , !< r o ph o 11 e r e t , .::~ l • ( 1 9 6 8 ) an d T o.rr. <:1 s :> i an d lU c e ( 1 'J7 0 ) , 
2,2 THE DYNAMIC NASS BALANCE EQU~TIONS. 
~·lass balances for the accumulation ot the more vol3tite component 
within the liquid and vapour phases over a small increment of coluMn 
heiqht ~z (see fig, 2.2) Rre given by: 
o(H.x) :;; 
-~ 
acL.x) ~ K a.scy ~y) 
--~ .. G -
at z.az 
* B(h,y) ·· • a(V,y) t K a,S(y •y) 
-·----- ------ G 
at z.a-z 
••••• (~~1) 
••••• (2,2) 
where z is thf:' dif:lensionless height men~;ur0.d trom the bottom of thn 
16 
pacl<inq, (z::o.o at the bottom ot the Pc:\Ck.tnq dtHI I ,0 CJl the t·()p of. tht~ 
p [J C k 1 f) g ) 1 <1 f) d ttl e 0 t h C' l' V c1 C J <l b ll' S d r E:' r:l S de f ill C d i 1'1 S (' G t: 1 0 f) \ , 3 , t , 
The ass u m p t l. n n s made in IH 1 t 1 n g e qua t.i on s 2 • 1 and 2 , 2 a r r. t. t1 at 
(1) the mass transfer rate is given by K a,S(y -y). Thls is the 
G 
most widely used mass transfer rate expression for packed 
column mass transfer. 
(11) axial dispersion has been ignored. 
( i1 i) the dead time following an upset has been ignored. The lonqest 
tiwe delaY would be for upsets in the liquid reflux rate to the 
top of the pacl<!nq, i1S the liquid residence Urre .\s rnuc)) 
greater than that of the vapour. If the dead time is 
significant, then the transformation of the time variable to: 
t' = t - Z(l·z)H/L 
could be mC\de. The variable t would then be the total time 
e 1 a p s e d s l n c e the ups e t on d t ' IV o u .l d · he the ti .rn e s 1 n c e the 
upset reached height z assuming plug flow. Since dt'/dt = 1.01 
the dynamic mas s b <tl an c e e q \J a ti on s w o ul d be u n c h i1 n g e d by t h i s 
trC~nsform<'lt.ion, 
It will now be assumed that: 
(iv) tl1ere is no rad.tal ·variation of the composition :in either 
phnse. This assumption is not required for equations 2.1 nnd 
2.2 to be valid, provided that x C~nd y are ta~en to be the mean 
compositions at height z, 
The variation of liquid and vapour rate with height may be 
co~put~d from an enthalpy balance, t~king acc6uri~ of : (aj heat losses 
from the column, (b) the difference in the molal latent heats of the 
binary components, anrl (c) the heat of m!xlnq if this is known. Such an 
enthalpy balance is rresented in ~ppendix 1. 
In SPttinq up the equations for tlw model., it wl J t no1·1 bP assumed 
that: 
( v 1) 
( v i1) 
the mass trdnsfcr coefficient Is 1nd•~Pendent ot column 
position, flo'.'/ rC~t<~ and cornposttion .• The likely varli.ltJ.on in 
practice \'i .lll be discussed further .tn chapter 6, and 
experimental values 'll.ill be qiven in chapters 5 and 7. 
the liquid holdup and V.-1Pour l1oldup oro constants, In chapter 
6, it wl.ll be shown that the liquid holdup can be expected to 
vary stronqly with liquid composition for the experimental 
column in this worK, because the two ~omponents used have 
widely differing molecular weights. The liquid holdup is also 
expected to depend on liquid rate to the: power ot 0.6, so that 
tor a chanqe in liquid rate, there W.ill be <1 change in H, The 
difficulty in predicting the rate of chanqe of ll.qu.id holdup 
with time, is shown in chapter 8 to be a possible source of 
major problems in situations where the liquid holdUP changes 
significantly. The molal vapour holdup wJll be independent of 
composition for ideal gases and will chanqe veiy little with 
\H th these dSS\Hnpt ions .lnc luded, the mass b.:) lance equations 
* Hax :: Lax >J K ii.SCy ~y) 
G 
at zaz 
* hay = -vay + K a.s<y -y) 
G 
at zaz 
••• ,,(:;Ltl) 
••••• (2.5) 
The assumptlons made so far are those which have been used by 
pre vi o us 1·1 or k e r s ( s e 0 c t1 apt e r 1 ) , No res t r 1 c t1 n <J. ·1 s s urn p t i on s h i'l v e been 
·+: 
required con c t' r n .I n q the eo u 1 l J. b r 1 u m r e .1 a t.t on s hi P y ( x ) • Tt1 1 s m r1 y be <1 n 
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analytical function, or an empirical curve fJtted to experimentAl dat~. 
* for convenience, y (X) will be replaced by the symbol f where it Is 
understood that f is a function of x. 
Because the vapour holdup is usuallY small compared with tl)e 
liquid holdup, the equations for the case of negligihle vapour holdup 
will be developed together with the case for finite va~our holdup. For 
h=O, equation (2.5) becomes: 
o = ~vay + K a.SCf-y) ••••• C2.5a) 
- G 
zaz 
The equations are now written as: 
-b a y ~ c ( Y"O ::: aY ••••• (2,6) 
1- 1 
az at 
b ax + c (y-f) ::: ax ••••• (2.7) 
2~ 2 
az at 
'flhere: b ::: V/(h,Z) ••••• (2.8) 
1 
c = K a.S/h ::: v.N /(Z,h) ,. •••• (2,9) 
1 ·G OG 
b ::: L/(H,Z) ••••• (2.10) 
2 
c = ~~ a,S/H = V,N /(Z,H) ••••• (2.11) 
2 G OG 
and N = Z/H ::: Z/ ( v /'r<. a,S) ..... (~.12) 
OG ClG G 
~ is the number of overall gas-phase transfer units and 
OG 
H is the height of an overall qas-phase transfer unit, 
OG 
It h - 0 then (2.6) becomes: 
... "'> 
l!) 
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··b av- c <v··t.) -~ o • ' • " • ( 2 • (J t) ) 
1-----· 
az 
with b .. vn ••••• (2,tla) 
1 
and c .. I< a.,s 
-
v ,, tJ /Z ••••• (2,9a) 
I G OG 
Eauations (2.hl ~nd (2.7) arc non•llnear, t~nlictt, hyperbolic, 
partial differential equations. The numerical solution of suc11 equations 
is well described by von Rosenberq(1960). Two boundary conditions and 
two initial con<ll.tion~; are needed before the solution can be computed, 
2. 3 BOU ~iDA!<¥ COI\'D IT HlN S, 
2 ']. 1 Condenser 8oundary Condition. 
The c9mnosition of the liquid returning from the condenser to the 
top of the column is provided by a mass balance around the condenser 
(fi9. 2.3), 
HC,dxCI ,t) = V.y(t,t) • V,x(l,t) 
----<:rc-· 
•.•••• (2.t3) 
where HC is the condenser holdup in moles. The notation y(1,t) means Y 
at hetght z=l.O and time t. The condenser is thus represented by a first 
order staqe with constant holdup. If the conrienser holdup is not 
co~stant, this eRn easil~ be ~~cou~ted tor by Including a term for 
x(l 1 t),di!C/dt Jn eouation (?..t3). If cles.tred, a deadtirne could also be 
included by writing the 0qudt1on as 
, • , •• (2, 13u) 
where DTC is tlH' condenser dc-:td t trne. 
20 
\H1en n1(~ condenser t·lO.tdup is neqliql.ble, PQilation ('2,15) reduces 
to: 
Y(l,t) ·· X(1,t) ••••• C?..13b) 
?..3.2 Peboiler Boundary Condition. 
The composition of the vapour entering the bottom of the column is 
taken to be in equilibrium with the liquid in the reboiler. 
'rhus y(O,t) -· fCXB) ••••• (2.14) 
where XB is the equilibrium composition In the reboiler. If Xll does not 
change, then y(O,t) = canst. If XB changes with time, then XB(t) is 
found from a mass balance Around the reboiler (fig. 2.11 • 
. l_i_R,dX\L:: (V-J,).x(l,t) + L,x(O,t) ~ V.f(XB) 
dt 
where HR is the reboiler holdup ln moles. 
2.4 INITIAL CONDITIONS, 
•• ,,.(2.15) 
The inlti~l conditions are the liquid and vapour composition 
profiles at time zero, i.e. xcz,O) and y(z,O). The initial condition may 
be a steady state, or a dynamic condition due to some previous upset, 
The equaffons for compGting the steady state composition profiles are 
presented in the next sPction. 
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;; t c .1 d y 0 t d t e Co r·1 1:· o s 1 t ion 1:~ 'l 11 d t 1 on s • 
The steady state is qivPn by eq\l,ltJ.ons (2,B) and 2,9) wJth the 
time derivatives set to zero. 
I~ e. : ''b dy/dz ~ C (y•af) - 0 
I l 
and b rJx/dz + c (yyf) - o 
2 '/. 
Substituting for b etc, leads to: 
1 
dy/dz •· N ( :f:"•Y) 
OG 
and l\.cl:</clz .. tl <.t~y) 
OG 
..... (2.16) 
••••• (2,17) 
••••• (2.18) 
••••• (2.19) 
1·;h ere R. •• L IV. Note t 11 d l: these equations are in cl e pen cl en t of: holdup. 
An explicit relationship between x and y ls Rlso given by a mass 
bAlance around the envelope shown in fig. 2.5, The moss balance qivcs: 
V.y - L,x t (V·L),X(l,O) ••••• (2.20) 
Any two of the three equations (2.1R) to (2,20) will qiv0 the 
solution for x(z) and y(z) at steady state. The choice of equations will 
depend on whether it is necessary to determine any of the parameters 
( e • q • L, V, K a) to ~atch the boundary conditions. This choice will be 
G 
discussed ln section 3.2. 
C11AP'I'ER 3 Nll!·1FRICAl, SDLUTION OF THE HODEL, 
3.1 The Model rn Finite Difference Form. 
3.1.1 The Oynandc 1·lass Balances, 
3.1.2 Aounctary Conditions. 
3.1.3 Initial Conditions. 
3.2 Solution Of The Steady state Equations. 
3. 2. 1 
3. 2. 2 
3. 2. 3 
Reboiler Compositton Unknown. Subroutine FINDXB. 
R0flux Ratio Unknown. Subroutin~ FINDR. 
Number Of Transfer Units Unknown. Subroutine 
FINDTU. 
3.2.4 Top Composition XD Unknown~ Subroutine FiNDXO. 
3.3 · Sblution Of The Unsteady State. 
3,4 Truncation ~rror In The Unsteady StAte Solution. 
z, 1 .. (J 1'·1 [J [J 
r·1-1 rJ t:::J 
M·-2 0 0 
(J) 
r· 0. I~ 1·1 a. 
u (/) 
(JJ I+1 [] (\$ [] ·:) (J) 
1-
-+-:r (.!) 
1··1 
ld I 0 D :r: 
z: 5 
..J 
0 
0 
4 [] Ll 
3 D Cl 
REBOILER 1 0 0 
TI~·JE SUDSCFHPTS 
F·-· ]" [' r3 1 ... .:../ ,_·M.l 
th!~ cornrosltlon variah.les :<, y and t <Jre qiv~'n sub~;crlpt:> ,J~; sr)O:in in 
fig. 3.1. The first subscript indicates hclqht with represPntinq the 
H'boiler, 2 tt1e bottom of the ~'acldn<J, dnd m the top of the Pod:Jnq. '!'l)e 
second subscript shows the ntlJ",ber oE time interv<-lls :;incc an upset \'1<1S 
introduced into the column, Note that x is identical to XB, x to xo, 
m 
and that t ~ y = y • 
1 1 2 
x C and hence y 
1 2 
and x. TtJ.e problem is thus a srltt bound,Hy value 
fJi 
problei11, since the boundary cond.ttions (Jive the Vdl\le of one v.-ni<thle at 
one end of the pack1nq and the other variable at the other end. 
3' 1.1 The Dyn~rnic M~ss Balances. 
Equations (2.6) and (2,7) are converted to finite ditferenc0 form 
by taking central differences at the polrt mArked by ton fiq J.l. That 
is, the Point i+ll2,ni112. At this point: 
a y :; 1 v -a v 1- y ··v 
( ) f i + 1, n+ 1 i, n+ 1 .J.! .. Lt~\-~--l..L!}...) a-z· 1 + 1 I 2 , n + 1/2 "?.\ -----~z--··-----
41 
,_ 
••• ,.(J,t) 
aY = 1 y - y + y -y (''"aT) it 1 I 2 'n + t I 2 - ;r( ~L~-~!!.!tr-2L~.!..!2~ " J.L~~}.T __ ,i_:.n .. ) •••.•• (3.2} 
.,,,,().3) 
oX ::: J X ~ X 
( ) ( lH,nH Ht,n · ---aT, 1 -• 1 12 , n + t 12 --,x ----------·1:\r---·- ----------
+ x ··x 
__ L~!1_: __ ~ i\C_l ! _r:~.) 
•••• ,(3.4) 
'!' h 0 :> c c C' n t: r e d d 1 t f e r e n c c a p p r o :< 1 rc <1 t i o r 1 ~; il rt' s e c o n cl o c d e r: c o r r i' c t • 
The v .n u e s o t v 
i+l/2,n+tn 
<1nd f drr~ taken as: 
y 
it1!2,n+112 
f. 
1+112,nt112 
1tl/2,nf1/2 
-- 0,25(y fY ty +y ,,,.,(3.!)) 
i+1,n+l i+1,n i,n+l t,n 
- 0,25(f +f +f +f ••••• (3.6) 
itl,n+l itl,n i,n+t i,n 
These approximations are substituted into (2,6) and (2,7) to qlve: 
AB,y 
i-t 1, n ·f t 
BR.x 
i+l,n+l 
where: i\J\ 
AH 
AC 
l\D 
AE: 
BA 
Bn 
-- ~Afl,y + AF:(t + f + f + f. 
1, n + l i+t,n+l t , n + 1 .i+l,n i,n 
+ 1\C,y + i'ID.y ••••• (3,7) 
1, n i+ 1, n 
.. H3B,x 
i,n+i 
~ BA(y 
.\+l,n+1 
" f 
+ y 
i+t,n+t it 1 , n 
J. !3C (X ~ ~< 
J.,n .i+1,n+1 
-
=b + c + 1 
.•. _\ _J_ 
/jZ '2 tH 
-
+b + (." + 1 
~-1 _1_ 
t:.z 2 ll.t 
·-
+b n c ,~ 1 
1 ,__J_ 
l\ 7. 2 Llt 
.. ~b ~ c + 1 
,_.J __ 1. 
ll.Z 2 1.\t 
-
c /2 
1 
--
c /2 
2 
= ··b ~ t 
__ 1. 
.6tJ !JZ 
t , n ·~ 1 
.. f 
f ,n+l 
+ y 
t,n 
.t, n . 
.,,,,(J,(l) 
[1\. 
-
+b .. t 
'). 
1\Z 'Ef. 
\•: lH' n tF: 0 , til e t e r m < 1 I C. r. ) i ;, r <' rn o v e d f r o m tf) c d t.> t i n i t t o n !> f o r .~ 1\ , 
Afl, AC and AD. 
(7.,9a). 
3. 1 • 2 
Also b 
1 
c1nd c dl'E' then clef.lnod by equations 
1 
Boundary Conditions, 
(2,Ba) and 
Taking central differences at time ntl/2 for the condenser 
equation (2.13) gives: 
l!C(X - X ::: l),SV(y 
rn,n+1 
+ y .. o.svcx 
m,n+l 
+ X . ) 
m,n rn,n rn,ntl m!...!l.... 
~~·- .c.t 
which is rearranged to: 
X ~ ( 1 .. C) X t C ( Y + Y ) , •• ,',(3.9) 
m~n+l m,n m,n+l m,n 
( J +C) ( HC) 
whore C- O.SCV.At/HC). 
Similarly for the reboiler at time nfl/2, equation (2.15) is 
expressed as: 
(HP/At)(X -X ,_ O.S(V'"L)(X t X ) 
1,n+1 l,n m,n+l m,n 
+ O.SL(x + X • O.SV(f + f ) 
2,n+1 2,n l,n+i l,n 
~~ h i c 11 y 1 e 1 d s : 
l, n + 1 
:::X + (O,Sflt/l!R)((Y-JJ)(X 
l,n m,n+l 
t X X 
m,n 
t f, (X + X 
2,nti 2,n 
- v ( f + t )) ••••• ( 3 • 1 0) 
l,n l,n+l 
3' J • l r. n l t .I i1 l C o 11 d i 1: 1 <) n s " 
T lH~ in t U at con d i t 1 on e q \L1 t ions rn us t c1 l so b c (~ x press f.: d 1 n f in l t e 
difference form, so thJt they can he used ns the startinq point for a 
dynamic solution, T h e v a 1 u e o t x ?1 n cl y .t s n e c d e d <l t e c1 c t1 ctr t d p o 1 n t ll p 
the column. I.e. we need: 
1, 0 
y 
i 10 
as well ns the initiul reboiler composition x • l\s the initial conclit.ton 
will usually be a steacly state condition, the steady state equations will 
now be written in terms of fi.nite differences. The tim~ subscript is 
dropped since x and y are time~independent at steady state. 
Equation (2,20) in the new notation becomes: 
y ~ R.x + Cl·R)X 
1 1 m 
Tak.ing centr3l differences we get: 
iJY ( ~a?.) i+ 1/2 ::: y "' y ____li_L ___ _i /).Z 
ax = x .. x 
( ) _w __ l~ DZ, 1+1/2 fj.Z 
y. .. 9.5(y 
i+112 / 1 
£ •• 0.5(E 
i H/2 .t 
+- 'l ) 
i +I 
t f ) 
itl 
Substitution in (2,18) anrl (2.19) 01ves: 
Y (1/6z + 0.'5r! ) = Y (1//.\Z ~ N ·~ 0,5N (t 
1+1 OG 1 oc: OG !tl 
t f ) 
1 
...... (3,11) 
..... (3.12) 
X .. X ~ ( 0 , S !I • ('). z I R ) ( f ·~ y ) ... ,,(),!3) 
1+1 i llG i +t 
The stendy state bounrlRry conditions in this notatlon ~re: 
X .. y •• ,.,(3.14) 
m m 
,1nd y 
-
f ..... (1.l5) 
2 1 
3.2 SO!,UTiotl OF TfiE S'l'F~1\DY STATE EQUATIONS, 
" ., I. l 
/Is st<~ted tn section 2,•1.1, any tt•:o of enui3tlons (2,18),(2,19) and 
(2,20) may be used to compute the values of x and y throtlghout the column 
at s t e ad y s t a t e • The c ll o l c e o t the c quat i 0 n s c:e Den d s on w he t ll € r any o f 
the variables XB, XD, R or N are unknown. Provided any three of these 
fJG 
four variables are specified, the fourth may be computed a~ong with the x 
and y composition profiles in the packing. fortran suhrout!nes were 
writtcJ\ to obtain the solutions in all four cases. The method is briefly 
outlined below and the subroutines are listed in appenrlix 2. 
~/hen the steudy state composition proElles iHe reqllired, 
subroutine SSTATE is called, This subroutine will c~ll another dependlnq 
on which of the four variables is unknown. 
3. 2 ., 1 P e h o i 1 e r C o r:1 p o s 1 t 1 on ll n k n o w n • s ll h r o u t i n e I' lliD X B • 
This subroutine is uscct when R,N and XD are known. Startln~l 
OG 
from the known top composition, it evaluates x and y moving down the 
co lu rn n 11 s 1 n C! e ou u t 1 on s ( 3 • l t ) d n d C3 • 1 2) • The e q u ll i b r i urn r e 1 a t1 on s h .l p 
sunroutlne, YST/\H 1 1s tl1en used iterativelv to tinrl the value of XB which 
hrlS an equilibrium V·1lue f 
1 
equal to the corr,ptJted V<llue ot y • 
2 
3.2.2 R 0 r· lux Fat i o ll n ~~no·.~ n • · sub rout 1 n e f.' HID 1< , 
Tl1.is subroutine is used whr.n XEI, XD und N are ~recified. The 
OG 
value of R is set first to \.0 and adjusted until the value of XH 
calculated by fiNOXB is e~ual to the specified value of XB, The initial 
step !.n n is (1~n )/2 and the step size .ts halved at eacl1 step, R 
min ml.n 
is the minimum reflUX ratio whlch will qjve the required separation, 
3. 2. 3 Ntl!nber Of Transfer Units Unknown. Subroutine FINDTLI. 
With XO, XD and R specified, the numher of transfer units is 
computed numericallY uslnq the equation : 
N ::: ••••• (3.15) 
OG 
subroutine FINDXB is then used to find the composition profiles in the 
column. 
3.2.4 'l'op Composi.tion XD llnl<nown. Subrout.ine F'TNDXD. 
B e c a u s e e q u a ti o n ( 3 • 1 1 ) r e q u i r e s p r i o r l< no 1v1 e d q e o f: t l\ e v a lu e o t 
XD (i.e. x ), it is better to use equations (3~12) and (3.13), 
m 
These 
s t i 11 need an in .tt .1 a 1 g u e ~' s of the v a 1 u e o f f at e a c !1 p o 1 n t 1 n the 
column. Subroutine FINDXD does this by assuming at first that f varie~ 
linearly __ w1tl1 z, . and then t.tpdates the f _ yalu0s_.c~t each succ:eedinq __ 
iteration until converqence is obtained. 
The first attempt at writing FINDXD made use of equations (3.11) 
and (3.12), A value of XD Was assumed for use in eauation (3.1 1) and was 
then compared with the value of x found by 1nteqratin0 up the column 
m 
uslnq (3.11) anrl (3.12). The value of XO was upd~ted after cacl1 
FIG 3.2 Sc I l)T ]' O''"l ()f ·,_ .) -· I ' -· I ... I 
for hlqh r~flux r~tlns, but for low r0tlux rdtios (s0y 11 <0.81 1 
column was then l.n a vc~ry tlql)t Pinel) zor1e, <lnd <3 sw,~lt error ln the 
d s s u m c d v a 1 u e o t X D c i) u s t~ d <l v e r y .1. i:l r q e e r r o r i n U1 c v <:11 u e o f X D o b t a .l n c d 
by integratinq up the column. 
3.3 SCJ!,tlTION CW Tl!r~ lH!STE;i\DY ST,\'l'E, 
It i s r e q u .i r e d t o co !11 p u t e x , y and E a t t i me n + 1 'll hen a ll v i.l 1 u e s at 
time n are known. (When n=O, then x and y are given by the initial 
ste<ldy st.:1te). 
Since y is given from the reboller boundary condition, 
2,n+1 
equ~tion (3,7) would enable y to be found explicitly ~or i = 3,4 ••• m 
if .'3J.l the f.·· 
.l,n+l 
i,n+t 
were known. As they are not, an iterative solution is 
required. ~or the first iteration at time ntl, it is assumed th~t 
£ ·~ t For subsequent iterations, the values of f are 
.i,n+l i,n J.,nt1 
undated after the x have bePn found. After all the y values at time 
i,n+l 
n t 1 t1 ave been e s t i rna ted f r om C .'3. 7 ) , the conde n s e r b o u n cl a r y con d .l t 1 on i s 
used to qivo x Equation (3.8) is then used to compute the x values 
ro, n+ 1 
working down the column. from the values of x thus obtained, the values 
of f at time n+l are then updated, After the reboiler_boundary c9ndition 
has been used to update the value of y , a further iteration can be 
2,n+1 
m a de a t tt1 e s a rn e t i rn e • I t v: A s t o u n d t h a t t w o i t e r a t 1 o n s <t t e a c h t i m e 
step usuallY gave a converqcnce 111 all the cornrositions to within 0.0001 
mole fraction. The decision to proceed to the next time st0p may be 
based on so1ne converqr:nce crlt0ria, or a fl:.:ed ntlrnter of lteratlons at 
e d c 11 t 1 rr e s t e [.> rn <J y be u :; e d • A f 1 ow d 1 a <l r i'l m for t t1 e calc tJ 1 i:l t i on j s <1 i v en 
30 
in tlq. 3.2. 
It L, V, H or K a are exrected to vary with composition, time, or 
G 
~osition in the column, the coefficients in equations (3.7) and (3,8) can 
be updated at eacl1 time step. They would then be vectors, rather than 
constants, with a value for each height interval in the column. 
A fortran rroqram to calculate the transient solution is listed In 
appendiX 3. It .is called I,IAINLINf·:t. 
3,4 TRUNCATION ERROR IN TH~ UNSTEADY STATE SOLUTION. 
von Rosenberg(1969) shows that for a single dependent-variahle, 
hyperbolic, partial differential equation, there is zero truncation error 
in the .finite difference approxim~tion provided tl1at 6z/At = b. With two 
dependent variables, a choice must be made between usinq b and b to set 
1 2 
the time interval. It was decided that Az/At - b should be used. lt 
2 
seems reasonable to try to minimise the truncation error in the ~iquid 
composition, because the liquid holdup has a much greAter bearinq on the 
column dynamics than does the vapour holdup. On comparing the results of 
solutions with different sized increments, it was found that there was no 
truncation error for Az/At = b provided that Az was not greater than 
2 
0.1. If At was given some value other than Az/b then the truncation 
2 
TABl,E 4~ l OPERATING CONDITIO!.JS f:JSI RUNS 0ISCUSSI~D l(J Ci-iAPTER 4 .. 
Variable Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Ir;itial XP. 0.2000 0.2000 0 .. 1052 0"1052 0~1052 0.1052 0~1052 Ow0500 Oc05()0 002000 
Initial XD Oe6787 0~6825 0.8560 0~8000 0.7648 0 .. 6337 0.5408 0 .. 98)_1 Oo4566 Ge6825 
Final XD O.a6525 OV<5432 0,.7247 0.7247 0~7247 0.7247 0~7247 0~4566 0~9811 0~6315 
I:titicl R 0@82 0 .. :3 () 1'"'00 0 .. 90 Oo85 0.70 0 .. 60 1.00 n C''"l \.)"" ) J':- Oil80 
F.inal R 0 .. 80 0~70 0080 OQ80 0 .. 80 0.80 0980 0992 1e.OO 0.70 
IJTU 4c0 5~0 8~0 8~0 8QO 8.0 8.,G J 0 i 0 10~0 5 ~ r; 
Time interval L25 1 e 4 3 J.o25 L25 L25 1. 25 1.25 L09 L00 11¥43 
T~e following variables were the same fer most or all runs: 
vapour holduo = o.o liquid holdup = 10.0 condenser holduc = 0.0 
reboiler holdup = infinity C= 50.0 for run 10) packing height = 10.0 
height i~terval = 0.1 
equilibrium system: as for isopropanol-ffiethanol (runs 1,2,8-10); 
linear relationshiP (runs 3-7). 
3 1 
CliAPTEH 1\ nr·:SUWS (Jl" THr~ CO\IPUTEH SnLtJTION Ol,' THf·: r.HJDEL, 
4.1 Typical Results, 
4 .1.1 F:xilmples Of Ne<H"L.tnP.ar F'irst. Order Pespon:>c Curves, 
4.1.2 Examples Of Non~Linear Response Curves, 
4.1.3 Cornpar.tson. ',Hth Results Of Tonwssl. lind Hice, 
4.2 Pitting Of 'Time Constants' To The Transient 
Responses. 
4, 3 Effect Of Colun'n Ho tdups, 
The model was ust:d to compute the response of the basic column to 
step changes in reflux riltio for a wide range of operatir1g conditions. 
The responses were all computed assuming that the height of a transfer 
u n 1 t , h o 1 d u r s a n d v a p o 11 r r a t e d i d no t v a r y w t t h p o s 1 t 1 on o r t .t rn e , so f11 e 
results are illustrated and discussed in this chapter, The operating 
conditions for the runs considered are listed in table 4.1. 
computer printout is inclurled in appendiX 3. 
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4.1 TYP tC/\[, Hf<SUJJTS. 
'f' he w 2t y in w 11 i c h the co n1 put e d r e s p on s e s a r e p r e '5 en ted 1 s s hoi'.' n in 
tig. 4.l for run 1. The upper graph is the cornposltion response x(z,t) 
for z - o.o, 0,2 1 0.4, 0.6 ,0,8 Rnd 1.0. The lower qraph contains the 
normalised response curves at these levels. The normalised resronse x 
N 
is defined by: 
X ( Z 1 t ) ::: (X ( Z. 1 t ) - X ( 7, 1 0 ) ) / (X ( 'l. tOO ) • Z ( Z 1 0 ) ) • • • • • ( 4 • 1 ) 
N 
4. 1. 1 Examples Of Hear-Linear First. Order Response Curves. 
Runs 1 and 2 are examples of upsets which ca11se transients of the 
type produced by linear first-order systems. 
I.e. x Cz,t) - 1 - exp(-t/tau) 
N 
••••• (4.2) 
or: x(z,t) = xCz,O) + CX(Z 1 <:1-') - x<z,O)).(l- exp(--tltau)) 
For run 1 (ffq. 4.11 1 the composition chanqes were very small and 
the composition drivinq force f-y did not change very much for any point 
in the column durlnq the transient. Under these conditionst a response 
approximating to the form of equation 4.2 can he expected. Fig. 4.1 
shows that the normalised response curves were almost coincident, so that 
the 'time constant' of 20 time intervals was virtually independent of 
heiqht., For run ? (fiq, 4.2)1 the compositJon chanqed more than for run 
1, but the normalised response curves aqain had a similar shape, The 
'time constants' rnnqed from 11 time interva.ls ut the bottom of the 
packing to 14 at the top. 
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The equilibrium curve for runs 1 and 2 was based on the data nf 
B,11l·1rd And ve:m \Hnkle ( 1952) for isopropanol and methanol. For runs 3 
to 7 a linear equllibrjum relationship: 
f. -- 0.2 t O,B X 
was used. Vor these runs 1 responses fitting equation 4.2 were obtalned, 
even tor large chanqes in reflux ratio. However for large upsets, the 
'time constants' tenrled to depend on t11e position in tl1e column. For 
runs 3 to 7, the transients were computed for varying initial reflux 
ratios with the same final reflux ratio of 0.8 in each case. 
shows the response tor run 3 and fiq. 4.4 shows that for run 6. The 
rlependence o.f the 'time constant' on column position was obviously 
greater tor the larqer change (run 3) thnn for the smaller one (run 6), 
The response at z=l .o for runs 3 to 7 is plotted in tig. 4.~. It shows 
the 'time constant' to be almost independent of the initial steady state, 
varying Erom 18 time intervals for t'lln 3 to 15 time intervals for run '/, 
However at z=O.O, the 'time constont' varied froin 11 to 23 Ltme intervals 
for the same runs • 
. · . 
4 .1. 2 Examples Of Non-Linear Resronse Curves. 
·"--------------------------------------~----------
In this section, some results are shown where eq11ation 4.2 would 
have to be extended to: 
x (z,t) = 
N 
n 
·~ \.-,, c ex p ( ~tIt au ) 
L 1 1 
i=l 
••••• ( 4 • .3) 
to adequately descrihe the composition response curves, rn equation 4,3 
= 1.0 and the number of exponential terms, n, 'HO\Jld usually 
from 1 to .1. 
Runs 8 and 9 (figs. 4.6 and 4.7) had re~ponse curves which 
equation 4,2 cannot moriel. In run 8, the response was fastest at z=o.o 
,,nd slowest at z::l,O. TIH' CIJrVe for z=l.O di.d not have its maximum slope 
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a t t l1 e b e \li n n J n g h u t u f l e r s o m e ti me h a d e 1 a p s e d , s how I n q t h u t: a li n e a r 
t1rst--order response did not clescribe It, In run 9, the rr~f:.lux ratto wa~; 
the reverse of that in run B. The response was now most rapid at z=I.O 
and slowest at z:o.o. The reasons tor this chaJ\Qe in response time with 
position in the column i:lnd direction of reflux ratio chccmge can be 
explained in terms of the composition drivlnq force f-y. Recalling 
equation 2.4: 
Hax = Lax - K a.sct-y) 
G 
at zaz 
••••• (2.4) 
it can be seen that the rate of change of compo3ition ax/at at a given 
height is proportional to the difference between (L/Z)Cax/at) and K a(f• 
G 
y) at that level. At steady .state, these terms are equal. Obviously .it 
part of the column is in a pinch zone, where the operating and 
equilibrium lines are very close, then both terms on the right hand side 
of equation ~.4 must be small. Therefore the rate of composition change 
ax/at must also be small, since it depends on the difference between two 
small terms. If (f-y) is larqe, then ax1az will also be large, so that 
when a change is made in the liquid rate, the difference between the two 
terms on the right hand side of the equntion may also be large. This 
means that if the driving force is larqe for any level in the column at 
the start of a transient, but small at the end of it (e.g. z~~o.o in run 
8), then the composition response at that level will initially be fast, 
but will slow as the transient proceeds. Conversely if the composition 
driving force is small at the start of a transient, but large at the end 
(e.g. z~t.o for run 8) 1 then the response will be slow at fJrst, but Will 
speed up as t-y increases, and will eventually slow down as the new 
steady state is rea~hed. This arqument may be generalised as follows: 
the normalised composition response to a step change in reflux ratio will 
initiallY be fast nt those levels which are moving Lnto a pinch zone, and 
slow at those levels which are moving out of a pinch zone. 
Thls is further illustrated in fig. 4.8 which shows the response 
at z~~1.0 for tile a column qoinq from iniUHl retlux ratios of: 1,0, 0.9H, 
0.96 and 0.91 to a final reflux ratio ot 0.92 in each case. As expPcted, 
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the response is slowest from the reflux rdtlo of 1.0 and fastest trom 
that of 0.91, This is because for R = 1.0, XO = 0,98\ and the column 
must move out of a tiqht pinch zone at the top. For the inltlal reflux 
ratio of 0,94, XD = 0.5R8 and the response WclS raplrl In this case because 
the top of the column was not in a pinch zone. 
The shape of the response curves has been shown to depend on the 
initial and final steady states as well as on the position in the column. 
Because of the large number of variables involved, there seems to be 
little point in trying to relate the coefficients and 'time constants' of 
an equation such as 4.3 to the parameters of the column being studied. 
Instead, if the composition at any level is required at a particular 
time, or as a function of time, this can be simply computed by the model 
as it stands. The comput~r solution is at least 100 times faster than 
the real time scale, so the mo~el is suited to on-line work provided that 
the computer has sufficient storaqe. The time taken for the computer 
solutions, and the storaqe requlrements 1 are dlscussed 1n appendiX 3, 
Comparison With Results Of Tomassi And Rice. 
The results of Tomassi and RlceC1970) are used as an example of 
the results of a model. using a linear equilibrium relationship, in order 
to make a comparison with this study. Tomassi and Rice used an 
equilibrium curve linearlsed so that the computed compositions at the 
ends of the column at initial and final steady state matched their 
experimental values. This required prior knowledge of the final steady 
state. Their computed transients had the form: 
n 
xcz,cO) " x(z,t) ~ 2} i 
i=l 
exp(s t) 
i 
••••• (4.4) 
This is similiJr to equation 4.3 GXcept that jn 4.4: 
'c = xcz,OO) ~ xcz,t) L' i. and s ... -1/(t.au ). i i 
Accordinq to Towassi and Rice, the coefficient~ c if normalised 
1 
36 
so t h <> t \-- c ::: 1 , w o u l d <l e pend on l y on z and the f: in a1 s t 0 u d y ::; tate : Li 
w l1 i 1 e the f 1 r s t t 5 1n e cons t. d n t :> J s e 1 t her J. n dePendent of , or a s 1 ow 1 y 
v a r y i n g f u n c ti o n o f , z • D n UH· b a s i s o £ tiH e (' r u n s £ r o rn d 1 U e r e n t 
initial reflux ratios to the s~me final one, Tomassi and Rice concluded 
that the time constants depend on tl\e final stf'Cidy ;,tate, but not: the 
magnitude of the cl.l.sturtHllK~~ or the inltlal steady state, \~e h·'lVe 
already seen in section 4,1 .1 that this need not be true. In runs 3 to 7 
where the final steady state was the same in each case, the 'time 
constants' varied from 18 to 15 time intervals at z = t.o, and from 11 to 
23 time intervals at z = o.o. 
Tomassi and Rice state that linear theory predicts that the 'time 
constants' should be independent of z. They obtained this result when R 
was increased but not when R was decreased, Heinke et, al. ( 1965) found 
time constants practically independent of z, even when R was decreased. 
In the present study, this was found to be approximately true when the 
tlisturbances were small, but not for large disturbanc(~s. Tl1ts is 
ill~strated by the results in table 4.2 taken from runs 3 to 7. 
TARl,E 4.2 'THlE COHSTJI.NTS' F'OR HUNS 3-7. (FH!i\I, R- 0.80). 
Run Initial R • T i me con s t a n t :; ' 
(Number of time jntervalsl. 
z.::::l.O z=0.6 z:::o.o 
3 1.00 Ul.O 17. 6 11 • 1 
4 0,90 17.5 17.4 12.9 
5 0.85 17.2 17.4 14.2 
6 0,70 1 f) • 1 17.3 18.9 
7 0,60 15.2 17.4 2 3. 1 
Table 4.? shows that the 'time const<'lnt' depends on z more 
strongly for large djsturba~ces than for small ones. The dependence of 
the 'time constant' on the initial steady state is also clearly seen for 
37 
z:::o.o. 
Both Heinke et, al. and Tomassi ar.cl Rice tOJind, as the latter 
authors put it, "the relaxation time usually increased from top to hottorn 
in experiments in which the reflux ratio was changed from a lower value 
to a hlglier value, and decreased when the reflux r<Jtto was chanqcd from a 
higher value to a lower one". These observations are explained by the 
column being in a pinch zone at the tor for hiqh reflux ratios but not 
tor low reflux ratios. 
4.2 FITTING OF 'TIME CONSTANTS' TO TH~ TRANSI~NT RESPONSES. 
There have been several schemes published for tinding the time 
constants of a lumped-parameter system from its transient response. As 
an exantPle, the method published by Tl1al r~arsen (19~15) is cons.idered 
here. This will find up to three time constants representing a transfer 
function of the form: 
G(s) = 
( t.Ju s·~ 1) c tau s tT)muStiT 
1 2 3 
To do thls, it makes use of the times t , t , t requ1re0 for the 
1 2 3 
normalised response to reach 0.1, 0,4 and 0,8 respectively. The rotio 
(t ·t )/(t -t ) determines how many time constants are needed. 
3 2 1 
For one time constant, r u t 1 o ::-: 3 • '12 5 , 
for two time constants, 3.725>ratio>2.92, 
for three time constants, 3.725>rat1o>2,68, 
The evaluation of further ratios ~nabtes the actu~l values of the time 
constants to be found. The ratio given has been used to find how many 
time constants are needed to mod~l the transient res1'onse curves of run 
H. The numbers required appe~r in table 4.3. rhls 5hOWS that When 
z=I,O, more thAn three time constAnts would be needed to fit the 
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response, but at z=O,O anrl z=O.~ the response Js initially too rapid to 
be represented by even a single time constant. 
TARLE 4,3 NUMB~R OF 'TIM~ CONSTANTS' FOR TRANSIENTS OF RUN 8. 
z t 
1 
t 
2 
t Ratio Number of time constants 
3 
1.0 31 77 133 2.20 >3 
O.R 1 8 56 107 2.34 >3 
0.6 8 32 77 2.88 3 
0.4 4 1B 53 3,63 2 
0,2 2 11 40 4.22 <1 
o.o 1 8 33 4.57 <1 
These results reinforce the conclusion drawn in section 4.1.2: 
that there is little point in trying to represent the non-linear 
distributed-parameter system as a linear lumped-parameter system, 
especially since the response of the distributed-parameter system can be 
obtained rapidly usinq a digital computer, 
4. 3 EffECT OF COLUI-1N HO!,DUPS, 
For the runs described in section 4.1, the column was assumed to 
have zero vapour holdup, zero condenser holdup, and infinite reboiler 
holdup. Further runs were done to find the effect of including these 
holdups. Run 2 (fig. 4.2) was used as the basis for comparison. The 
total holdup in the packing for run 2 was 100 moles. 
(f) Effect of vapour holdup. Runs were done tor h ranqinq from 0.1 to 
5.0 rnol/rn, I.e. from 1% to 50% of the liquid holdup. The effect of 
increasing vapour holdup was to increase the response time throughout the 
column, but the effect was more noticeable at the top of the column where 
the composition gradient was greatest. 
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Table 4.1 qjves the 80% response time (J.e, the time at Which the 
normalised n~sponse reaches 0,8) tor ditterent rlt~iqhts in the rackinq tor 
various vapour holdups. lt sl1ows that the efff'ct of the vapour holdup on 
the response time is small until the vapour holdup exceeds 10% of the 
liquid holdup, This is unlikely to happen in columns operatlnq at 
atmospheric Pressure. 
TARLE 4.4 EFFECT OF VAPOUR HOLDUP ON RESPONSE TIME. 
z h ::; o.o 0. 1 
o.o 17 17 
0,6 1.9 19 
1.0 19.5 19. 5· 
0 ,. o:l 
17 
19.5 
20 
1.0 
18 
20 
21 
2.0 
1 9 
21 
22.5 
5.0 
21 
25 
27 
Cii) Effect of condenser holdup. The condenser holdup HC was varied 
from 1 to 20 moles. This increased the response times at the top of the 
column while having little effect further down. the 80% response time at 
some levels in the column for various values of condenser holdup is given 
in table 4.5. This clearly shows that the effect of condenser holdup 
decreases rapidly with distance down the column. It indicates that if 
the condenser holdup is small relative to the liquid holdup (say lesu 
than 5%), then the error introduced by ignoring it will be slight. 
However a condenser holdup of 10% of the total liquid holdup caused an 
increase in response time of 15% at the top of the column. Clearly thP 
condenser holdup cannot be ignored if it is large compared with the 
holdup in the packinq, as it may be if the condensate is taken to an 
external reflux divider. In such a case, it may also be necessary to 
include the effects of the distance-velocity laq in the condenser 
boundary conditJon equation. 
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(iii) Effect of reboiler holdup, For the basic column shown in fiq. 2.1, 
the reboiler composition XB will remain constant provided that the 
rehoiler holdup is extremely large compared with that of the packinq, 
For a column with finite reboiler holdup, the reboiler composition will 
change following an upset. E.g. following an increase in the reflux 
ratio, the liquirl composition will begin to increase throuqhout the 
packing, Since the column is a closed system, this must be compensated 
for by a decrease in the reboller composition. The size of the change in 
XB will depend on the size of the reboiler holdup. These two changes 
tend to cancel out the effect each other has on the composition at any 
level. As a result, the time taken to reach a new steady state is less 
whe~ the reboiler holdup is finite, 
In fig, 4.9, the response is given for run to which was identical 
to run 2, except that the reboiler holdup was set to 50 moles instead of 
infinity, A comparison of fl.g, 4.9 With fiq .• 4.2 shows that the small 
reboiler holdup gave a much faster response and a different final steady 
state. The overshoot in the normalised response for z=0.4 in fiq, 4,9 
was because the composition at that level first decreased due to the 
change in the liquid rate, and then increased due to the chAnge in 
reboiler composition. 
fiq, 4,10 shows the response at z=l.O for reboiler holdups ranging 
. from 50 to infinity. Even with a reboiler holdup of 1000 moles, (i.e. 
10 times qreater than the holdup in the packing), there is a noticeable 
difference in the speed of the response and the final steady state 
compared with the case of infinite holdup. 
4 1 
The influence of the reboiler holdup will depend not only on its 
size in relation to the packing holdup, but also on the composition 
gradient at the bottom of the column. If the composition gradient is 
very small at z~o.o, but larqe further up the coltlmn, then a change of 
say 0.01 in XB will give a large change in the compositions at levels 
above the bottom pinch zone, However, if the composition gradient Is 
large at z=o.n, then a small change in XB will have little effect on 
compositions further up the column. 
PrevJous workers have not taken into account the effect of 
reboiler composition changing during a run, despite the fact that It can 
be very important. They have expressed their reboiler boundary condition 
in terms of constant reboiler composition or constant vapour composition 
entering the bottom of the packinq. This amounts to the same thing as 
infinite reboiler holdup. 
Clv) Effect ot liquid holdup. For a column with infinite reboiler 
holdup, zero condenser holdup, and zero vapour holdup, the response time 
is directly proportional to the liquid holdtlp and inversely proportional 
to the liquid rate. For other values of the reboiler, condenser and 
vapour holdups, the response will be identical and the response time will 
be proportional to the liquid holdup, provided that the ratio of the 
holdups is unchanged. If onlY the liquid holdup is changed, the response 
time will be proportional to the li<JUid holdup, but the final steady 
state will be different. 
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5,1 The Columns To Be Modelled, 
5.2 The Dynamic M~ss Balance ~QURtions. 
5,3 Boundary Conditions. 
5.3.1 Top Boundary Condition. 
5.3,2 Bottom Boundary Condition. 
5.3.3 Feed Point Ooundary Conditions. 
5.4 Initial Conditions. 
'5 • 5 ,') o 1 uti on o t T tH~ E quat ions • 
5.6 Unsteady State Responses From The Column Models. 
5.6.1 The Batch Column. 
5.6.2 The StriPrinq And Enrichlnq Columns, 
5.6.3 The Continuous Column. 
In this chapter, it will be shown how the mathematical model of 
the basic column, developed in chapter 2, can be modified to handle some 
columns of practical interest. 
v 
1 ·~. ·~-;.=;,~--·-·""• -·- -- ]----_[<~-----"-
V ~L 
[~ REOOllEf< 
((3) STRIPPii'iG COLUI'-'~"'1 
([) ) COi'fri I'.'UOUS COL Ui'ltl 
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The column arranqements which will he considered are shown Ln fig. 
~5.1. They are: 
Column 2. 
Column 3 
Column 3A 
Column 4 
Column 4A 
Column 5 
A bcitch column. 
A strippinq column. 
Fig. 5.1(1\) 
fiq. 5,t(El) 
A stripping column os in fig. 5.1CB), hut with no 
condenser, so that all the vapour from the top of the 
column is removed as top product, c1ncl tile liquJd entering 
t h e t o P o f l: h e p a c k i n CJ c o rn e s o n l y f r o ;n t ll e t e e d • 
An enriching column. \"iq. 5,1(C) 
An enrichlnq column as shown in fig. 5.1(C), but with no 
r e h o 11 e r , s o t lHi t th e v a p o u r en t e r ! n q t he c o 1 urn n c o n1 e s o n l Y 
from the feed, and all liquid leaving the bottom of the 
packinq Js removed as bottom prorluct. 
A cont.inuous column with a .feed stream ent.erinq part··way up 
the packlnq. !".!.q. 5.1(D) 
Additional notation used in this chapter includes: 
[I 
F 
XB 
xo 
xr 
\·I 
needt~d: 
f.n,ts 
xe,xs 
distillAte rate 
feed rate 
molls 
rnol/s 
bottom product composition (reboiler composition) 
top product composition (distillate co~oositlon) 
feed composition 
bottom prorlucl rate molls 
In modelling the continuous column, the following new notation is 
eaut1111rium vapour composition in the enrichlnn and striPPinG 
sections Craspe~tlvely) 
1 i 0 \l l d c o m p o s 1 t .t on I n t h t::' en r i c h .t n <J ·3 rHI s t r t p p i n <J s e c U. on s 
ye,ys vapour cornposit.lon .tn the enrichinq and stri!)pi_nq ~;E'Cl ion:> 
LE: I LS l1 q u 1 d f 1 o w r a t e 1 n t h e e n r I c h i JHJ a n d s t: r l p t1 i n C1 s e c t. 1 on s 
Vt~, VS vapour flowrate in the enriching unrl st r.ippinq sect .ions 
5.7. THE DYNfiHIC !·IAS0 Eli\LT\NCE 1-;;QUfiTTONS. 
For all the columns, the mass balance C'ntJaUons from section 2.2 
stlll apply. Note however, that for the contintJous column, tr1ere will 
usually be a different set. of coefficients (enuations 2.8 to 2.12) for 
each packing section, because of the differino flowrates and other 
variables in the two sections. 
5. 3 ROIJNDARY CO!W I 'l' l Ol~S. 
5. 3. 1 Top Houndary Cond i tlon. 
Tl1e equations from secti.on 2.3.1 are dl.rectly applicable to the 
b;Jtch, enr\ctd.nq and continuous columns. ~·or UH~ strippinq column, the 
mass balance of equaUon 2.13 will q.ive Xl)(t) i.nstr:arl of. x(1,t), 'l'o 
c:ornput.e X(l,t), the further rnass balance: 
r, • x c 1 , t ) .. F • xI" -1 c v- o J • x n •. ,,,,(5.1) 
is need~d. 
For the stripplna colDmn with no condenser, the top boundary 
conctjtfon equations are: 
X(1 1 t):::XF' XO:::y(l,t) , •••• (5.2) 
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The reboJlt~r bound<;ry condl.t.ton for thf' bnsi.c column Cilnnot he 
:~pplied directly to any ot the columns in this clwrter, 
boundary con(llt.ton is sttll found in a similar p-,<inner. 
(1) The batch column, The reboiler llolrlm• in th.l.s ca:o:e is alWH'/S 
decrensJng w.tth time. The mass balance is thus: 
d (f!H • X B) ·~ JJ • X ( 0 I t ) ~ v • t ( X B) 
--c-it:-·-
Since oi!H/dt- L-V, then: 
li_ R • ..<:i7J2.. + X B ( L " V ) - T .•• x ( 0 , t ) t V • f ( X B ) 
dt 
••••• {5.3) 
Putting this in finite difference for~ at time ntl/2, and 
recalling t:hc1t XB :::: x , gives: 
1 1 t 
x . - x ( H H 1M ·~ o , 5 ( r, .. v )) ·~ o • 5 v u + f ) ,, o • 5 r, c x + x ) 
1,n+1 t,n n+t/2 1 ,n+1 1 ,n 2,n+l 2,n 
---- . C HH /A-t t 0.:5 o,·· '!)) ---------
ntl/2 
••• ,.,(5,4) 
where HR - l!R + o.~'i(L-V)/At 
n+l/?. n 
(iU 'rhe strtrpinq colurnn and the continuous col.ur-1n, 
Assllming constant rebo.ll1::r holdup, the reboiler m,Jss balance i.s: 
HR.dXG = L,x(O,t) M V.f(XO) - W.XB 
---dt- ••••• (5.5) 
'l'h is is s j m i.l iH to e q ll at ion 2, 1 :) and n1 "l y h 0 ex p rr: s sf? d 1 n .f in 1 t e 
dlfferencc forrn Jn the same W<W a~i for eqllat1on s.3. If the rchoiler 
equation 5,5. 
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(iii) The enrtchinCJ column. \•/lien there ls a reboller as shown in flq. 
5,1(C) 1 the mnss balance is: 
H H • d X B - J Jo X ( 0 , t) - ( k \•J ) f ( X 13) ~ ~I • X f-l 
dt. 
••••• (5.6) 
A mass balance for the vapour mixer enables the vapour composition 
entering the packing to be found from: 
y(O,t) - F.XF/V + (L-W)f(XB)/V ••••• (5.7) 
If there is no reboiler, but only a varour feed at its dew point, 
then the equations at the bottom of the colllmn are: 
y(0 1 t)::Xf xn=xCO,t) ••••• (5.8) 
Feed Point Boundary Condition~·· 
For the continuous column, two further boundary condition 
equations are required at the feed point. These are found from liquid 
and vapour mass balances. Assuminq that the feed is a liquid at its 
bubble point, we get: 
LS,xsC1 1 t) = LE.xe(0 1 t) + F.XF 
therefore: 
Xs(l,t) - (LE,xe(O,t) t F.XF)/(LE +F) ••••• (5,9) 
The vapour from the top of the strlppinq section is then assumed 
to pass unchanqed to the Pnrichinq section. Thus: 
ye(O,t) = ys(l,t) ••••• (5,10) 
If the fef'd is not i1 liquid at 1ts hllbblo point, then an enthtl.lPY 
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balance 1 s need r~ d to corn p u t e t h P a 111 o u n t. o t sat u r ,, ted 1 1 q u 1 d and vapour 
leaving the feed zone. 
5.4 INITIAL CONDJTlONS. 
In modelling all the columns in this cllaQt:er, .it was assumed tt)at 
steady state conditions prevailed up to zero time, at which point an 
upset was introduced. 
The assumption that the batch column was at steady state at time 
zero, meant that the equations for the basic colu1nn could be used to find 
its initial composition profile. Thus the same computer subroutines were 
used to find the initial steady state for the batch column, as were used 
for the basic column. 
Por the other columns, the initial condition equations are the 
same as the dynamic equations, but with all time derivatives set to zero. 
~:i. 5 SOT,UTION OF' T11E: EQUATIONS.· 
Computer subroutines were written to find the initial composition 
profiles for the stripping, enriching and continuous columns. The 
variables chosen to be specified or computed in the subroutines were: 
(i) Strippinq column: 
N ,V,XB,W,XP and L were specified: 
OG 
XD,F,D, x(zl,y(z) and f(Z) were computed. 
llil Enriching column: 
N ,v,xs,n,xp and L were specified: 
OG 
xn,F,W, x(z),y(z) and f(z) were computed. 
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(l.ll) Continuous column: 
N for each sectionf all flows and XB were 
OG 
specH1ed; 
XD,XP x(z),y(z) and f(Z) were computed. 
The subroutines solved the equations by a similar approach to that 
of subroutine FJNDXD, although no convergence forcinq was needed. 
Listings of these subroutines can be obtained from the author. 
The unsteady state equations for the hatch, sfrippinq, enriching 
and continuous columns were solved usinq mainljne programs similar to 
NAINLINEl for the basic column. Listings of these programs are also 
available from the author. 
5,6 UNSTEADY STAT8 RESPONSES FROM THE COLUMN MODELS. 
5. 6. l The Ratch Column. 
The batch column model gave stable transient responses whether the 
model was run with a constant retlux ratlo ttuouqr10ilt a run, or with the 
reflux ratio altered according to some time-schedule, as is often done in 
batch distillation. To qive a check on the validity of the soluti.on, an 
inventory of the more volatile component was computed throughout the 
batch run. The total amount of the more volatile component in the 
reboiler, packing, condenser and product receiver, was fotlnd to vary by a 
trivial amount, typicallY about 0.01 per cent. 
5,6.2 The Strippinq And Enriching C?lumns. 
The response prerlicted by the models tor these coltlmns was studied 
for step chanqc upsets in the feed rate, feed composition, distillate 
r it t e , and for comb in at 1 on s of t lH' sc· u r set. s • , The t ran s .J. en t res pons e 
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c u r v e s a r e s 1 rn I 1 i1 r t C> t h o s e o b t>l J n <' d t o r t h e h a s i. c c o 1 u m n , T h e r <' ;; n on s c 
aqain tends to be fC~st.er tor ti'ie part of. the column movin<l into tt pinch 
zone, and slower for the pi1rt of tt column movinq from a pinch zone. 'rhc 
vapour holdup hAs a nealiqlbte effect on the dynamics if it is small, 
while the reboiler holdup aaain dominates the response. However these 
columns tended to respond to an upset more qtlickly than the basic column, 
pres u ro a b I. y be c u 11 s P the presence of a bottom product stream en a b 1 e d the 
reboiler to responrl more quickly. 
For both types of column, a negative composition gradient fdx/dz) 
could exist in the packing tor some time after a large upset. This could 
result from increases in XF o~ F for the enriching column; or from 
increases in o or F, or decreases in XF for the striPPing column. 
A dimensionless height interval of 0.1 was always found to be 
satisfactory for the stripping column. In some cases for the enriching 
column, an interval of o.o5 was needed to give stability in the steady 
state computation. The largest Interval which gave stable steady state 
results was always found to give stable dynamic results. 
·An upset which caused a step change in conditions at the top of 
the packing also caused an oscillation in the numerical solution to be 
propagated down the packing. The oscillat1on usuallY had its greatest 
amplitude at the hottom of the packing. However, the oscillation in the 
numerical solution always quicklY died away, and the solution was 
comPletely stable from then on. 
To Illustrate this effect, fig. 5.2 shows the early part of the 
response at the bottom of the packJr1g in a stripping column to a decrease 
in distillate rate. The oscillation occurs as the effects of the upset 
are first felt at that point, The graph shows the response for three 
d1tferent step sizes (dz=O.l, dt=0.351; dz=0.05, rlt=0.119; and dz=0,025, 
dt=0.089). Decreasing the step size is sPen to decrease the time for 
which the oscillation lasts considerably, but to have little effect on 
the maxJmum amplitude. After the ntlmer.ical oscillaUon !)as dierl away, 
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the thref~ curv0s in ti<J, :s.:r. follO'tl the s<1m0 rath, the difference betv1een 
the lines bcinq due to the sllqhtly greater accuracy which is qiven by 
the smaller slep sizes, Thus this brief initlul period of numrrical 
instability rloes not hinder the computation of the transient resron&e at 
later times, The only situation in which it could be troublesome would 
be it tl)e model were usr.>cl in a diqitai control simulation. 1\ filter 
would then be needed to reduce the noise effect of the numerical 
osc illat.i on. 
5.6.3 The Continuous Column. 
Tt1e response of the continuous column model was studied for step 
chanqe upsets in D, F, XF, and tor combinations of these variables. A 
stable response was always obtained, with two iterations per time step 
being sufficient. As described in section 5,6.2, there was usuallY a 
short period of numerical oscillation in the computed liquid composJtions 
in the stripping section after an upset, As before, these alwuys died 
away naturally after a few time steps, Althouqh the oscillations 
occurred in .the stripping section tor upsets in the distillate rate, as 
well as in the feed, no oscillation was observed in the enriching section 
compositions. 
With differing parameters Jn each packing sectjon, a choice had to 
be made on whether to set the time interval to AZib for the enriching or 
2 
for the stripping section. The value of b that gave the smallest time 
2 
step was used. In order to test the effect of using other time intervals 
on the accuracy of the results, a number of runs were clone for a teed 
composition upset with different time intervals. Fig. 5.3 shows the 
variatlons in liquid packed compositions with different time intervals at 
the time in the response when these variations were largest, The graph 
shows a maximum discrepancy of -0.0012 mole tr~ction. This was tor a 
time interval of 0.568 compared with the recommended interval of 0.227. 
Tt1 u s t h e e r r o r 1 n t r o rl u c: e cl 1 n to tt'1 e n ll m e r I c <-l l s 0 t u t 1 on by u s i n q a t i m e 
interval 2.5 times greater than the recommenrled value was insignificant. 
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The errors introduced by usinq diffPrent time steps appear in fig. 5,3 to 
vary almost linearly with the time step. A stGrtlinq exception to this, 
is the run done with a time step of 0.324. This is the time step which 
would have resulted U b tor the stripping section, rather than for the 
2 
enriching section, had been used. 
It has just been shown that the choice of the time interval for 
the numerical solution of the model is not critical. This is another 
aspect of the convenience and flexibility of using a numerical method of 
solution of the mathematical models of packed distillation columns. 
TliE EXPf·:P!Ht'NTAL Ct1LU 11iJ At!D HIXTliHE, 
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6. 1 THE; COLlJI.IN, 
The experimental column was 152 rum in diameter. There was a 1.G2 
m hl.gh packed section above~ 1,8 m of unpacked coltlrnn. The rebo.iler 'lidS a 
vertical Ghell and tube type with cifculation by natural convection. The 
2 
heat transfer area was 0,2 m and the maxJmum available steam pressure 
2 
was 450 kPa, The condenser was a water-cooled qlass coil, 1.4 m in 
2 
area, with an overall heat transfer coefficient ot 280 W/Cm .K), The 
reflux divider comprised a weir over which the condensate passed, and a 
collecting tray which could be positioned to collect any desired fraction 
of the condensate as distillate. The distillate return line to t~e still 
contained a liquid seal to prevent the flashing of vapour from the still 
back up the line. 
Apart from the reboiler and the reflux divider, which were m0de 
from stainless steel, the main column components were items of Q.V.F, 
glassware. The packing section, reflux divider and condenser were lagged 
to minimise heat losses, The estim~ted surface heat losses were: 
packing section 7 5 W: condenser t reflux divider 
A dtagram of the column is given in fig. 6.1. 
The liquid was distributed throuqh four holes in a tray beneath 
t: ll e reflux divider • The vapour did not pass through these holes. In 
retrospect, it .:~ppe<Hs ttlat the UqiJld d.istributlon may hiWe been 
inadequate, because the top 20 % of the PAcked height gave consistently 
less separation than did the rest of the packinq. There is no concensus 
ot opinion in the literature on the number of dlstribution points needed. 
Leva (1953) p.66 quotes n•sults tor a 12 inch column jn wltich tl poJnt.s 
were found to q 1 v e as goo cl a d 5. s t r i. b uti on As 1 9 points • s 1 n c e 1 ow fl \1 i d 
density and surface. tension are thought to aid distribution, ft was 
thought that 4 points wollld he adequate when methuno.l and isopropanol 
were distilled, as tn this work. On the other hand, ~ckert (1961) 
r c c orr. m e n cJ s t h e u s e o f J 2 d J. s t r .1. h u t i o n p o 1 n t s p r• r :; r111 ,J r <~ f o o t f o r :1 c o 1 u m n 
of 1,25 feet clitlMctcr, This v;ould requlrt: 6 or 7 points f:or <1 15?. mm 
column. 
The literature also presents diverse opinions on the need for 
liquid redistrlbutors in PACked distillation columns. fckert recommends 
r e cl is t r 1 but 1 on every 2 o feet or 2 • 5 to 3 co 1 urn n d i am e t e r s • The 1 at t e r 
recommendation, for a small diameter column, would result in virtuallY a 
plate column with packino between the plates, Perry (1963) offers 
suQqestJons of every 10 feet (p,13,29) or every 15 feet (p.lR,32), while 
in Perry (1973) 1 p.18,31, H Is stettecJ: 11 1t is possible to design 
commercial packed columns for heights of 25 to 30 feet between 
distributors". As the packed height in this work was only 1.52 m (5 
feet), no liquid redistribution wos provided for. 
6,2 THR PACKING. 
The packing used in this work was 10 mm ceramic Paschlq rinqs. 
The ratio of column to packing size was thus 15 .• Recommended values in 
the literature include: 
>7 Leva (1953) p.67, 
-l>8 Perry (1973) p.J.8,30 1 
>30 Eckert (1961); Backhurst and Harker (1973) p.13B. 
The choice of a ratio of 15 was a reasonable compromise because: 
(a) with a packed hciqht of only 1.52 m, the liquid maldistribution 
caused by a large packing should not have been too serious; 
(b) pressure drops become exce~sive wit~ sm~llei p~cking; 
(C) data for holdup, pressure drops and mass transfer coefficients 
are rarely reported for rings smaller than 3/8''. ~xtrapolation 
would therefore often be needed in usinQ literature data, E.q. 
,Jesser tlnd Elqin (19,13) used packinq s1zP-s from 0,!.>" to l" for 
holdup studies in a 6 11 column. 
r o ·s s a r e d i'l t a t r om : ( a ) f, (, v <1 C 1 '-l ~1 3 ) p • '1 ; ( b ) D a c k h u r s t <1 n d 1 i a r k e r ( 1 ~l ·1 J ) 
p,109; (c) m0asured in this ~ork. 
TADLE 6.1 PACKING DATA, 
source Nornlnal 
size thicKness 
(a) Leva .3/R" 1/t6"C1,6rnm) 
(b) Oacl<hurst 318" 1 I 1 6 " ( 1 • 6 r1 m ) 
(c) rneas u red 10mm 2.2mm 
6,3 THE DISTILLATION NIXTUR~. 
Number Area a 
3 2 3 
per m m /m 
845000 440 
870000 4fl1 
704000 427 
Void e 
613 
67 
70 
3 
ale 
1/rn 
lt\00 
1600 
1245 
The binary mixture used in the experimental work was methanol and 
., 
isopropanol (IPA). The main reasons for choosing this system were the 
large boilin~ point range, and the nearly linear temrerature-colnpositlon 
curve. This made it idral for using the boiling temnerature to find the 
corrposltion. 
6. 3. 1 Prop e r t 1 e s of T 11 e r u r e Compo n f? n t s • 
The physlcal properties of methanol and isopropanol are qiven in 
table 6.2. F'tqures in brackets were estimated or obtained by 
inter p o 1 a t1 on • - . The . v o pour v 1 s cos .tty Ei (jure s g .tv en- £or is o prop a r1 o 1 u r e 
the values reported in the reference for nupropanol. 
Prol'Prty Tetnp 1·\e thono 1 
ll'Olecular l·:elqht 
latent lH~a t 64.7 35,201 
(l<d/mol) 8/.,3 
boiling point (F) HO. 4 
boiling point (C) 
64.50 
to 6 ·1. 7 5 
liquid viscosity 60 0,]6 
(cp) 70 1),32 
go (). 2H 
vapour viscoslty 65 0.011 
(r.p) 
surface ten:>ion 
(dyne/em) 
J.iouid density 
3 
(l<g/m ) 
82 0.01.15 
20 
':iO ?0 ,, 1 4 
55 
765 ., 0 
60 
70 7<16. 0 
so ns.s 
90 '/25,0 
55 (7G0,5) 
R/.,3 
60,09 Perry (1963) p.J-23 
P e r r y C l % 3 ) p , 3 ·• l t 3 
40.022 
1 8 () • 2 Ballard and van ~Jnl<le 
(1952) 
B2,J3 converted from above 
82,2 T1mmer~Ans(1950)p,304,3l7 
i:o 132,44 
0,86 Perry (J963) p.3-l99 
0 ., 69 
o.ooas Perry (1973) p,3 .. 211 
o.oo·n 
2l.7 Wenst(\968) p,fa32 
I ') • 0 5 T i nnn e r m e1 n s ( 1 ')50 ) p • 3 0 3 
Timmerm<~ns (1950) p,303 
7 ~j 3 • 2 Ti~mermans (1965) p,256 
TeiT:p ~lethano I. I PI\ ReCerence 
satur<Jted vapour 50 0,0Cl739 1'.\D1merrn,~tns (19~i0) p.303 
3 
denstt.y (l<q/rn ) 60 1.006 
64.7 (1.196) 
70 1 • 465 
80 7.,081 
<JO 2.907 
6tl.7 1 • t ., 1. 96 
82.3 1.23 2.061 
liquid specit.tc 110.5 0,6115 T i m 1n e rrn an s (1950) p,305 
heat (cal/q/K) 1)() 0. 6 '7 0 ibid. p.J18 
60 0.742 
80 0.790 
100 0,840 
40 0.62 0,70 Perry (1963) p.J .. l26 
60 0,63 0.76 
70 0,65 0 ,, 79 
80 0,66 o. 82 . 
94 -s 
liq. diffus.i.vJ.ty 65 0,9(10 ) 1,3(10 ) Perry (1973) 
2 ., 4 -5 
(em /s) 82 1,15(10 ) 2.09(10 ) p,Ju2J4, eqn.J.32 
vap. ditftlsivity 6 'j 0.086 0,086+/~8% Perry (1973) 
2 
(em /:;) B2 0.096 0,096+/~B% p,J-231, eqn.J,/.9 
liqu.td Schmidt 64.7 50,3 810 
nu111ber 82.3 32,0 336 
vapour Schm1dt 64.7 1. 09 0,50 
number 82.3 0,97 0; 1 '7 
OJ 
. ?. 
0 
§ (f) 
··rl • 
. !J (J . 
{) 
rJ 
1-1 
r'4 
\ll 
t··l 
~ 
r··-1 
Liquid Mole Fraction 
F I c; 6 i1 2 L_ I CJI,_j I O~·- \/i~~~FJCJLJF~< 
E=Ol~.J I L I f3F< I lJf·~ [J(l-ff=i F"CJF< I Pf"l· ... f'/1ECJ!·-I 
r• r \:> ~' e r t t ~' s u f 1·' 1 :< 1. u res • 
r'or 11'<-lnY nror'erties (P,n, liquid density, vl:;cos.\ty) tile propr~rt.y 
f o r t h e nd. x t: u r e 1·: <I ~> P s ti P~ <l t e d t r om an <w '~ r a q c o f t tH~ p ur e c o m p o n en t 
v a lu e s , \1' r i q h t e ci a c c o r d i n 'I t o l h e c om P o s i t J o n , For cert'lin other 
properties, the tollo•.vlnq r1ethods were used: 
(i) for vapour densities, the ideal gas law was applied. 
Ciil for liquid specitlc heats, the equation: 
2 
Cp - ?02.1 - 126,6 X t 9,44 X ••••• (6.1) 
was derived, E:quatton 6,1 ',1',1S obt<1lned by fittinr;J u lineur equ<Jtion to 
the specific heat··' ten1perature .<iilta for methanol nnrl isopropanol. 'l'l1ese 
were combined with the temperature - composition relationshiP (equation 
6,3) to give equation 6.1. 
(iii) saturate~ liquid enthalpies were found relative to pure methanol 
b y u s i n q d H I d 'r - C r a :.; s u nd n q t h a t ( d H I d x ) ... 0 , I.e. , 
L lr constant 'r 
a s s u rn i n q n o h e a ~ o ( 111 .i. :< 1 ncr • N o p u b 1 l s r1 ec.l fl e a t s o f. ro i x i n q w e r e .t o u n d f o r 
this system, Inteqrat.inc; this equation qives: 
H (X~'X) ~ H (x;;x) 
r, 2 r, 1 J'r 2 ·- cp.d'r ••••• (6,2) 
Tl 
6.3,3 Vapour~Liquid ~~u1llbrium. 
The vapourNli~uid equilibrium for methanol • isopropanol has been 
measured by Ballard and van ~inkle (1952). Their data was fitted by 
least squares to qlve: 
2 3 
T - 180.205 ~ 27.868 X u 24.453 X t 33,440 X - 12,928 X 
••••• ( 6 • .3 ) 
where T l s .t n rle n r e e s Fall r en f)(~ it and x 1 s the m o 1 e t r act 1 on o f m C! than o J. , 
0 
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FIG 6a3 BOILING POINT 
COMPOSITION CURVE IPR-MEOH 
5B 
A le~st snti<HPS curve rlt Wils i'llso used to ohtal.n r1 rel,ltionshlp 
be tv: e en f u n d x for t he pub li shed d tl t a • The e q ti a t1. on 1 s : 
t - X + X(l•x)[ A t ••••• ( 6 • 'l ) 
where x and f are mole fractions, The values of A and A Rre: 
A:~ 0,6593~~7 B ;-.; 0.0'5219~ 
1 
R 
-
~0.175710 B - ··0.01901H 
2 3 
B 
-· 
0,210234 
4 
The values of t and T computed from equations 6,3 and 6,4 are 
included in table 6.3 together with the data of Ballard and van Winkle •. 
fiqs. 6,2 and 6.3 plot their data points and the fitted curves, 
TARLE 6.3 EQUILIRRIUN DATA, 
Ballard and van vii n l< l e d,lta, Computed from curve fits. 
X f T t 'I' 
o.ooo 0,000 180.7. o.ooo 180.2 
0.081 0. 1 32 177.8 0. 1 31 177.8 
0. 1 <J.5 0.296 174. l 0.297 171\.1 
0,293 0,1285 170.7 0.1288 170.7 
0.108 0.570 166.6 0.568 1 66 •. , 
0.522 0.6BS 162,8 0,686 162.8 
0.6605 0,800 I 58, 'l 0.801 158,3 
0,790 0,891 154.3 0,889 15 1 .1\ 
0,901 0,9535 151.:?. 0.951\5 151.2 
1 • 0 00 1. 000 11!8. 4 1. 000 1 4 8 .1 
The pressure dependence of the boiling point was estl~aterl from 
the vapour pressure .data. Antoine equation coefficients have been 
published by Eloubllk et, al, (1CJ73) for the equution: 
loq(P) = A - n/(T t C) 
where P Is the Vilpour pre:;st:n! ·.tn ll'r' Ho, <HHl 'l' ls in Ce1s1tJs, The 
co 0 f t 1 c 1 en t s q i V t! n i' o r n: e t !1 ,1 no 1. iH e : A "' 8 , 0 8 0 q 7 : I I -· t ':i f1 ;> , 3 ; C ::: ·;u ') , "/ 3 , 
For isopropanol, A= 7.7~02; 8::: 11S9.5: and C = 197,53. 
For both pure components, this gnve (dP/dT) ::: :JO rnm !lq rer <ieqrec 
Celsius at 760 mm H0 pressure. This converts to 4 kPa/K. It has been 
<:1 s s tJ me d U) at the e tf e c t o f pres sur e on the b o 111 n q pol n t o E rn 1 x t u res ·.'11 11 
be the sart1e as the effect on the pure components. 
6.1 FLOW RATES AND PRESSUR~ DROPS. 
6. 4. t Ploodinq Ana Loading Rates. 
---N~--------------------~-------------
'l'hese can be· predicted from the generalised pressure drop 
correlation given in fig, 19 of Leva (1953). The followinq units were 
used for the variables: 
G, I IJ, 
'2 
l<q/s/m 1 
2 
p , p 
J.J v 
3 
l<g/m ; a 
2 3 
m /m ; u cen tipo l. se. 
When· g (9,8 m/s ) was used in place of g , the coordinates had the same 
c 
numerical values as for the units Leva used. 
\'/hen the physical properties and packing constants were 
substituted Into the coordinates, they became: 
tor methanol, X axis= 0.040L'/G'; Y axis = o.t52(G') 
for isopropanol, X axis= 0.053L'/G'; Y axis - 0,102(G') 
Table 6~4 lists the vapour flow rates predicted to cause flooding for 
pure methanol and pure isopropanol at various reflux ratios. 
60 
T 1\ B L E 6 , •1 PH ED I C Tf: [) Vi\ P U! I P f 1,0 ',•: PAT r> S F 0 I< F!. D 0 D t I'! (; , 
m:THAtiOL I ~)llPHDPANOT, 
r. • IG • X y c: , v X y C;' v 
1 • 0 0, O'lO o. 1 7 n t • 0 8 0.615 0.053 0' 15!1 l. 2 4 0,]78 
0.9 0.036 0, I 8 8 L 11 0,633 0. 0 1  B 0. 165 1. 27 0. 3 8 0 
0,8 0,032 0. 193 1.13 0.641 0,042 0. 1 7 6 1. 31 0.398 
0.7 0,028 0 .• 2 01 1. 15 0 '65tl !) • 037 0,185 1.35 0.409 
?. 
Note that G' is the vapour rate in kq/s/m and V is the vapour 
rate in molls for the 152 mm diameter column. The L'/G' ratio has little 
effect on the predicted flooding rates. However, the predicted molal 
vapour rate for flooding is very much less for isopropanol than for 
methanol, so the column can be expected to start flooding Erom the 
bottom. 
Although the existence of loading points in packed columns is open 
to doubt, the loading limits predicted from the generalised pressure drop 
correlation (Leva (1953) fiq. 19) are given in table 6.5, 
T A B L f~ 6 • 5 P P F:D I C T E 0 TJ 0 AD I N G RAT E S A T 'l' 0 T A r, R E Fl, U X • 
llpper loadin<J limit Lower loa~inq limit 
X y G' v y G, v 
~~ethane 1 0,040 0.090 0.77 0.438 O,<HS 0,54 0.:309 
IPA 0,053 0.087 0.93 0.280 0.043 0,65 0. 196 
In the experimental work descrihed in chapters 7 and 8, the vapour 
rates ranged (rom 0,237 to 0,397 molls at the top of the packing. This 
was from 75% of the lower loadtnq limit to 90% of the upper loading 
limit, or 65% of the floorllnq limit, based on Leva's predictions for 
methc:mol, For !0oprorc1no1, the ranqe 11as trorn midway between the lottd!ng 
limits to 5% above the. predicted floodinq rate, 
bl 
6,4.?. 
b a l ·3 n c e to q t v e the v ,, r 1 a t 1 on o ( v ,'IP our r <1 t e w t t h he i q l\ t , To .\ l 1 u s t r <1 t e 
the variat.ion in flow rat0s .in tlli' exper1mcnt.·1l colurnn, sorne typical 
values are now ~omputed, 
l t Q ::: 75 \•1; 
,. 
u 
then H ~ H 
V,T 
and H ~ H 
r,, T L 
Cuse (i): 
v ::: 0. 3 molls; x(z:~l.O) 
1' 
-· 
35.68 l<dlmol.; 
L,, 'f 
.. ~t. 733 kJ/mol. 
L = 0.3 CD= 0.0), 
'1' 
H ~ 
v 
.. 0 '9 fl; <itld :<(z::O,O) 
H :: '39,06 )(,J/rnol; 
fJ 
V - (0,3x35.68 + 0,075)/39,06 = 0.276 molls 
Case (11): L = 0,24 (0 ::: 0.06), 
'f 
.. 0.?. : 
V ~ (0.3x35,68 + o,06x(-1,733) + 0,075)139,06 = 0.273 molls 
The change in the vapour rate through the column was 8% and 9% for the 
t w o c a s e s g 1 v e n '~ '!'he c han g e .t n r e f 1 u x r a t l. o .t s z e r o f o r t h e £ t r s ~. c a s e • 
In the second case, R = 0.8 at the top of the p<lcl<Jnq, and 
R = 0.21310.273 = 0,78 at the bottom; a change of 2.5% compared with the 
9% ch~nge in vapour rate. 
The change in mass flow rate Is much greater than the change in 
molal flow rate, mainly because of the large change in molecular weight 
with composition. For tile rrevlous total reflux example, tl1e VciPOtJr mass 
rate changes from 0,0104 kqls at the tor> of the packin~ to 0.0150 kq/s at 
the bottom, a 44% increAse.· 
6,4.3 Pressure Drops. 
A convenient form of the generAlised presstlre dror correlation for 
rredictJnq pressure drops Js thi1t presented hy Prdhl (l 1J6')) fiq.7. 
Pressure ctrors predicted from this diagr~m for 1.52 m of pack~d bed and 
0 
lf) c: ~--~-·--r-~---.-----~--~-.~..-- ····-·---r--·--·,--·--:~ 
~r. I [] 
w 
0. (J 
0 (') 
• 
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LJ ~~ [Y. 
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~ 
Ld C) 
rY. 0) (l q 
C!) 0 
n -=-~1 
0 
0) 
< 
0 
0 (0 
~ 
/ i[J, ~[JJ 0 
I [_l{)l L~:J-0 .D Fl I [] ""'I 
I [1 I r::l o !L:-l'IJJ 
Predicted values/. rSJ'·' 
for methanol 00 
DO 
0 
0 
I fib 
[J 
0 
/I 
---·--~'-----_1 __ _ 
0 
-2.00 -1.95 -1 ,DO 
I 0 
0 
0 
[] 
Pnxlicted values 
-1a75 
LOG ( VF~POUF< MR;G RFHE: ( KG/S) ) 
-1.70 
VE~I:~~;U~3 \Jr=~r~CJLJF< 
t o t a 1 r e t 1 u x c o n d .t t i o n s c1 r e n .I v t' n 1 n t <1 lJ 1 e 6 • 6 • 
T J'dl L E 6 • 6 P f< ED I C T r: D P P 1:: ,'! .Sl 1 H E: D fl 0 P .S • 
v 
rnol/s 
0.20 
0.25 
0.30 
0.35 
0.40 
G' 
2 
l<q/s/m 
0,35 
0.44 
0.53 
0.62 
0.70 
y DP 
mm water 
0,019 18 
0.029 ?.9 
0,0 1\3 44 
0.058 69 
0,074 102 
Isopropanol. 
G' y 
o .• 66 0. 0 4 t} 
0 .• B 2 0.069 
o .• 99 0. 1 0 0 
1 .• 1 5 0' t 35 
t .• 3 2 0.178 
TABLE 6,7 R[Gf<ESSTON AIIAf,YSJS Of' 1·1EASliHED PRESSURE: DHOPS. 
I.Jiquid rate b 
l<q/s 
all 7.06 
<0.012 7.33 
0.012 to 0.014 6. 81 
0.014 to 0.016 5,64 
>0.016 6,8?. 
c 
2.695 
2,86 
?..56 
1. 91 
2.56 
Correlation 
coefficient 
0.966 
0,998 
0. 92 
0,87 
0.94 
Standard 
error 
0.0.36 
0.012 
0.037 
0.031 
0.026 
61 
DP 
•17 
9'' :)
190 
335 
Nurnber of 
points 
89 
6 
?.9 
34 
20 
The measured pressure drops from the experimental runs were fitted 
hy a linear regression to the equation: 
log(OP) = b + c.log(G) ••••• (6,5) 
where DP is the pressure drop in mm water gaune, and G is the vapo11r rate 
.\n l<c:rls. Tt1e reqresslon was done on <~11 points t.oqether, and on points 
grouped accordinq to the llquicJ rate. As can be seen from table 6,7, no 
consistent dcocndcnce on li~uid rate was found, 
r i q • 6 • •1 1 s c1 .1 o q <H i t ll :~, l c l' lot of P r r s sur c d ron v t' r sus v n p o u i' rna s s 
rate, wi tl1 the e;.:pcr iT,t~nt<ll <ind r·rcdicted ~,o l.nt s shown, 
6,5 HO!,DUP. 
(i) Liquid holdup. 
This can be predicted by usinq equations 3 and 4 oE Leva (1953) p,~)2. 
These combine to give: 
0,6 0,1 0,78 n 
H' = 0,0004 CL'/Dp) u (62,3/p ) (73/s) ,., •• (6,6) 
[, 
3 3 
where: H, 
-
liquid t~olclup (m /m ) 
2 
JJ I ::: liquid flow rAte (lb/hr/ft ) 
ll = Uqu.td viscosity (cp) 
Dp .. equ.t V<llent spherical diameter of packinq (inch) 
3 
p .. liquid density (lb/ft ) 
L 
5 = surface tension (dyne/em) 
For 10 mm Raschig rings, a value for Dp of 0,375 inches was obtained by 
interpolating in table 1, paqe 7 of Leva. ~or the ranqe of liquid rates 
in this work, n = 0.53 •I~ 0,03 (Leva p,55), Usinq equation 6,6 for both 
pure methanol and rure isoprop~nol in a 152 m~ column qives: 
fl 51.9 
0,6 
-
[J for methanol 
O,G 
!l ::: 42.85 L tor isopropanol, 
W!) e r e fl :::: li q u 1 d h o 1 d up ( m o 1 I r.1 ) , ::m d L ~ liquid flow r~te Cmol/s). 
Table 6,8 summarises the predicted values of H fot t.l)r~ pure components, 
And the mPan value for a 50 mole pPrcPnt mixture; 
TABLE 6, fl PI< ED ICT!~D L I Oll I D i!OLI1!1PS. 
[, ( 010 ll 5 ) Holdup (Methanol) 
J 1 
( m /111 ) Crnollm) 
0.20 0,046 19.8 
0.?.5 0,053 22.6 
0,30 0,059 25.2 
0,35 0,065 27,6 
Holdup ([Pi\) 
J 3 
(m /ro ) 
0.074 
0. 0 8 ~i 
0,094 
0. t 0 3 
( 1no 11 ni) 
l fj • 3 
UL7 
20.8 
22.8 
64 
(:iO'l> mixture) 
C mol I 111) 
1 fJ. 0 
20.6 
23.0 
25.2 
Note that the molal holdup for methanol is expected to be 21% 
greater than that for isopropanol at a given liquid flow rate, while the 
volumetric holdup Is expected to be 60% less than for isopropanol. 
Cii) Vapour holdup, 
The maximum vapour holdiJP Ci:\n be found by using tlle .ideal qas lcl'll to 
compute the amount of ~apour required to fill the voids in the packing, 
For a void fraction of 0,7 and a column cross-section area of 0,0182 m , 
the vapour holdup is 0,45 mol/m, This is about 5% of the liquid holdup 
and is almost independent of flow rates. 
(iii) Condenser holdup. 
The holdup in the condenser and reflux divider comblned was estimated to 
be 5 moles t/- 1.5 moles. 
(iv) Reboiler holdup. 
This was large, because the column used had a large still flask <lesiqned 
tor batch operaqons, The holdup ranqe(! from 430 to 930 moles +/~30 
moles. 
& , () 1·1M"i.S 'f1Udi0FFP. 
6. 6. 1 The '!'ran ~; (: e r t! n .l t A p p r o ;) c h • 
Tl1e accepte<i metl1ods ot expressing the separation achieved in <'I 
packed column are by the number of. theoretical plates, or by the number 
of transfer units, The latter approach was proposerl by Chilton and 
Colburn (1935). Colburn C19J9l defines the nurrber of transfer units as:· 
Jy2 N ~~ Lly/(t'-y) OG ••••• (6.7) 
yl 
tor equiwolar counter=ditftlsion. (as in distillation). 
The transfer unit approach is more realistlc than the theoretical 
plate approach, in that it treats the composition as a continuously 
varying function of height. This is suitable tor the rlynamic column 
model developed in chapter 2. 
To co n1 put e the column lie i 0 h t z r e q \1 l red f. or ;1 purt.lculc~r 
separation expressed in N , the he1ql1t of a transf:er un.tt ll must be 
OG OG 
known, since: 
Z .. N • H 
OG OG 
lit atrnosphriric pressure, H J.s detined ,)s: 
OG 
H - V/(K a.S) - H m(V/l,)ll ••••• (6.[]) 
OG G G f, 
where H - V/(1( a,S) ••••• (6.9) 
G G 
nnd H .. L/(k <1.S) ••••• (6.10) 
1, JJ 
UIJ l T, 
Inc Cl'dS 1 P(j: 
Gas mCJss 
veloctty, 
Idqtlid mass 
veloc:.ity, 
Packinq s.tze. 
Pucked heiq])t, 
'r P rr: p c r <> t u r e • 
Column diameter. 
Liqutd 
distribution, 
II !J 
[, G 
No el:f.ec:t betow lncr•'•lS<'s. 
loadin(l roint., 
Increilses above 
loa<linq point. 
Increases. Little or 
no effect. 
UsuallY increases Xncrt~ases. 
No effect., 
Decrease::; 
quite marh:dly, 
s c n s i. t 1 v c \'I .l t h 
some pacl<tngs, 
Jncre<Jses verv 
Little or 
no ~'f f(•Ct, 
Lr:·:>s sensitive 
t:h•lll If. 
[, 
Pt!CCV (\9"13) 
If 
LIG 
Increase:;. 
1·~ i no r r• f fcc t • 
Decrc<.lses, 
Increases but not 
a direct effect. 
Tncredses 
Possibly increases. 
fl 1 s t h ~~ q d s t !l m r e :; 1 s til n c <> il n d m ( VI J,) I! l :; t lH! li q u 1 d f 11111 r e :,; i ;, t .1 n c e • 
G r, 
}I o s t •s o r I< e r s r e q a r d U1 P m <1 "J o r i t y o f. t: h e rn a s s t. r CJ n s f. e r r e s 1 s t elf\ c e 
i n d i s t i l J. u t i o n t o b e 1 n t 11 e q ,, s p h a s e , T t1 u s " 1 n cl l s t 1 1 l <1 t 1 o n ·.·; o r 1< t h e 
number of trc1nster units is llSilcllly colculatecl as 1'1 , t,e, b<JS(>d on (jas 
OG 
composition changes, even thouoh considerAble resJ.st,lnce may llc .tn the 
l!quld phclse" (Perry (1973) p,1.1.50). 
Pratt (1951) quotes results ot Suroweic and fo'urnas, who obtained 
liquid film resistances amounting to 30 to 40% of the total resistance; 
Johnstone and Pigford, who found liquid film resistances to be 8% of the 
tot a 1; u n d J a c l< son and C c? u q .l s l<: e , 'ii h o found n c? (J 11 CJ i h 1 e 1t quid £ 11m 
resistances for distillation Jn ~etted wall columns. 
6.6.2 ~ttect Of The nreratinq Variables. 
T lie e t f e c t of the opera t l n g v a r 1 a b 1 e s o·n the he l cJ!i t o .f u trans t e r 
unit have been sum~arised by Perry (1973) p,l3,50 and Leva (1953) p.B9. 
See table 6.9. 
There is a major discreJlancy between the statements of Leva and 
Perry on the effects of liquid mass velocity. This probably depends on 
whether or not the influence o.f. tt1e liquid veloc.ity on the ainount of 
w e t t e d p a c I< i n g w a s c on s 1 de r e d • C h i.l t o n an d C o 1 b u r n ( 1 9 3 5 ) s t a t e t tw t " J n 
packed columns, the useful area appears to vary with the liquor rate, and 
this variation may have as much importance as the vapour velocity or even 
more". When Chil~on sai~ that he would ex~Pct increased_ liquor rate to 
decrease l! 
' 
as long as it meant an increased a~ount of wetted surface, 
OG 
he anticiP<lted the tindinqs of Pratt (195.1.). Pn1tt concluded that II 
OG 
·,1'as inversely proport:ion,ll. to the •leqree of: wettlnq. Tl~us so lonq as ttie 
liould rate Is below the minimum ef£ect1ve liquid rate CMFLR) which qives 
complete wcttinq, Jncreaslnq L c~n be expected to Increase the dcqree ot 
wetting and thus decrense I! At llquld ratt.·~; <.~bove ·the mJ nln1\tll1 
OG 
e t f e c t .i v (' 1 J q u1 d r ,1 t t> , rJ h d;, no ~; 1 c; n H i can t f' t fcc t on H 
OG 
Wcttin0 Rnte And ~ftective AreR, 
P r a t t ( 1 9 5 1 ) p 1 o tt e d t h e d e g r e e o f w e tt 1 n q <'l q a t n s t trH~ 11 q \J 1 d 
flow, expressed as a fractlon of the reinimu~ effective liquid rate, for 
various operations. for distillation usino Rasclliq rings, this shows 
that the degree of wetting is approximately equal to the fraction of the 
minimum effective liquid rate. Oackhurst and Harker C197J) p.t49 define 
the wetting rate as: 
.) 2 
\>!R ::: flow rate (m lhrlm ) ••••• (6.11) 
·----·------ . 2 3 
speci tlc areA ( 1n I rn ) 
The minimtlm effectlve.liquid rate is quoted by Morris and Jackson (1953) 
3 J 
p.22 as O.fl5 ft lhr/ft (0,08 ro lhrlm), below \~hich columns should not be 
operated. However as Pratt po.ints out,· f.or small packing sizes witll 
large specific area, it is impossible to achieve the minimum effective 
liquid rate without ~loodinq, ~.g. the maximum wetting rate that could 
be achieved in the column in this study is for isorropanol at total 
reflux. From section 6.4, G = 0,0227 kgls at flooding. This leads to a 
3 
wetting rate of 0,014 m lhrlm, which ts onlY 17% of the minimum effective 
liquid rate recommended by Morris and JacKson. 
The value of the mitlimum effective liquid rate is however open to 
question, Yoshida and Koyanag.l (1962) found tJ1e effect of surfAce 
tension on the minimum effective liquid rate to be important. Pratt 
3 
r e commends the use o £ l·i E 1. n :;; o • 6 to 0 • 7 f t I h r I f. t £or rJ i s t 11 1 d t 1 on n n d 
quotes an experimental value of 0,14 for methanol at high concentration. 
As this is close to the maxt~um possible wettlnq rate for the prrsent 
column, it seems likely that the minimum effective linu1d rate Wds not 
exceeded in this work. 
Perry ( 1 <) ·; 3 ) p , I 8 , J 2 ,,.: <lt' 11 s . t h <1 t t: he e f f o c t .i v e <l r e ,-1 1.:; not 
\·I e 1 s man and Bon i.1 1 u VI h o f o u n d t lid t t or v a p o u r 1 s <1 1:1 on o t w .1 t e r t n t o ,) i r : 
0.31 0,07 
(effective arca)/(total area) - 0.14G' L' 
The influence of [, here .is very sticTht, despJte the tact that c1t the flow 
rates they used, the wettlna rate ranged from only 20 to 80% of the 
minimum effective liquid rate recommended by Morr.is and Jackson, 
6,6.4 Prediction Of The Height Of A Transfer Unit. 
(i) He i qh t of a liquid f. U m trans f. e r u n 1 t (II ) • 
L 
There are several correlations available In the literature for 
predicting H • 
1 
(a) Backhurst and !lurker (1973) table 4~t3, list values of H for 
L 
distillation. Extrapolation from 12 mm to 10 mm Raschig rings gives a 
value of 0.15 ft (0.06 m), The effect of temrerature or flow rates is 
not considered. 
(b) Sherwood and Holloway (1940) use: 
n o. 5 
H - (L'/c.u j (N ) at 25 deqrees Celsius •••• .(6.12) 
L L Sc 
Usinq c = 310 Rnd n= 0,4 1 and correcting for temperature gives: 
0.4 
ll :: 0.013(L') for methanol at 61 .• 7 Celsius, 
L 
0.4 
Dnd H 
·-
(1.1)!9([,') for isopropanol at A2.3 Celsius. 
rJ 
6 'I 
(C) C 0 f tl C 11 ( [ <) 6 0 ) q en(' l' illt :; (' d d <lt <1 f r 0 n1 S e V (' r c\l S 0 II l' C e ~; 'Sit h the 
equatlon: 
0,5 O,.l!) 
H ::: b.cOl (Z/10) ••••• (6,1.3) 
{, Sc 
with b <: 0.035 for 3/8 inch f<asctlig rlnqs; c::: t.O for[,< 50% flooding 
rate; and c :: 0.6 for r, :: 80% of. the tloodltHl rate. 
For a column of 1.52 m packed heiqht, this yicl0s: 
0.5 
H - 0,0315c(N (Et) ••••• ( (i • t 1  ) 
I1 sc 
Note that this is independent of flow rates, apart ~rom the effect of c 
as flooding is approached, 
(d) Schulman et al (quoted by Perry (1973) p,l8.33) sug<:rest a 
0,45 
relationship in which k is proportional to CL') 
0.55 
this means H ~(L') 
fJ 
L 
Since Ho<L'/k , 
1~ L 
Note the varying dependence on Lf in thes~: corre.tat.lons. 'l'he 
values of H predicted by (d), (b) and Cc) above are listed in table 
L 
6. I 0, 
Apart from the sinqle fiqllre predict.ion of !3i1cl<hurst and Harker, 
H i s s e e n t o b e g r e a t e r f o r 1 s o p r o p il n o l t h <1 n t o r m e t lv:m o t b e c au s c o t t he 
L 
much hiqher Schmidt numher for tl1e former.. ConserJuently, H may be 
r, 
expected to increase with distunce down the p,1c:l<inq <J~; ttle conccntrt1t.ton 
of isopropanol increases. 
(ii) lleiqht of a qrls fJ lrn tri1n:;ter unit, 
JO 
Corrt'l<~tlon~; <IVliil.ilble tor pred!ctlnq ll includ,~: 
G 
( a ) t he n o rn o q r a ph I n f 1 a c k h u r s t <m d J 1<1 r k <: r ( 1 <J 7 3 ) p , 1 J ?. • r:: v al. u a U n q fl 
for various vapour rates shows that this predicts that II ls oronortional 
G 
0,25 
to (G') 1' h e e U e c t s o f t e m p c r a t u r e <1 n d p r e s s u r e iH' <~ l n c 1 u d e d , b u t 
no reference is made to vapo11r prooerties or liquid flow rate. 
(h) Sherwood and Holloway (Perry (1973) p,18,36) suqc;est: 
0.31 "a0,33 
H = 1.0\(G') (L') ••••• (6.1~-i) 
G 
(c) Cornell (1960) correlated data published by several workers by: 
H 
G 
:: c(N 
0,5 
(D/12) 
0.6 
(L'f f f ) 
j 2 3 
1.24 1/3 
(Z/10) ••••• (6.16) 
where the f terms .involve tl1e phys.ical properties of the system. Using 
c = 135 for 3/8 inch Raschig rings q!ves: 
0,6 
If = 13.8/L for isopropanol at 82.3 Celsius, 
G 
0,6 
and II = 20,6/l, for methanol at 64.7 Celsius. 
G 
( d ) f r om the R !_) y no .l d' s an a 1 o g y , _ C h 1 lt on "n d Co lb u r n ( l 9 3 5 ) p r o pose : 
where 
7.13 
H ·- V /k a ::: ( 11 j , a) ( N ) 
G <_; Sc 
' ··0.?. 
j :: 0 • 0 2 3 (tl ' ) 
He 
••••• (6.17) 
71 
After considering the effects of wetting and examininq the 
available data, Pratt (1951) proposes: 
-0.25 ~2/3 b,L 
Ck P M e)/(G') - cCN ) (N w.e ••••• (6.18) 
G brn rn ge Sc 
with b = 0 for Raschig rings, Since H - G'/(k a.P M ), this leads to: 
H 
wl1e re N 
Re 
0.25 
- Ce/(a,c.w))(N ) (N 
G Re sc 
G G bm rn 
2/3 
) ••••• (6.19) 
= (Dp,G)/(u,e) and Dp is the eqtllValent diameter of the packing 
in feet. 
'• 
Pratt ( 1 9 5 l ) s u <J q est s a v a 1 u e o E 0 , 1 2 3 for c • Ass u m 1 n q that w ::: L 'INn, R , 
thl.s leacls to: 
and 
0,25 
H ::: 0.013(G') /(1,'/H~I,P) tor methanol ••••• (6,20) 
G 
0,25 
H = 0,016CG') /(L'/MELR) for isopropanol ••••• (6.21) 
G 
Values of H predicted by (b) and (c) are included in table 6.10 
G 
for total reflux conditions. Recause of the uncertainty in the value of 
the minimum effective liq11id rate, no values have been computed from (d). 
7'1. 
TABLE: 6,10 Prn:orc·n:D lir-:IGIITS Of F'ILI·l TPAN.Sn~H UNITS, 
r, ' 
2 
molls kq/s/rn 
H (a) 
J, 
(ft) 
H (b) 
L 
(f t) 
H (c) 
r, 
( f. t) 
H (b) 
G 
(f t) 
H ( <:) 
G 
(ft) 
Hethanol 0.20 0.35 0,15 0. 1 2 0.22 0.90 0.73 
0.25 0.41 0,15 0. 1 3 0.22 0.90 0.64 
0' 30 0,53 0. 1 5 0. 14 o. :n 0 '!)() 0,57 
0,35 0,53 0,15 0. 15 0.20 0.89 0.52 
IPA 0,20 0.66 0. t 5 0,23 0,55 0,89 0.34 
0.25 0.82 0. 1 ') 0.24 0,46 0,89 0.30 
0,30 0.99 o·. 15 0,26 0.35 0.89 0,26 
0.35 1.15 0.15 0.28 0.17 0,88 0,24 
( j ii) Heiqht of an overall transfer unit. 
This is computed from equation 6,8 once H and H are known. The 
G L 
slope of the equilibrium curve, m, ranged tram t.6t (pure isopropanol) to 
0.45 (pure methanol), For most of the experiments done in this work, V/L 
ranged from 1.0 to 1.25, Thus the term m,V/1 l1dd values from o,,\5 to 
2.0. 
Using the predictions for H and H from Cornell's equations, 
G r, 
values of H have been computed and are listed jn table 6.11. from this 
OG 
table 6.11, it can be seen that H is expected to vary by as much as n 
OG 
factor of 1.7 between the values for methanol and isopropanol at low 
lJquid rates. At higher llquid rates, the differences between predicted 
H values become much smaller. for isopropanol, the majority of the 
OG 
resistance comes from the liquid phase since m.V/L ranqes from 1.6 to 
2.0, and H >II for all but the hiql1est liquid rates. !"or methanol, H 
JJ G G 
CJ 
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1
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[] 
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tJU 
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[1 
-·1 ,80 
> > ll and m • VI [, < 1 • 0 , so t. 11 e q d s p !1 d s e r e s i r. t d n c e s h o u 1 d p rt' do m i n a t e • 
1. 
T 1\ 8 L E 6 , 1 1 V A r , U J·: S 0 r II PFfo:DICTr:D BY CDHRr::LI\'I'lONS lW COP.NE;J,t,. 
flG 
H (TPA, m:::1,61) 
OG 
r. ( m o 11 s ) L IV:: 1. o o , 9 0,8 
0.20 1.22 1.32 l • 45 
0,25 1.01 1.12 1. 2 3 
0,30 0,82 0,89 0.96 
0.35 0.51 0.54 0.58 
H (roethanol, m=0.15) 
OG 
L/V::::l,O 0,9 O.A 
0.83 0,84 O.B5 
0.74 0,75 0.76 
0,67 0.68 0,69 
0.61 0.62 0.63 
As the experimental separations are expressed in N , 
DG 
73 
the 
predicted values of N are listed in table 6.12. They are based on 
OG 
arithmetic mean values ot H for the two pure components, and a packed 
OG 
height of 1.52 m. 
TAP.LE 6.t2 PRED[CTED Vl\Lllt:S OF N 
OG 
L/V;;:R 
1 • 0 0.9 0.8 
0.20 4.88 4.63 4.35 
0.25 5.62 5.35 5,03 
0.30 6.71 6.37 6.06 
0,35 8.93 0,62 8.26 
t::>:perimental 'f\:umbers Of Transfer Units. 
The number of transfer units has been computed for the steady 
stat0 conditions of all the experimental runs described in chapters 7 and 
0 
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[] 
B • N i s P 1 o t ted a (J<'ll n s t the mas s .ii <lll I d £1 ow r a t e 1 n tt q • 6 , 5 and t 11 e 
OG 
molal liquid rate in fiq. 6.6. The mass flow rate is based on conditions 
tor the arithmetic me<Jn of the two end compositions. These fiqures show 
that N correlates much better with the molal thdn with the mass liquid 
OG 
rate. This is surprising since the correlations in the previous section 
have used mass rates. 
Using a linear regression analysis, the following equations were 
fitted to the N - llqutd rate data: 
where 
OG 
N 
OG 
r ::: 0,81 s.E. · = o.B9 
N :: -1.26 t 0,479 L 
OG mass 
r ::: 0,50 S. E:, ::: 1 , 4 0 
· log(N ) = 1,665 + 1.85 loq(L) 
OG 
..... (6.22) 
••••• (6,23) 
••••• (6.24) 
r :: 0.83 S,E. = 0,076 on log(N ) = 20% on N 
OG OG 
IJ = liquid rate molls 
rJ = liquid rate kq/s 
mass 
r :::: correlation coefficient 
S.E" ::: standard error 
From equations 6.22 and 6.24, the correlation coefficient was 
almost identical for both the linear and logarithmic equations, even 
1. 85 
though 6.21 suggests that N l.s proportionnl to r, 
In an attempt t~ assess the effect of the vapour rate on N , a 
oc: 
multiple linear r0arcssion was done. ThJs YieldPd: 
r-. 
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I'~ -r l..J / ( F< -::<· F< ) 
[rl) L, 
[] 
[JC' {!J 
.Erl L 
[J 
-0,40 
L .. I (]t..J I [J 
75 
1 o q ( "' ·~ I , 3 9 ·• 2 , 1 5 l. 1) o ( V ) . t 3 • J 6 1 o q ( J, ) ••••• (6./.5) 
() (~ 
S,E. - 0.050 on loq (N ) - 12% on N 
OG OG 
3,36 7.15 
This suqgests that N C< l, /V Since L/V - R, a rlot of 
OG 
2 
log(N /R l versus loq(L) was prepared (fiq. 6,7), The linear regression 
OG 
?. 
of log(N /R ) aqainst loq(L) gave: 
OG 
2 
log(N /R ) = 1.41 + l.253 loq(L) 
OG 
r = o.B4 
2 
s.E. = 12% on (N /R ), 
OG 
••••• (6.26) 
Fig. 6.7 shows that equation 6,26 gives a better correlation at 
low liquid rates. Many of the runs done at high llnuid rates were at 
total reflux (for which R = t.Ol. 
Because of the similar correlation coefficients for equations 
6.22, 6.24 and 6.26, it does not seem to matter which equation is used to 
correlate the experimental number of transfer units 1 except that at low 
liquid rates, equation 6.26 seews preferable. 
End Ef'fects. 
It was assumerl that no siqnjflcant mass transfer took place above 
the top of the packed bed. Decause all the overhead vapour was 
condensed, any chanqe in composition above the point where the product 
was withdrawn from the reflux rllvider could have no effect on the 
composition further down. Retween this point and the top of the packing, 
there was very little liquid - vapo11r contact. The hole~ in the liquid 
distributor tray were only 2 em above the top of the packtnq, 
SCrlLE. FULL SIZE 
TAPLF' 6. 13 LClC 1\'l'HHI OF Tl!t~Ft·IDCOIJeLt·:S, 
A 1 n t h e 1 i C1 1.1 J c1 c: o n d L~ n s a t e s t r e u rn t r o :11 l' he c o n d e n s e c 
B zc::l.O in the 1 i q u l d t r o 1n t he tot.> cl 1 :; t r i b u to r 
c z::0.8 central 
[) z:-:0, 6 
E z::::0.6 midWAY between centre and ~all 
F' z~=0.6 c1 d j il c e n t t o c o 1 u m n 1·1 oll 
G z:::0.~5 central 
ll z-::0.4 centrdl 
I z:::0,2 
J Z'!O.O c 0"() t r a .l , b e l r)'l.' b o t t o rn o f p a c l< 1 n q 
'( 
" 
z:::o.o rn i d w a y b e t v.: e e n c e n t r e u n d ;·1 <Ll l , 
helow bottom ot Packing 
z:::o.o arljRcent to colu~n wull, below bottom of packing 
II z:::o.o .i n t o t a 1 .li q u J rl s 1: r e <llll b e 1 cHI l? fl c l< l n q 
p 
16 
I n s u c h a c: \) 1 un:n <: "n be p r e d t c t c d u s in q t lH~ R e 't' no 1 d ' s u n ,, l OCJ '/ ( s c e P r <1 t t 
(1951) ). 
hence 
2/3 
(l< P II /G')(tl ) 
H 
G 
G bm m Sc 
~ G ' I ( K a , P ~~ ) 
G bm m 
-0,? 
,. c (tl ) 
Re 
0,2 
~ (l/(a.c))(N ) (tl 
Re sc 
2/J 
) ••••• (6,27) 
UsJng the value of 0,028 which Pratt recommends for c leads to: 
0.2 
ll :: 5,02(G') for isopropanol dt 82,3 C in a \52 mm 
0.23 
column. (By comparison, the result H - 5,02(G') was oht~ined from 
G 
Johnstone and Pigford (1942) ), 
The predtction from Pratt gives H - 4.8 m for G - 0.01 kg/s, and 
G 
An increased value at greater flow rates. Thus the maxi1num expeC"ted 
separation in the 1.8 m wetted wall section was about one third of a 
transfer unit. A separation of one theoretical plate was therefore 
assumed !or the combined effects of the reboiler and the wetted wall 
sect1ot1. 
6,7 EXPERI~ENTAL MEASUREMENTS. 
6.7.1 Measurement Of Cowposit1on Proflles. 
The composition, PXPressed in mole fraction of methnnol, was 
obtained by measurinq the liqtlid temperature at the required positions. 
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T h <~ r P 1 tl t .t o n s 111 p b e t \U: e n 1 i q u i cl h o 1 l i n q t l' rn p e r a t u r e i1 n d c om p o s 1 t i o n .1 :; 
qiven by equatlon 6,.3. For positions lH::low tht' top of the Pdcking, the 
pressure wns above atmospheric preo:sure. A correction wc~s made to t:I'H' 
boiling temp(?ratures Cse1~ sect.lon 6.J.:n ,1ssuminq a llnear chanqc of 
pressure with heiqht. 
Temperature Measurement, 
The temperature of the llqui~ in the column packing was measured 
usinq copper-constantan thermocouples. To ensure that the measured 
temperature was that of the liquid, and not that of the vapour, the 
thermocouples were placed in liquid traps as shown in tiq. 6,8. The 
liquid well had dimensions of 5 mm diameter and 10 mm depth, giving a 
-7 3 
volume of 2xto m • For 0.25 molls of methanol, this gave a mean liquid 
residence time of 0.3 seconds. This was short compared with the column 
dynamics. 
The thermocouples were located and labelfed as listed in table 
6,13 and shown in fig. 6.9. Thermocouples B and M measured the 
temperatures of the total liquid stream at the top and bottom of the 
packing. All other thermocouples measured the temperature of only part 
of the liquid stream. The cold junctions of all thermocouples were 
soldered together and placed in an insulated lcebath. 
6.7.2.1 Thermocouple Calibration. 
Before they were mounted in the colnmn, all thermocouples were 
cali~rated together in a stirred hot water bath, The temperature was 
measured with a mercury in qtass thermometer calibrated to +/- 0.05 K. 
The thermocouple outputs were recorded on the data logger used to make 
the later measurements, and all thermocouples agreed within the 
resolution of the data loqqer (0.025 mV which reoresents approximately 
1116 K). 
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where lW I·' is the d a t a l o q (] e r d 1 q .t t a l v o l t m c t e r read in q 1 n u n i t s of 
mVx400, and T is in Celsius, 
6. 7. 2 '2 Calibration Of The Pure Comronent Dolling Points, 
To il.llO'II for the efff'Ct of daily fluctuations in c1trnospl1erlc 
pressure, and any possible chanqes in the thermocouple reference 
temperature and datil loqqer calibration, a simple holllng point apparatus 
was used. This comprised an ·electricallY heated flask and a reflux 
condenser. Thermocouple P was placed in the vapour space in the flask. 
The boillnq point of either pure component could th\ls be" monitored durlnq 
a run, The constant, and coeEficient of x, in equation 6.3 were adjusted 
tor ~ach day's run, so thnt equ~tlons 6.3 and 6.28 together gave the 
correct compositions for the measured boiling points of the pure 
components. 
6.7.?..3 Measurement Of Thermocouple Voltage; 
The thermocouple output voltages were weasured using a SOLARTRON 
COMPACT S~RIES 2 data loqqer on the 25 mV range. The resolution was 
0.025 mV. The thermocouples listed 1n section 6.7.2 occupied 15 of the 
data logger's 20 ctJ<mnels, tlie remainder beinq unused, For the steady 
state and dynamic runs described in chapters 7 and 8, the thermocou~le 
voltages were scanned every minute. They were displayed by the data 
logger on a diGital voltmeter, and wo:~re also punched on paper tape 1n 
ASCII code, 
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6. '7 '2. ,, 
lJ [) C C l' t c) i 1) t: .l (> S l n 11' f' r1 S U r C' d C 0 in [) 0 S i t: \ 0 1\ 5 i-l r 0 S ~~ f t' 0 I!) t. W () C <l \ l S (' S : 
( i ) No 1 s e i n t 11 e thermo coup I.'~ s .i q n ,, l s t: o t h c d '" t -:1 l o Cl q P. r , i) n rl 1 i1 c k of 
data loqqer resolution, The rc e ,, s u r e d v e1 l u e s o f e .1 c tl t h c r 111 o c <)up l e ' s 
output durin <J <1 s t cady s t i.l t e per i o d li c r e as s u 1n e cl to be f rom a norm a 1 
population whose n'ean was the true liquid boil inq point. 'l'lw error in 
the composition V<llue •.,·as t,:Jl<en to be the 9~i't contid(~nce 11.rn.its of the 
mean value, T h e s e \'/ e r e f o tJn d t r om t h e s t an d <1 r d d e v 1 a t 1 o n o f t h e 
observations and the statistJcal t parameter (see Davies (1957) ), For 
many of the measurer~ents mCide, this error \•;as le5s than half the data 
logqer resolution. In these cases, an error eoual to half the resolution 
was assumed. This amounted to ilPproximately 0.2 mole percent. 
C.ii) from uncerta.inties ln the measurement of tl1e pure component 
boiling points used to fix the endpoints of tl1e composition - temperature 
relationship for each day's run, The uncertainty in each boiling point 
measurement was usuallY t/~ 1 DVM unit, catlsinq a further uncertainty in 
composition measurements of up to 0.3 mole percent, 
6. 7. 3 Vapour Flow Rate ~easurement. 
The most accurate and convenJent method of measuring the vapour 
_flow rate throuqh the packinG, was by measuring the amount of heat 
removed from the colurnn throuqh thf' condenser. The vapotH rate WCIS given 
by: 
V - (Cp.\·Jr.l\T + q)/llflv ••••.• (6.29) 
= vapour rate at the top ot the packing rnolis 
Cp - specific heat of water lJ/(kg,l<) 
Wr = condenser water rate kq/s 
AT = temperature rise of condenser water K 
Nl v .• 1 a t e n t lw a t o f t h {~ v n p o u r a t t !1 e t o p 
of. the racklnq 
llO 
q \·1 
The condenser water temperature rJse WAS measured u~lnq a 
thermocouple w.itl1 one junction in t11e inlet water, <Hld the other junction 
in the outlet. TtH~ llncertainty in the thermocouple output: measured on 
the data logqer was t/- 2 units in 300, i.e. 0,7%, The estimated surface 
h e a t 1 o s s q w a s 5 0 w a t t s , 'l' h e u n c e r t a 1 n t y 1 n t h 1 s l'i a s t r i v i a l c om p a r e d 
w!~h the heat tlow of 10 to 12 kW. The latent heat 6Hv depends on the 
distillate composition, but the error d11e to uncertainty in composition 
is no more than 0.05%. The total uncertainty in the measured vapour rate 
is thus t/- 1.5%, 
6. 7 .1 li e a s u r e rn e n t fH D i s tlll a t e F' 1 ow P a t e • 
This was atso meAsured with a bucket and stopwatch, '!'he 
uncertainty was t/· 1% in most cases. From the mP.asured v;.Jpour and 
d 1st 111 ate rates , the 1 1 q u 1 d r <l t e was found f r o rn : rj ~: V ·• D , 
6.7.5 Measurement Of The Column Pressure Drop. 
Whenever the column reached steady state conditions, the pressure 
drop across the packing was meilsured tlsing an air-purged water manometer. 
The air was bubbled through isopropanol before reachlnq the pressure 
tapPings to reduce the chance of introduclna water vapotJr to the column. 
The u n c e r t a 1 n t y in the pressure drop rn e as u r c rn en t s was tJ sua ll y 2 n1 m water 
qauge. 
The pressure drop was mPasured to check whether experimental 
P r e s s u r 1, d r o p s rr L:l t c h E' d t l1 o s e p r e d i c t e d 1 n t h e 1 j t P. r a t u r e ( s e e s e c t1 o n 
6.~), to allow the me~sured hollinq points to be corrected for lhe effect 
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of pressure, and also to indicate any fluctuation in the vapour flow 
rate. 
6.7.6 Determination Of Column Steady State. 
Like most physical processes, the conditions in a packed column 
should tend towards steady state without ever reachlnq that condition. 
The criteria for decidinq when the column was essentially at steady state 
in this work were when, for a period of 15 minutes: 
(1) the condenser heat load was constant within experimental error, 
(ii) the pressure drop across the packing was steady, 
(iii) the temperature measured by each thermocouple in the column 
showed no long-term rlrift over that period. 
Becau~~ small drifts in thermocouple otJtputs could be obscured by 
the noise level on the signals, the column was usuallY left for a further 
ten minutes after steady state had apparently been reached. 
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CHAPT~R 7 ~XPERTMENTAL COMPOSITION PRIJ~JL~S AT STEADY STATE. 
7.1 Operatinq Conditions. 
7.2 Measured Compositions At Steady State. 
7.3 Variation Of Composition At The Same IJeight. 
7.4 Relative Separation At Different Levels In The Column. 
7.4.1 Experimental Variation Of H With Packed !Ieight. 
OG 
7.5 Comparison Of ~xperimental And Predicted Composition 
Profiles. 
7.6 Reproduceallility Of Steady State Composition Profiles. 
7.7 Conclusions. 
Before considering how well the mathematical model prPdicts the 
dynamic behaviour of the column, it is desirable to know how well the 
measured compositions at steady state ag~ee with those predicted by the 
model. 
With this aim, the steady state composition profile was measured 
for 23 runs at total reflux. These initial runs were done at total 
reflux to elimitlate any uncertnlnty in the value of the retlux ratio, 
The steady state profiles measured later as the itlitial and final steady 
states of transient runs are also considered in this chapter. 
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'I • 1 0 P E H 1\ TIN G C f.lt!D ITt il N S , 
A summary of the operating variables for all measured steady 
states, both from tt1e initial total reflux runs and the later dynamic 
runs, is provided as table A.1.1 ln appendix 4. 
In the total reflux runs, the operating conditions were changed 
between steady states by: 
(i) altering the reboiler steam pressure, 
(ii) addinq some of one component to the reboiler, or by 
(iii) removing distillate from the column for some tih1e to reduce the 
proportion of methanol in the system. 
7 • 2 ~iE AS lJ R E D C 0 ~! P 0 S I T ( 0 N S A 1' S T F.: AD Y S 'I' ATE • 
The column was considered to be at steady state when the criteria 
given in section 6.7.6 were satisfied. The duration of the steady state 
con d 1 t ions was 1 ate r c 11 c c ked by p 1 ott 1 n g t 11 e me as u red compos 1 U on s 
aqainst time using a computer-driven plotter. The errors in the steady 
state composition measurements were considered in section 6.7.2.~. 
7.3 VARIATION IN COMPOSITION AT THE SAME LEVEL, 
At two levels in the column Cz=0.6 and z:O,O), more than one 
thermocouple was located so that the effect of radial position on the 
composition could be observed. The mean and standard deviation of the 
composition differences between each pair of thermocouples have been 
computed for all the steady states, They are listed in table 7,1. 
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TABI,J·: '/,l VAIUA'I'tON HI CQI.IPOSITJON 1"0!1 Tm~rmOCOlJI-'!,1':0 AT TilE SAI·IE !,E:VEI,, 
Helqht z Thermocouples Mean difference ~tandard 
(mol %) deviation 
0.6 D~E ~t.4 4.5 
0,6 D~F' -3,2 2.2 
0,6 E~F' ~1.8 5,0 
o.o J-K +3.5 2.6 
o.o J~L +0.4 t. 2 
0,0 "-11 ..0. 9 0,9 
o.o K -rJ -3. l 2,9 
0,0 K~N -2.6 ?..5 
o.o r. •j\1 +0.5 0.7 
95~, conE ide nee 
limits of mean 
t.O 
0.5 
1.1 
0.6 
0,3 
0.2 
0.6 
0.5 
0.2 
The values of the mea11 differences in composition at thermocouples 
D, E and F suggest that at height z=0.6, there is an increase of 
composition from the centre of the packing to the wall. On average, the 
composition at E was 1.4 mol% greater than at D, while at F, the 
composition was an average of 1.8 mol %greater than at E. However, the 
results for individual runs were not consistent, and in many cases this 
apparent trend of increasing composition towards the wall was reversed. 
The possible reasons tor a variation in measured composition at different 
points at the same level are: 
(i) one or more thermocouples may not have measured a true liquid 
t err p e r <:~ t u r e ow 1 n g t o p a r ti a 1. c on t a c t w i t h t l1 e v a p o u r • 
Cii) tile composition varied between one liquid rivulet and another 
because of differing local liquid and vapour rates. I.e., there was 
signiflcant channeling in the flows in the packing, Each thermocouple 
measured the composition of only a sample of the liouid at Its level. 
This may have varied from the mean composition at that level, 
(111) the liquid may have been subcooled on the ~olumn wall. 
At z::0,6, the third possibility coulrl have atf0cted only 
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thermocouple F. The liquid tr,JP of thi~> thermot'ottple '11<1~ touchinq tt1e 
'2 
column '1/qJ.l. 'l'lH~ Pstimated column hei'lt loss war; 100 'r'l/rn , For a liquid 
2 
film heat transfer coefficient of 100 vJ/(m .r<), this would have required 
a liquid film temperature drop of 1 K. However, only a small proportion 
of the liquid enterinq the trap of thermocouple P wo11ld have been in 
recent contact with the wall, Attempts to detect subcooling by addinG 
"" .. 
cold liquid to th~ reflux stream, have shown that condensation of the 
vapour takes place very quickly to eliminate the subcoolJng. It is 
therefore unlikely that the liquid reachinq thermocouple F was at ·all 
subcooled. Since thermocouples D, E and F were carefullY installed 
upright in the packing, it is certain that they were entirely suhmerged 
in the liquid during all runs. Thus It would appear that the observed 
differences in composition at these thermocouple positions show a real 
variation in liquid composition across the packlnq owing to channeling of 
the liquid. As each thermocouple trap had an area equal to the projected 
area of about 10 packing pieces, and hence would have collected 10 or 
more liquid streams, it seems likely that the variation in composition 
between individtlal rivulets would be found to be even greater if it could 
be measured. 
Below the packing, ttH!rmocouples J, J, and ~~ had averaqe 
d1fterences in composition of less than 1 mol %. At thermocouple K, the 
measured composition was an average of 2.5 to 3 .• 5 mol % less than at the 
other thermocouples. This was due to the liquid trap for K being 
installed at an anqle so that the thermocouple was partly in contact with 
the vapour. This resulterl in a higher temperature being recorded and 
thus giving an apparently low liquid composition. In the total reflux 
runs, it was noted that the difference between the composition measured 
bY K, and that measured by the other thermocouples, increased as the 
composition increased. Increased composition causes an increase in the 
difference between the liq11ld And vapour temperatures. 
\·lh en thermo coup l e K i s rl 1 s co ll n t e d , i t i s set' n f rom tab 1 e 7 , 1 t 11 a t 
the mean and standard deviation of tt1e cilfferences in tht! comp0slt1on is 
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111 u c h 1 e s.:; at z ::-.:0 • 0 than at z:::: 0 • 6 , '1' t1 i s l s not sur r r i s i n q s 1 n c e the 
composition gradient is usually smaller at z~o.o where the column is 
operating in a pinch zone. 
In the model develoPed ln cl)apter 2, the Assumption was made that 
the heiqht of an overall mass transfer unit, H , does not change with 
OG 
height ln the column. In section 6.6.1, it was seen that the 
correlations in the literat11re predict that the height of a transfer unit 
will be influenced by the physical properties of the system, and by the 
temperature, so that it can be expected to vary as the composition varies 
with height. 
To investigate the variation of the height of a transfer unit with 
height, the following steps were carried out. For each steady state, the 
separation, m~asured in number of transfer tlnits, at each thermocouple 
relative to the bottom of the column (thermocouple M) was computed by 
numerical integration. This separation was then expressed as a 
percentage of the total column separation C Le .• the separation between 
thermocouples H and M). The maximum, minimum, mean, and confldenc~ 
limits of the mean percentage separation for each thermocouple over all 
the steady state runs are listed in table 7.2. The differing number of 
observations tor dif.terent thermocouples occurs because some 
thermocouples were not monitored for all runs. The separations at B and 
M for each run are 100 % and 0 % hV definition. Runs in Which the top 
composition exceeded 9R mol % were not included in this analysis. The 
"ideal" separation is that implied by the assumption of constant heiqht 
of a transfer unit. 
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TA!lf,f~ 7,?. PEJ,I\TIVE f:iFP1\RAT HHIS 1\'1' EI\CI! Tlll<.:f<f.lfJ('(JUf'LF;. 
Thermocouple uurnbt~r n f Max % Min % Mean % S,D, 95% 11 Ide•JJ. 11 % 
observations tirnits 
13 R8 o.o 100,0 100.0 o.o o.o 100,0 
c 85 99,0 75.1 88,B 4.8 1..0 BO.O 
D !34 67.0 52. 1 60,9 3.0 0.6 60,0 
E 83 80.8 50.4 63,7 7.4 1 • 5 fiO.O 
F 88 76.0 57.0 66,2 4.1' 0.9 60.0 
G ., 1 51.6 36.1 42.4 4. 1 1.0 50,0 
H 88 47.9 27.7 3B.6 4.0 O.B 40.0 
I B8 26.5 9,8 16.7 3,9 0,8 ?.0,0 
J 60 6.8 ~1.4 2.0 2.2 0.6 0,0 
K 69 4' 1 .. 11. 6 ~6.0 3.?. 0,7 o.o 
IJ 71 7. tt -1.9 1.7 2.0 0.5 o.o 
M 88 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
At therfl'ocouples D, 8, II, ,J and r,, the mean S(>paration is within 
4 % of that which would occur if the helgllt of a transfer unit was 
constant, However, there Is a wide scatter in the percentage separations 
Rt these points for individual runs: e,g. from 26.5 to 9,8 % at I. At 
the other thermocouples, the mean separation varlerl from the "Jdeal" by 
up to B.B % Cat C). The figure for C means that on average, only 11 %of 
the separation (expressed in number of transfer units), was obtained in 
the top 20 % of the pack1ng. This was probably due to the liquid 
distribution not being complete, and resulting jn some dry packing in the 
top two column diameters. At thermocouple G, the separation was 
consistently onlY a few percent qreater than at H, btlt considerably below 
that at D, E: and F. As G was located midwi'l~' between H and D, this rneans 
that either thermocouple G qave incorrect rP.adinrJS, or that the colurnn 
achieved much better separation between z=0.6 and z=o.s than b~tween 
z=0.5 and z=0.4. The latter explanation seems totallY imProbable. 
The Iarqe variation in the traction of the total separation which 
is achieved in a particular part of the packed heiqht, means that even if 
the total numher of transfer units of separation could be accurately 
predicted tor a particular set of operating conditions, the composition 
at a particular level in the column could still not be predicted with any 
certainty. 
7. 4. l Experimental Variation Of ll With Packed Height. 
••••M•--··--••••••·----···-···--···-·•-DG~----------~--------
The averaqe vc~lue of ll over a part of the packing height, 
DG 
may be computed trom: 
H 
OG 
::: dy/(f-y) I y2 ••••• (7.1) 
v, 
z, 
where N is the number of transfer units for the element 6Z 1 and y an~ 
OG 1 
y are the 1nean vapour compositions at the bottom and top of the element. 
2 
The accuracy of the computed H is limited by the uncertainty in 
OG 
composition measurement at each end of the element. A worse difficulty 
is that the measured con,position, except at the column ends, is only a 
sample of the mean composition at that level, and may differ from the 
mean bY several mol % as was shown in section 7~3, 
To illustrate the results obtained when equation 7.1 was used to 
compute H for exrerimental steady states, the results for two runs 
OG 
(steady states 12 and 20) are listed in table 7.3, 
TAilltl;: 7.3 LClC/\L VAL!!I·~S flF H 
s t 0 .::Hl y s t d t e 1 2 Steady statt~ 20 
ReflUX rat .to .\ • 00 1. 00 
L (molls) 0.37 0.24 
N ( 'NhO le column) 7.05 3.H9 
OG 
H (m) B ~ c 0. 61 +/~ 0,13 0. <\ 0 -~I D 0. t 6 
OG 
c ~ D 0. 13 tl~ 0,01 0.43 +I~ 0,04 
) 
between c ~ E ()' 1 5 tl- 0.01 0,45 +I~ o.os 
c .. ~' 0,11 +I" 0,01 0,26 +I= o.ot 
D 
-
H 0. 1 7 +I~ 0,01 0,34 +I~ 0,03 
F. ~ II 0. 15 tl~ 0, 0 I 0. 22 +I~~ 0. 0 1 
F H 0. 18 +I~ o.o1 0,22 +In 0. 01 
H M I 0.24 +I~ 0,02 0,35 +ld 0,03 
I .. I• I 0,25 tl= 0.02 0.44 +I·· 0,02 
Reference to table 6.11 shows that for L>0.35, H should i.ncrens1~ 
OG 
slightly as the methanol composition increases. For steady state number 
12 (table 7,3), the reverse is shown to be tlle case except for tl1e very 
top interval of' pacldnq, for L=0.21 rnol/s, table 6,1\ predicts that H 
OG 
should decrease by ·30 % for pure methanol compared with pure isopropanol. 
However, in table 7.3 for steady state number 20, no definite trend ln 
H with height is apparent, Here the effect of uncertainty In 
OG 
composition at intermediate levels is clearly shown, The computed heiqht 
of a transfer unit between z=O,R and z=0.6 vorles from 0.~5+1-0,05 m to 
0.26+1·0.01 m depending on whether thermocouple E or F is taken to give 
the mean. composition at z=0.6. Hecause thermocouPle C may also give a 
composition which is not the mean comcosition ~t z~o.B, the uncertainty 
in the heiqht of rr transfer unit over this interval is even qreater. 
Thls problem arnlies to fhe other intervals 1n the column as well. 
The s c t' x <J m p 1 e s slw w t l1 11 t \d thou t n n a c c ll r <11: e rn ensure rn en t o t the 
mean composition at. intermedidte tevels in t11e column, tlH~ variation of 
H with heiqllt cannot be relidbly estimaterl usinq ~~cnwtion 7.l. r:ven 
OG 
with the limitations of the present measurements, it appears that the 
correlations considered in section 6.6.4 and summnrlsed in table 6,11 
cannot be relied on to predict even qllalitatively how the helqht of a 
transfer untt will vary with heiqht tor a particular set of conditions. 
7.5 CO~IPARISON 
PROFILES. 
OF THE EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED COMPOSITION 
TABLE 7.4 EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED COMPOSITIONS FOR STEADY STATE 12. 
Thermocouple z 
B 1. 0 
c 0.8 
D 0.6 
E 0.6 
F 0.6 
H 0.4 
I 0.2 
M o.o 
Experimental Separation 
(mol %) (%) 
93.4 +I- 1 • 1 100,0 
91.2 1 • 0 93.0 
73.3 o.9 61.4 
76.0 1 • 0 64.7 
71.5 1.1 59.2 
46.3 o.s 35.6 
27.0 1.0 17.5 
14.2 1. 0 o.o 
Predict<~d 
(mol %) 
93.4 
85.7 
?l. 9 
71.9 
71.9 
51.2 
29.3 
14.2 
The experimental and predicted composition profiles for a sample 
run (steady state number 121 are listed in table 7.4, For this steady 
state, the experimental composition agrees with thnt predicted only at 
thermocouple F, apart from the column ends (B and M) where the agreement 
is forced. At the other-thermocouples, the difference is up to 5.5 mol % 
Cat C), This result is typical of that found for all steady states. 
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hqreement may occur between the exr~rimental A11d predicted compositions 
~t one or more thermocouple~, btJt ~t the others there may be a larqe 
dlsaqrccment, in sorne cases by more than 10 rnole %. 
7.6 REPRODUC~ABILITY OF TH~ STEADY STAT8 COMPOSITION PROFILES. 
Steady state runs number 39 to 41 were done to test whether steady 
state composition profiles were reproduceable~ For these runs, all the 
operating conditions agreed within the experimental errors. Between the 
steady states, large upsets were Introduced by: (i) turning off the steam 
to the reboiler for 2 minutes, Cii) lncreaslng the steam pressure for 
· 4 minutes • 'l' 11 e compos it 1 on s , w J. t h errors , at each t lH~ r 1n o c: o up 1 e are c; 1 v en 
in table 7.5 for these steady states. 
TABLE 7.5 REPRODUCEABILITY OF STEADY STATE COMPOSITIONS, 
Steady State 39 Steady State tlO Ste<1dy State 41 
Thermocouple B 97.5 -~I~ 0.2 97 .1 t/o• o .• 3 97.6 +/M 0.3 
c 97.0 0.2 
0 88.0 0 ·• 3 87.0 o .• 5 8 7 ., 2 0.2 
E 90.6 0.4 89~3 o .• 3 90,3 0. 3 
F' 90.3 0.2 88.1 o .• 4 89.4 0,'2 
G 76.2 0 ,. ,:> 73.4 o .• 2 74,3 0,2 
H 72.2 0.4 6!3,3 o .• 4 69.5 0,3 
I 44.2 0,3 42.9 o .• 3 43,2 0,2 
,J 27.0 0.2 27.3 o.~ 2 26.9 0.2 
L 25.9 0.2 26.4 o .• 2 26.2 0.2 
~I 25.0 0.2 25.3 o .• 3 25.3 0. 3 
The composition errors tabulated include or11y the errors due to 
the uncertainty in the data loqgcr measurements of thermocouple outptlts. 
Errors due to tht> pure component boiling points have no ef.fl~Ct on this 
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corq:Jarison since tt1e.i.l' <~ffect is IdcntJc<ll. for edch run. t,part r·ro1n the 
tlH'rrnocouplc>s mcasurlnq mPan corniJoslt.ions <1r. the column l'nds, only <lt J 
was the composition the same ~!thin expPrimentAl error for all three 
r u n s • ll t t 11 e o t he r t h c· r f'! o coup l <' s 1 . t. ll e com p o s i t 1 on 'I c1 r ll~ d by up t o 3 , 9 f I ,. 
0,8 mol% (at H). 
These results sl1ow that rven with the same opcratinq varlahles, 
the cornpositions measured at a purticular point at ste<tdy state m,w Vi:'.ry 
considerably. This supports the opinion expressed In section 7.3: that 
variations in measured compositions at different points at t.h0 sc1rne 
heiqht indicate a random variation of composition in the individual 
liquid strea~s, rather than a con~istent radial composition qradlent. 
7.7 COUCJ,USIOnS. 
The important points regarding the steady state composition 
profiles are: 
(i) the composition measured at one point in the pncking may vary 
considerably trom the compositions at other points at the same level, and 
hence from the mean comPosition at this level. Tllis variation ls more 
pronounced at the central packing heights. 
(ii) the composition measured at a particular point in the packinq is 
not reproduceable. It depenrls not only on the operatinq condit.lons, but 
aJso on the liquid flo',1 pattern previously set up in the pAcking. 
(iii) the total column separation, in number of transfer units, was found 
for most runs to be less than that precl.tcted by the l.tterature 
corr~lations (see section 6~6.4). 
Civ) the height of a transfer unit was found to vary with height in the 
column, but the variation could not be accurately determined because of 
the uncert<linty in meastlrln(r mean compositions at intermediate column 
heights. The height of a transfer unit is expected to depend on liquid 
rate, composition (and hence physical properties ond temperature), and 
liquid distrihutipn, It was shown in chapter 2, that if the dependence 
of the helqht of a transfer unit on x, L and z is 
incorporation of this dependence into the model is not 
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known, the 
difficult. 
However it is unlikely that the relationship between the height of a 
transfer unit and these variables will be known well enouqh to make this 
worthwhile. In most rractical situations, the precise knowledge of 
intermediate column compositions should be unnecessary. If the mean 
composition at a particular column level is required for automatic 
control purposes, the average composition at several points across the 
column should be used. If· possible, the collection of all the liquid at 
that level for composition measurement beEore redistribution would be an 
even better procedure. 
(V) because the composition in the packing is not predicted by the 
model to better than +1- 10 mol % in some cases at ste~dy state, it can 
be expected that no better prediction of the compositions under dynamic 
conditions will be obtained. 
CHAPTER 8 
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~XPERTM~NTAL COMPOSITION PROFILfS AT !INSTEAD¥ STATE. 
8.1 Introduction. 
8.2 Plots Of Experimental Responses. 
8.3 Comparison Of 8xperimental And Predicted Response 
curves. 
8.3.1 The Shape Of The Composition Response Curves. 
8,3.2 The Speed Of The ComPosition Responses. 
8.4 Conclusion, 
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This chapter presents the results of the dynamic response 
n e a s u r ern e n t s 111 a de o n t h e c o lu m n , ,1 tvl c o m p a r e s t h e m w I t 11 t h e r e s p o n s c: s 
predicted by the model described in chapter 2. The ~im of this 
exPerimental work was to test the effectlveness of the ~odcl in 
predictinq the response of the colurnn to step chanCJes in the Uqll.lcl 
reflux rate, this belno the easiest variable in which to introduce and 
measure upsets. ~here shortcomings in the model become apparent, the 
possibility of overcoming them is considered. 
8, 2 PLOTS Of" EXPf~P H1[NTAL RESPOtiSES. 
Transient resPonses were measured between the steady states listed 
in ta~le 8.1. Operating variables for all steady states are listed in 
table A.4.1, appendix 4. 
8. 2. t Chanqe In UTU Durin~ A Transient. 
In the model developed ln chapter 2, it was assumed that the 
separation, in number of transfer units (NTU), would not change during a 
transient. To handle the large changes in NTU found experimentally from 
the initial steady state to the tinal steady state, two method$ were 
tried. In the first, NTU was set to the final value immediately after 
t h e .l1 q u 1 d _ r e t 1 u x r a t e up s e t o c c u rr c d • F i 9 8 • 1 p 1 o t s _ t IH~ _ m e a s u r e d an d 
predicted responses for transient number 11 using this method. The 
second ~ethod was to vary NTU linearly between the required initial and 
flncll values as XD varied from its 1nit.J.a1 to its final value. TrunsJ.ent 
number ll is ~0aln plotted in fiq 8.2 using this method of varying NTU. 
In figs. B.l an~ R.2, the time scale plotted is the time for the 
0XPertmental rcsronsr. ~o that the shares of the exrcrlrnPntnl ~nd 
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Transient 1nit.1al 
nu~ber st. state 
1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 8 
8 9 
9 10 
10 11 
J. 1 12 
12 1 3 
l3 14 
J1 1 6 
15 17 
16 18 
17 21 
19 23 
20 24 
21 25 
22 27 
23 28 
2•1 29 
25 30 
26 31 
27 34 
28 37 
29 43 
10 45 
Final 
st. stat~~ 
2 
3 
1 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
11 
12 
1 J 
14 
15 
1 7 
18 
19 
22 
24 
25 
26 
28 
29 
30 
31 
.32 
35 
38 
44 
46 
Pt:sponse time 
rntio 
1.2 
1.3 
1.6 
1 • 8 
1.2 
0,9 
I ,5 
0,9 
0.7 
1 • 4 
0,7 
1.4 
0,8 
1. 9 
0,9 
0.7 
1.4 
2.0 
1 • 6 
1.9 
0.6 
2.2 
1 • 9 
1.8 
1 • 9 
I.. 8 
Inltiol H 
(mol/rn), 
20,7 
23,0 
?.0,6 
1 6. 4 
20,5 
17.4 
19,9 
22,3 
1 9. 7 
18. ·I 
22.2 
I 8 • ?. 
19.6 
t 5. 3 
14,9 
13.6 
18,0 
1 7 • 1 
16.0 
16.7 
19.3 
16,0 
t 9.) 
16.6 
1 7. 7 
1 8. 8 
18.2 
liJ.l 
1 8. 7 
Final H 
(mol/m) 
2 J. 0 
20,6 
t 6 .1 
20,5 
t 7.1 
?.2. 9 
. 22.3 
19.'7 
18.4 
22 '2 
I 8. 2 
19.6 
'21.4 
14.9 
13.6 
H.S 
18.9 
16.0 
16.7 
18,8 
16,0 
19,3 
16,6 
17.'7 
19,) 
20,7 
20.6 
21.!1 
? I , 9 
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p r e cl 1 c t e d r (' s p o n s e c u r v e s c .1 n b e co 1r p <l rr:~ d , t h e t 1 n' e s c <ll e o f t h e 
t li e p r e d 1 c t e d r e s o on s e s o t l\ <1 t. t h e t i w e f o r 7 ~i ~. o f U1 i: t o t ,, l c lt<Jti q e t n 
X D 111 a t c he s t he 7 ':i % X D r t~ s t' on s e t 1 rn e o f t t1 e e :< p c r i 1n ~' n t t1 l t r cl n s I c n t • T ll i ;, 
has ~lso been done in fiq, 8,1 ~nd fiqs. A.5,1 to A.~.to. In all these 
plots, the continuous lines qtve the experimental tt'SPonse And the daslled 
lines give the predicted respoNse, 
It can be readilY seen from Eiqs, 8.t and 8.,2, that tl1e use of NTlJ 
varying linearly with XD gave a response which agreed much more closely 
with the measured response than did the response using a step change in 
NTU, This was found to be true for all transients for which a co~narlson 
was made, A major difference in the results of the two approaches, is 
that the s t e p c !1 ,1 n q e 1 n fl'l' U P.r o d u c e d an o v e r s 11 o o t t n the r e s pons e .t n the 
lower part of the column whenever there was a siqnificant cl1anqe In NTU 
for a run. This overshoot was much greater than any observed 
experlmentally, Consequently, the method of using a gradually changing 
l!TU was adopted. The NTU was cornputed from: 
NTU .. NTU(initlal) ·~ (NTlJ(f.inal) M NTU(initial))'f(XD m XD(in.l.tial)) 
CXD(flnal - XD(inltial)) 
••••• (8.1) 
This ls a very si~Plified approximation to the way in which NTlJ changes 
during a transient. As discussed in section 6.6, trTU .is expected to vary 
not only with liquid composition, but also with liquid rate (vapour rate 
was kept constant during the transients), In view of the lack ot success 
in correlating the values of NTU nt steady state, there seems to bP no 
justitlcation for tiying to mak~ a m~re sopGisticated pr~dlctior1 of NTU 
under dynamic conditions. 
R o t tl m e t h c c\ s f o r s c t. t i n <J t h e v ;n 1 a t i on o t liT !J d u r i n q ,, t r a n s 1 e n t: 
share a serious dr<::lvlbac}~. They reqllire the final NTU to be known be tore 
ttH~ comrosttion rc;·sponse to ,ln upset Ccln be prt'dlcted, Thtrs, nnlcss the 
dependence of NTU on tlow r<lt~?s and comros!tlons can b(' Clccurately 
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f'SLiblishPd 1 so thr1t ~IT\1 <:dn l'C predicted J.n ,·Jrlv.mce to better tlFm +/·· 
5 ~, , .t t \ ~; n o t p o ~; s 1 h 1 0 t o u s e t h <' n; o cl e 1 t o p r (' d l c t ·,·; h •'1 1: t h e n r ·.~ s t e d <1 y 
state compositions ~;ill be ;Jfter on tn>:>t~t. Instead, it will only be 
possible to predict how the compositions will chnnqe with time once the 
final steady state compositions are known. 
I n f 1 q • 8 • 3 , t lJ e r e s pons e o f t runs 1 en t n 11mb e r 1 3 1 s q i v en f o r a 
change Ln ll0Uirl rate in the opposite direction to that of transient 
number 11 (fig, 8,2), The response curves of 10 other transi~nts 
selected to cover a range of liquid rates and rehoiler compositions are 
given In figs. A.5.1 to A,5.10, appendix 5. 
8,3 COI·IPARISON Of EXPf;PH!EfJTAL AND PREDICTED RESPONSE CU!<Vf.S. 
To enable a comparison o~ the experimental and predicted response 
curves to be made, some criteria of "goodness· of. clgreement" are needed .• 
The criteria wJll depend on the end use of the model, so a definitive set 
of conditions to be met before a model can be considered satisfactory for 
all applications cannot be defined. For on"line control, the early part 
of the response to an upset may be of major i~portance, and the approach 
to the final steady state may he of less interest. For off-line design 
of control systems, the shape and speed of the response at some height 
may be 'needed. This woul.d enable a Ume'-constant type ot transfer 
function to be fitted to the response for small upsets from a normal 
operating level. For batch column prediction, the ability of a model to 
predict the distillate composJtion at all times through a run is the most 
impofta~t co~s1deration. T~is would req0ire th~ aep~nde~ce of ~he column 
separation on co~positlon to be known. For policies other than constant 
reflux, the E~ffecl: of chan<:Jlnq the liquid rate on the sep.:nation (ln t'ITU) 
would also he IH?Pded. The difficulty in predict!nr;t the dependence of ~11'U 
on liquid rate and composition has been discussed In section 6.6. 
The comparison between the experimental an<l computed responses has 
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been made in two st<lqes, flrstly, a comrar1son of thr shape of the 
r c ~; P o n s e s , <~ n d s t~ c o n d t 'I , '' c o 1'1 p <H t s o n o t t h t~ s p t~ c ct o I tlw r e s p o n s e s h d !; 
he0n made, 
8. 3. 1 Tile Sh<1pe Of The Cor1position Hespons<.o Curves. 
To enable the shape of the expcri~ental and predicted responses to 
be compared, the t i rn e scale of the predicted r<~sponse curve was 
normalised for each run. This \',' cl S done by mu1.tiplylnq the t.lme scale Eor 
the predicted response by (l foetor so that the 75 ~ XD l"f'SPonse time tor -,; 
the predicted response eqllulled the 75 % response time £or the 
experimental response. The Ligu re of. 7S ~5 was chosen arbitrarily. It 
was decided to concentrate on a comparison of the distillate composition 
curves becuuse; 
Ci) the distillate composition is the composition most frequently of 
interest in practicnl columns. 
Cii) the chunge in distillate composition wus usuallY much greater than 
the change in composition at the hottom of the packing C0here the noise 
in comrositihr measurement made comparison more difficult). 
(iii) it was found at steady state, that the compositions sampled at 
intermediate levels in the packing may differ widely from the mean 
composition at those levels. Thus there was little point in comparing a 
predicted average composition at some level with an experimental 
composition which was not the average comPosition at that level, 
The first stage of the comParison was to check whether or not the 
final values of XD and x(O) preclicted by the model matched those observed 
expe~imer!tal~Y! Thi~ need not occur, desp.tt0. th~ use of. tl1e observed 
U nal values to cornpute the fJ.nal NTU before the predicted response was 
c o m p u t e d • I n t h e e v e n t o E e r r o r s .! n t 11 e 11 o 1 d l1 p s ll s e d i n p r e rl i c t 1 n g t h e 
response, a different final steady state would be obtained with the same 
tlTlJ separ,ltlon as the expcrlm~:'ntal final ste<Jcly st<1te, 
For tiH' .12 tronsf.ents plottf•d in f1qs, B,2, fl.3 and appendix A.~s, 
table R.2 summarises 
10 0 
X ( 0) • 
TAI\L[·: 8,2 I?HEDIC'fF:D MiD l·:XPU<llli::~n',\[J F1N1\L ~;'Jl·:,\UY S'J'td'l< V,\l,llFS I"OH 
X n A ~~ D :< ( 0 ) • 
XD 
Transient Pred1cterl r::<perimenti-11 
9 9. 2. 99.2 +I .• 0.4 
2 96.0 95.9 +I .. 0,4 
4 91.4 94.4 t I, .. 0,4 
10 93.2 93,3 tl~ 0. 8 
11 4f3.0 tl8. 3 +I- 0,6 
13 91.8 91.9 v~ 0,8 
15 46.0 45,9 +/- 0,5 
16 53. tl 53,5 +I" 0.5 
19 55.8 56,0 +I .. 0.4 
20 64.5 64.4 +I~ 0.1 
21 87,6 87.9 +/- 0.5 
26 ' 9 3. 4 93.5 +/" 0.4 
Predicted 
47.8 
40.3 
37,3 
14,0 
12.2 
I 3, 0 
11.6 
1 4. 9 
16.0 
16,0 
I 8. 1 
22.8 
:<(0) 
Experimental 
48,2 +I .. 0,) 
39.9 +I~ 0.3 
38,3 tim 0.3 
t1.2 tl~ 0.6 
11.9 +I,, 0,6 
13,0 +I~ 0.6 
1 4. 6 t/~ 0,4 
1 11, 9 +I- 0,4 
16.0 + 1- 0.3 
1 6 • 1 ·~I~ 0.3 
1 8. 3 ·r I" 0,3 
22.9 +I" 0.3 
The final values of XD aqreed well for all runs compared with the 
uncertainty of the experimental measurements.. At x(O), there was also 
agreement, except f.or transients !, 2 and 4 .• For these runs, the 
reboiler composition was very hiqh (>30 mol %) compared with the other 
runs. This led to a larqe difference between XB and x(O), and so a small 
error in the assumption of one theoretical stage of separation for the 
reboiler and wetted-wall column section co~bined, co\lld have produced the 
small discrepancies o~ser~ci~. 
To test the effect of errors in reboiler and packlnq holdups on 
final steady state predictions, responses were computed with 10 % errors 
in reboiler holdup and packinq holdup tor transients 4 and 11. From 
table H.3, it can he seen that the effect of a 10 % change in reboiler or 
racking holdup on transient numher 4 is neqligihle, but for transient 11, 
l 0 1 
UH~ r <~ 1 s a s l q n tt I c :1n t v il d ii l.l. on 1 n :w , r' or t r tn1 ~.> 1 c n t •I •.d t h <1 h t rJ h 
reboiler con;posJ.tion iHid reho!J.cr holdup, there was 'l1Uch more rrethdnot in 
the reboller than ln the pnckinq, This \arqe quantity of the wore 
volatile comoonent n1cant t.h<lt the reboiler co[llposition dld not cl1<1liCJe 
much as a result ot the chanqed ilmount of the more volatile component in 
the packt nq. for transient 4, the top of the pacKinq was also 
arPtoclchinq a Pincl1 zone situ.:ltion. Th.ts tended to mal<c XD insr.nsitive 
to any change ln XB caused by a different value of the holdup, For 
transient number 11, th(' rebolJer cornposll'.lon <lnd holdup were rnucl1 tower 
than for transient 41 and t1ence an error .tn the l)oldup had a greater 
effect on the reholler composition, Since the pinch zone was at the 
b o t t. om o f t he p a c k 1 n q f o r t r an s .t en t I l 1 tl) e e fE c c t o f a s m <11 1 c h a n 9 e 1 n 
XB on XD was qreater. The composition change in XD for transient 11 was 
15 mol %. llud the change in XD been smaller 1 the .influence ot holdup 
errors could have been expecterl to have been less, 
TABLE 8,3 ~FFECT OF ERRORS IN HOLDUPS ON PREDICTED FINAL 
VALUES OF XD AND x(O). 
Transient Holdup chanqe Chanqe in XD c l1 ~l n g e .l n x < 0 ) 
4 10% decrease in HP~R 
tl 10% increase tn IlL 
11 10% decrease in HREB 
11 10% increase in HL 
o.o 
o.o 
+0.9 
t 1 • 0 
'"0. l 
=0. t 
lO. 1 
+0. 1 
The qood agreement obtained between predicterl and experiwental 
final values of XD (table 8.2) does not confirm that the holdup values 
used were accurate. As an example, u~ing a-change in reboiler or packing 
holdup of 10% for transient ll1 a chanqe of approximately 3% in the 
predicted finol NTU wou td hdve brought the predict0rl tinal XD b<'lck into 
ugreement \'llttl the experimental value. note that. ch(1ngin'1 the value of. a 
holdup used in the prediction moves th~ final valu(' of both XD and x(O) 
in the sarne dircctlon 1 w!)J.le cll<tnqlng the predicted tlnal riTll moves tt1em 
in opposite directions. 
10 2 
from tho normAlised response plots tor the 1? 
presented, it 'l.'i1:; found Lhat onlY tor trans!t>nts ·1 ilnd 11 \·;ere thert~ 
discreranc.tes bet'IH'f.'ll the expr~r.tnPnt<ll and rred!ctcd values ot XD of n'ore 
than 2 mol % at any time durtng a transient. In the early part of these 
transients, the discrepAncies ~ere approxl~Atcly 3 mol % and 1 mol % 
respectively. Since the total changes in XD for these transients were 30 
and 40 mol % respectively, a ~axlmum discrepancy of 10 % of the total 
change is considered to be satisfactory, Thus the model can be said to 
make a satisfactory prediction of the shape of the composition response 
tor XD, 
At intermediate levels in the packing, a quantitative comparison 
was not possible because averaqe compositions at each level could not be 
measured, However, one phenomenon observed is worthy of note. For 
several transients Cnurnbers 4, 10, 13, 21, 26) for which the liquid rate 
was increased, the composition response curves at more than one level 
showed a distinct chanqe of slope at about the same time, usuallY 10 to 
20 minutes after the upset, This was not observed for transients 
resulting from decreased llqtlid rate, nor from all Increased liquid rate 
transients. For trans 1 (' n t :> ,!, 1 0 and 1 3 , the chan tJ e in s lope a p p e <1 r s to 
be related to a sudden change ln xCO) after some time, whereas the model 
predicts a much more gradual change in X(O). 
For transients 4 and 10, the predicted response at z=o.o and z~o.2 
showed a kink in the first. few minutes. The fluctuating slope of the 
early part of these responses was 
probably caused bY the method 
not observed experimentally, and was 
of relating NTU to XD in the model not 
accurately representing the chanqe in NTU in the experimental column, 
Apart from these effects, the shape of the predicted response in 
xCO) matched the shape of the observed response. However, in some cases 
Ce,q. transients 2 and 111 the tirne sc~les of the predicted and 
exoerlmentAl responses At X(O) did not aqree when the tlme scales were 
norwalised using the response for XD, 
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T h C ~1 p (' 0 d () f T l\ e (' o ''I P o S 1 t 1 o n P e :; p 0 ll S C 5 , 
1\s explained in the previoiiS S<'ction, th(e titnf' scale ot thf~ 
n red i c ted trans 1 en t res ron s e II''" s s c r1 led so that t !1 e ' 7 5 % response t l1n e s 
for xn agreed for the exoerimentdl results and the mod~l prcJiction. The 
r e q u 1 r e d s c a 1 e t <1 c t o r .t s u s e d a s a 111 e a s u r e o f t11 e a b 1 l1 t y o f t h e m o d e l t o 
predict the correct time scale of the experimental transient response. 
The time scale factor, or response time ratio, is defined as: 
response time ratio 
= time for 75 % of total change In XD to occur in experimental transient 
time for 75 % of total chanqe in XD to occur in predicted transient 
•••• ,(8.2) 
Thus a response time ratio of unity wotJld show comclete agrerment 
between the response tiwe of the model and the experimental column, The 
response time ratios for fhe transients are included in table 8.1, They 
range ~rom 0.6 to 2.2. An attempt was made to ·correlate the response 
time ratios with column parameters such as the initial and final values 
of liquid rate (see fiq. R,1), vapour rate, liquid holdup, pressure drop, 
NTU, molal liquid rate, and also with the change in these variables 
during the transients. The scatter of points ln ~ig. 8.4 is typical of 
the lack of correlation found with all these parameters. In tlq, 8.5, 
the response time ratio is plotted aqainst the change in liquid holdup 
from initial to final steady state, The holdup was based on conditions 
at the top of tl1e packing and was computed from eq11ation 6,6, This qraph 
suqqests that the response time ratio may be low when there is a small 
c h 21 n q e 1 n 11 q u 1 d lw 1 d u p t h r o u g h a r u n , H o w e v e r , U1 e r e i s a c o n s i rl e r a b 1 e 
scatter in the points on the plot, so no firm conclusions can be drawn 
from it. Attemr!s were made to plot several variables Cll~uid rate, 
initial and final XD, initial and final NTU) as parameters ln fig. 8.5, 
but for none oE these was any correlation obtained. 
T h e f a c t t h a t. 1 n s om c c i1 s e s , t 11 e e x n e r !Jn e n t <"I l c o J. u '" n r e s p o n d e d 
more than twice as slowly as prerllctcd, points to a serious shortco~inq 
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1 0 '~ 
ln the n'odel. Tlw possib.lr• rc:.\sons tor ttw dL>Cr\!n<wc~' In the predtctr:<l 
response t.i me s w 1 ll n o'.'l be c 0 n :; t de red • 
(! ) T h e li ,l u i d ll o 1 d u p s p r e d t c t e d b y c q u :J t i o n 6 ; 6 m i1 y b e i n e r r o r • 
Aecause the time intervals for the pred1cte<l response are qiven by: 
6t:::: H.Z.t.z/[, 
a n y e r r o r i n t h e v c1 lu e u s e d f o r H 1·1 i 1 l <J i v e a c o r r e s p on d i n 0 c r r o r .l n t h (~ 
time scale. Howe v e r , an e r r (H o f as m u c h <1 s 1 0 o % I n II 1·1 o \1 1 d b 1: nee cl e d 
for some runs in order for thls to explain the time scale discrepancies; 
compared with an expected error of perhaps +/~ 25 % in the correlation, 
Such an error would have caused a large discrepancy between the predicted 
and experimental final values of XD and x(O) (see tahlc 8.3). Any error 
in the reboiler holdup larqc enough to account for the observed response 
time ratios wotJld similarly ~ause large errors in the predicted finnt 
values of XD and x(O), The reboiler holdup was known to better than +1-
10 %. 
Any error in the predicted value of H -could be expected to be 
mainly systematic, In P<lrticular, lt could be e:<pected that the 
predicted holdup would become orogressively low at flow rates approaching 
flooding. Yet no systematic dcrendence of the response time ratio on 
liquid flow rate or composition (Which det0rm!ne the holdup) was found. 
The other factors in the At term, namely 1, Z and Az, were subject 
to uncertaintles of not r10re t!)an 3 % tor r,, and even less for Z and t.,z, 
It ts thus concluder! that neither errors in the liquid holdup, nor errors 
in the other factors which determine the predicted time scale, could have 
resulted in the ohs0rved va111r~s of the response tJ.me r<1tlo. 
(!!) The condenser holdup figure of 5 moles may have been in error by as 
rnuctl as 30 %. The Pffect of such an error on the response tJnH~ rutlo wa~; 
computed to be 10 % for transic~nt 4 Cincreas1nq lirtu.lrl rate) •'H)cl 7 '1:; for 
transient 11 (decreasing llquicl rate). Thus the error ln the condenser 
h o 1 d up co \ll d no t: a c co u n t f or t lH' r e s p on s e ti rn e r (l tl o s d it f e r 1 n q f. r o to 
unity. T h e q r e a t e r i n t 111 e n c t' o t c on d t• n s e r h o 1. cl u p on t h e r e :; p o n :; l' t .lm e 
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\•: h e n t ll e 1 1 q u i d r a t e w ,) s i I' c r '~ <J s <' d , .1 s s P 0 n l H' r (~ f o r t r iJ n :-; It~ n t s 4 <11"1<"1 t 1 , 
"''as to 11 n d to occur in m o s t c il :; e s co 'f>ll u t ·~ct. 
'!' h e c o n d e n ~; e r h o 1 d u p (i n f". o 1 c s ) ~~ a y h f' e x p e c t e d t o '! c1 r y 1: o c"'l 
sliqht extent '1.'1th vapour rdtc, And much iH)re stronqly with the 
distillate composition (because of the larqe difference in the molecular 
weights of methanol and isopropanol). To correct for these effects, the 
condenser m <"~ s s h o 1 d up could b (? ass \line rl to be con~; tan t , or l t co u 1 d be 
con,puted from tl1e vapour rate if the dependence ot holdup on vapo11r t',ltP 
was known. The molal condenser holdup could the11 be found by using the 
molecular we.iqht of the distillate mixture. By replnc1nq I!C.d:</dt .tn 
equation 2.13 with !IC.dx/dt + x.dHC/dt, the influencr~ of chanq!nq 
condenser holduo can reudily be accounted for. For modellinq a column 
w i t h a n e x t e r n a 1 r e t 1 u x d r ll m , · e s p e c 1 a 11 y II' h e n tr1 e EJ. o w s t r o :n t h e d r urn C\ r e 
manipulated to control the column, the use of a variable condenser holdup 
would be essential. 
( ii.U The way in wt1ich IIJTlJ var led throughotJt a transient r~ay not. !lave 
been adequately described by a linear dependence on the chanqe in XD 
between the initial and final values. The usc of this method of varying 
N T U 1 i1 t h e m o d e 1 i m p 11 e s t h a t t h e c h an q e i n l I T lJ d e p e n d s o n c h a n CJ 1: s 1 n 
composition, and iqnores the effect ot chanqes in the liquid rate, From 
table 6,[2, lt can be determined that when the liquid rate ts decreased, 
NTU will decrease. Decreasinq liquid rate also decreases the composition 
over mo~t or all of the packing, and this is predicted ln table 6,1~ to 
cause a decrease in t!TU except ot the highest liquid r,1tes. Thus, to 
take account of the effect of changing liquid rate on NTU, the value of 
NTU should be made to chanae even more rapidly durtnq the inltlal part. of 
a trans lent. This wotild cause tJ)e time scale of the predicted response 
to be even faster, and so the response time ratlos would be greater than 
with the method used. 
(iv) The vapour holdup was i~nored in computing the predicted transients 
plotted in this work. However, when the restJ)ts were recomputed us1nq n 
V<~PO\.lr holdtlP of 0.!) mol/f11 1 the <~ffect on the rp~;ponse tl111e r;lt io WHS of 
l 0 () 
the order of 1 to 2 %. 
(V) 'J'he cl!,:Jnql' tn lirJUid t1oldup bet~1een intt'.J.dl and ttnal steady ~;tat.1~:; 
was not accounted for in the model. 
previous workers, the dyna~lc ~nss balance in equation 2.4 WAs written: 
Hilx -- r,ax "' K i.1,S(f~y) 
G 
at zaz 
• ' ••• ( 2 • 'l ) 
This assumes tllat 11 .ts constont. The value of H useci .in con,rutln(J tlH~ 
predicted transients was the Vi.1lue for the final steady state. Ho~:ever, 
for the experimental transients, the change in H from initial to final 
steady state as predicted by equation 6,6 Vur.ied by from '2,6 % 
(transient 14) to 32% (tnwsient 6), The in.itii1l and final Vdlues ot H 
are includeci in table R.I. 
To inclurle the effect of vary!nq H, equat.lon 2.1 SliOU.ld be tlSecl in 
expanded f.orm: 
II. () X + X , a fl - I, • a X •• K a , s ( f m ~{) 
G 
at at az 
.••••• (8.3) 
At the initial steady state, the right hand side of equation 8.3 
(which represents the driving force for change) will he zero, as will 
ax/at and oH/at. When the liquid reflux rate is changed, the initial 
driving force will be AL.ax/az. The change in both Hand x have the same 
sign as the change .in l~o Thus both ux/()t and aH/at compete .for a st1are 
of the same driving force, This means that the response of x to the 
change will be slower if. there is also a change ln H. Thus includlnq the 
term ~or th~ rat~ o~ ~hanae cit liquid holdup wlth time Jn ~~e model, 
would result in the rredictcd transient resnonse being slower than when 
the ct1ange in His ignored, However, this requires knowlcdqe of <)11/at.; 
i.e. how the holdup Jn a particular section of the rack!nq chanqcs with 
time when a change is madP in the llqtJld flow rutr~. Tt1e r~<'lXJmum possible 
v u 1 u e o t a II/ at tor n pAcked 11 e i q h t i n t e r v a 1 z • b. z J s q 1 v r n by : 
'I 0 7 
• , , • , < n • ·l > 
T h 1 s i s t r ll e lf t h I? r e 1 s n o .\ n c r c <1 s e 1 n t 11 e li q u i d U ow o u t o f t h c) b o t t o 111 
o t t he he 1 q 11 t 1 n t e r v a 1 ll n t i 1 t 11 e s t e <l d y s t iJ t e h o l d IJ p co r r e s p o n d I n q to t. h (~ 
new llquid r~te has been established. In practice, it is certain that 
the 11 q u .t d r .:1 t e f rom t 11 e bot to~~ of the p d c k 1 n q interval under 
cons t de rat .! on w i 11 b <' q 1 n to inc r e <1 s e be fore t h 1 s o c c u r s 1 so Ul ,, t the 
value of aH/at will be less than that predicted in this way. This can be 
confirmed by examininq the figures for a partlcular transient. 
For tr,'lnsient number 10, the initlal liqui<i f:low of 0.327 molls 
was changed to 0,370 molls. In modelling the transient, the initial 
value of x at z=0,9 was 0,1366, and at z=l.O it was 0,5010, The column 
height was 1.52 m. The initial driving force for the addition of more 
volatile component to the interval z~0.9 to z=1 .• 01n the packing was 
C6L/Z)Cax/az) = CC0.37-0.327l/J .5) t <Co.sot-0.4366)/0,1) - o.0185 
The dynamic mass b~lance at t=O for this section is thus: 
liCax/atl 'r xcaH/at) ::: o.otss 
For H - 22.4 root/m, this qives an initial value of 0,00082 for ax/at if 
BH/at = o. 1he average value of ax/at at z=l.O predicted bY the model 
f o r t h e f 1 r s t t ;v o t1 m e J n t e r v a l s ( 1d t h ll C = 0 ) w a s o , 0 o 0 9 7 • ( w h e n a v a 1 u e 
of 5.0 moles was used for IlC, t!1e retardinq effect of the condenser 
holdup reduced the initial value of ax/at at z=l.O to 0.00029). 
However, if ax/at was lnHially zero, the rn,3ximurn initial value of 
all/at would be: 
a H 1 a t = o • o 1 8 5/ o • s o t o ~ o • o 3 7 m o 1 / c rn • s l 
This is only 13 % of the ~aximum possible value of 0.287 computerl from 
equation 8,4. Since ax/at at z=I.o is initlally non·zero, the ~ctual 
value of all/at computed from mass transfer drlviny force considerations, 
must be an even smaller fraction of the maximum value obtained from 
considerinq the chanqe in the liquid flow rate. 
\•J h il e it c a n no t b e r <~ 11 d i 1 y c o m p 11 t e d , 1 t i s o h v .t o u s f r or~ t h e 
preceedinq PrHaqraphs t1111t the effect of the cl1anqe in liquid holdup in 
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the packinq can have a significant retardi110 effect on the transient 
response to a step change in the llquld reflux rate. The rate of change 
of the ljquid holdup is the key to knowing how large the effect is. It 
would be reasonable to expect that dH/at would be tarqest for transients 
in which the total change in H from the initial to the final steady state 
was the largest. Fiq. 8.5 supports this theory to some extent, in that, 
with one exception, the transients with a response time ratio of less 
than 1.0 all had a change in H of less than 1 rnol/m. However, tho 
scatter in the points was sJch that no firm conclusions can be drawn. 
(Vi) The pluq flow model assurnecl dlcl not adeqtlately describe the liquid 
flow behaviour. From the variation in the composition at a particular 
level in the packing, (see section 7.3), it was concluded that the liquid 
plug flow behaviour assumed by the model was not a true representation of 
the real column. As a further check on the liquid flow behaviour, the 
dead time in the response to changes in the liquid flow rate was 
measured. Assuming plug flow behaviour and no significant change in 
liquid holdup, the dead time at level z should be: 
dead time = H.Z.(l-z)/L (seconds) ••••• (8.5) 
This is equal to the mean liquicl residence time from the top of the 
packing to the level z. Table 8.4 compares mPasured dead times in the 
experimental column with mean residence times (based on the use of 
equation 6,6 to predicted the liquid holdup) for z=o.o. 
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Tfl[lf,F; 8,4 COI1P;\FISON OF t:XPJ~HHH·:Wl'i\1, DFADTIHJ~:s AND I•H·.:I\rl LIQUID Rr::;UlUICl~ 
nm::s i\T z :: 1 .o 
Tt?S t. ~~, v, 
(q/s at z::l.O) 
1 ., • 2 1:3.3 decrensing 
2 12.4 1 2. 4 increasing 
3 6.7 10,5 decreasing 
4 9.6 9.6 increasing 
5 4.6 1 0. 5 decreasl.nq 
6 10.7 10.7 increasinq 
Dead t1 me 
(seconds) 
19 +I- 6 
30 +I .• 8 
20 t/~ 6 
40 +I •. 12 
22 t/~ 6 
34 +I- 6 
~~ e an r e ~; i d e n c e 
time (seconds) 
11 2 
90 
11 6 
100 
1.34 
96 
The results .in table 8.4 show that the dead time was approximately 
one sixth of the mean residence time when the llauid rate was decreased, 
and one third of the menn residence time when the liquid rate was 
increased, These results show that the pluq flow model is quite 
inadequate tor predicting the dead time Jn. response to ltquid rate 
upsets, and support the suggestion that there is consider~ble channelling 
in tt1e liquid flow in the pack.tng. How important this is in the 
prediction of the tirne scale of the dynam.ic response to an llPS<'t is 1 
however, unclear. Aecause some liquid passes through the column several 
times faster than the mean flow rate, there totlst be liquid which paSS!?S 
through several times slower than the mean rate. The incorporation of a 
statistical residence time distribution into the rnodelJ to accollnt for 
this, would add considerably to the complexity of the comptJtation 
involved in modelling a column. Intuitively, the column dynamics are 
more likely to be retarded by the existance of stagnant pools of liquid 
in the packing at low Uqnid rates. However, the lack of correlation 
between the response time ratios and the liquid rate, means that this 
cannot be proposed as the major cause of variation l.n the response time 
ratios. 
CHAPTfi:H 9 CONCI,USIONS AND 0UGGESTIONS fOP FURT!IEH \'IORK. 
9. 1 '!'he 1,1ocie 1. 
9.2 Experimental Results. 
9.3 Further Work. 
9,3.1 Model Development. 
9.3.2 ~xperimental Testing. 
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9, 1 'I'IlE IIODE:r,. 
It was seen in chapters 1 to 5 that a dyn~mlc model for a packed 
distillation column, based on the mass balance equations used by previous 
workers, could be readilY solved using a digital computer. The computer 
solution was fast, accurate and stable. The use of a digital computer to 
solve the e~uations had some important advantaqes when compared with 
previous analytical solutions of the model. 
(1) An equilibrium curve representinG reported experimental liquid-
vapour equilibrium data was used. Analytical solutions of the model 
require a linear equilibrium relationshiP, or the assumption of constant 
relative volatility. 
(ii) fin analytical solntion requires constant coefficients in the 
mass balance equations. It was shown in chapter 3 how variable 
coefficients can be used with only a slight jncrease in the amount of 
computation needed in the numerical solution. This means that it is not 
necessary I to assume that flow rates, holdups and mass transfer 
coefficients are constant throughout a column. 
(iii) As was shown in chapter 5, the boundary conditions of a 
numerical solution can be easily adapted to model any column of practical 
interest, including a continuous column. 
9. 2 EXPFRHiEN1'AlJ RF:SULTS. 
The conclusions concerning the experimental steady state results 
are given in section 7.7. From the results and discussion given in 
chapter R, the followlnq conclusions can be dr~wn regArding the ability 
of the model to predict the dynamic response of the experimental column. 
11 :2 
(i) 'l'lle llse ot a value of N'T'IJ .'ill\ich v.nied llne,:uly with XD ttnour;ll 
a transient, was found to give a satisfactory predlctlon of the shape of 
the response ot XD, In moJellinq some transients, it gave changes in the 
slope of the early part of the response at some lower levels in the 
packing. This js unlikely to cause practical problems. 
(ii) Because the effect of changing the liquid rate on NTU could not 
be adequately predicted, the experimental final steady state had to be 
known before the dynamic response to an upset could be predicted by the 
model. 
(iii) In modelling the transients, the final value of NTU could be 
adjusted so that the predicted final values of XD and x(O) aqreed with 
the measured values, within experimental error, except for xCO) when the 
reboiler composition was high. 
(iv) When the predicted and experimental dynamic response~ were 
compared on a normalised time scale, there was good agreement between the 
curves for XD. 
Cv) The agreement between the predicted and experimental response 
curves at other levels was not so close. This was predicted in 
chapter 7, and was due mainly to the experimental measurements not giving 
the mean c0mpositions at intermediate levels. 
(Vi) The factor by Which the time scale of the predicted response had 
to be multiplied to make it match the experimental response, (the 
response time ratio), was found to vary between 0.6 and 2.2. No 
correlation between the response time ratio and column parameters such as 
liquid flow rate or holdup, wns found to help in explaining these widely 
varying response time ratio values. 
( v 1J) Errors in asstlmrtlons in the model which may have contributerl to 
the response time ratio values founrl were: (a) no account being taken of 
t ll e rate o t c 11 i'l n q e of li q u 1 d h o 1 d up , ( b ) the v uri a ti on o t NT U d u r i n g t 11 e 
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trans.i.ent: not bein<:l as dPscrtbed, and Cc) tfH' liqllld not tollowinq pltJq 
flow behaviour as was assumed. 
(Viii) Errors in holdup prerll.ctions alone could not account tor the 
wide variation In th0 response time ratios, The effect of such errors 
should have been systematic. 
(ix) Whether the model is considered to be sat1sf~ctory in describing 
the dynamic behaviour of a packerl distillation column will depend on the 
reauirements of the user. The composition changes in the transients used 
to test the model were much greater tlvm c<~n bt~ expected in a prodtlction 
column, except perhaps in a batch column. With smaller upsets, the 
changes in NTU ~nd H become less, and the problems of how these vary with 
time are therefore less imPortant. The vital factor in the model's 
performance is how well the time scale of the response it predicts 
matches reality. If a column is kept within a reasonably small operatinq 
region, one or two calibration transients may suffice to give an adequate 
time-scale conversion factor. 
9.3 FURTHER WORK, 
Model Development. 
Implementation of the use of variable coefficients is a minor step 
which can be readilY taken if sufficient information is available, 
particlllarly concerninq tile variation in mass transfer coefficients, Use 
of a variable holdU!> throuqh the transient is also preventerl only by the 
lack of knowledqe of how the holdup varies with time following a chanqe 
1 n t h e 1 i q u i d fl ow r <1 t e • 'T lH" r e s t~ e m s t o b e I it tl e p o i n t 1 n t r y i n q t o 
develop a more sophisticated dynamic packPd distillation column model, 
until it can be proved that inadequacies in the predicted dynamic 
responses are due to def.ects in the model, c\l\d <He not due to lack of 
knowledge of such factors as the rate of chanqe of holdup with time. 
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The introduction of a further dlJnension to the problem, hy 
considering the radiaJ composition VRriatlon, should be considered only 
if it can be proved experimentallY to be a significant effect. The 
rarlial composition measurements in this work (see section 7.3) do not 
provide evidence for a consistent variation of composition with radial 
position. Modelling the radial composition variation would require a 
model for the radial liquid and vapour flow rate variation which included 
the effect of channelling. The extra computation involved in solving a 
model which includes these features wo11ld probably not be justified by 
the improvement in the results, 
Experimental Testing. 
Further . testinq of the model under the most favourable possible 
experimental conditions would be useful in assessing its perfor~ance. 
The components of the hinary system used in this study had widely 
differing molecular weights, molal latent heats and boiling points, The 
choice of a system in which these factors are close for each component, 
should lead to smaller variations of liquid holdup, flow rates and mass 
transfer coefficients with composition. Close attention to the initial 
liquid distribution, and choice of a packing which will maintain even 
liquid distribution, should help to eliminate any influence of the liquid 
distribution on the dynami~ co111mn behaviour. 
It would be desirable to have available liquid holdup data 
measured under distillatlon condittons, rather than at ambient 
temperatures. Data on the rate of change of liquid holdup with time 
following a change !n the llq11id flow rate, would be of great use in 
determining how important the change in holdup is on the transient 
response time. 
There is scope tor a detailed study of the variation of 
composition across the packinq, and of the relationship between this and 
the liquid distrihutJon. 
11.5 
Measurements of the mean composition at various levels in the 
column would enable the dependence of the overall mass transfer 
coefficient on the liquid flow rate, liquid composition and liquid 
distribution to be correlated better. Unfortunately, measurement of the 
composition at a larqe number of positions at the same level is not easy 
if the operation of the packing is not to be disturbed, It was not 
possible using the composition measuring method of this work. Most 
publJshed mass transfer coefficient data are based on compositions 
measured only at the ends of the packing. 
a interfacial area per unit volume 
A,B,C,b,c constants with various uses 
b ,b ,c ,c constants defined in chapter 2 
1 2 1 2 
Cp 
Dp 
D 
D 
DP 
DTC 
DVM 
c 
f 
fe, fs 
g 
G 
G' 
h 
H 
ll 
G 
H 
H 
H 
OG 
H 
v 
HC 
!IH 
specific heat 
equivalent diameter of the packing 
column diameter 
distillate rate 
column pressure drop 
cond~nser dead time 
data logger reading 
void fraction 
equilibrium vapour composition 
equilibrium vapour composttion in the 
enricl1lnq and stripping sections 
feed rate 
acceleration due to qravity 
vapour flowrate 
varour flowrate 
vapour holdup per unit packing helqht 
liquid holdup per unit packing height 
heiqht of a vapour film transfer unit 
height of a liquid film transfer unit 
J.iqu1d enthalPY 
height of an overall qas-phasa transfer unit 
vapour enthalPY 
condenser holdup 
rehollcr holdup 
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2 3 
m /m 
J/(kg.K) 
m 
m 
molls 
rnm ~later 
s 
mVx400 
rno ll s 
~2 
m.s 
kq/s 
2 
kg/(s.m ) 
mollm 
mol/m 
m 
m 
k.J/mol 
m 
k,J/mo 1 
moles 
rnoles 
k 
G 
k 
L 
K 
G 
K 
L 
L 
L' 
I,F:, LS 
m 
1-'1 
m 
t>IETJR 
N 
N , NTU 
OG 
N 
Re 
N 
Sc 
p 
p 
p 
bm 
Q 
s 
r 
R 
s 
5 
s 
mass transfer coefficient hased on 
the vapour composition driving force 
111ass transtt~r coetficicnt based on 
the liquid composition drivinq force 
mass transfer coefficient based on 
the overall vapour composition driving force 
mass transfer coefficient based on 
the overall liquid composition driving force 
l.iqu.l.d rote 
liquid rate 
liquid flowrate in the enriching and 
str1pping sections 
slope of equilibrium curve 
mean molecular weight 
minimum effective liquid rate 
mass transfer rate per unit packing height 
number of overall gas-phase transfer units 
Reynold's number (packed bed) 
Schmidt number 
density 
vapour pressure 
bulk pressure 
surface heat loss 
correlation coefficient 
internal reflux ratio C=L/V) 
surface tension 
Laplace Transform variable 
cross sectional area of the column 
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?. 
mol/(s,m ) 
?. 
mol/Cs.rn ) 
?. 
mol/Cs.m ) 
2 
mol/(s.rn) 
molls 
2 
kg/(s.m ) 
molls 
3 
(m /s)/m 
mol/(s,m) 
-3 
kg.m 
mm Hg 
atm 
vi 
dyne/em 
2 
m 
s.E. 
t' t I 
T 
u 
v 
VE, vs 
w 
vi 
Wr 
X 
xe, xs 
X 
N 
X, y 
XB 
XD 
XF 
y 
ye, ys 
z 
z 
tau 
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s t <Hl d A r d r. r r o r 
s 
temperature K, C or F 
viscosity cent.tpoJ.se 
vapour flowrate molls 
vapour flowrate in the enriching and 
strippinq sections molls 
fractional wetting rate 
bottom product rate molls 
2 
wetting rate m Is 
mole fraction of the more volatile component 
in the liquid 
liquid composition in the enriching and 
strippinq sections 
normalised liquid composition response 
coordinates for generalised pressure drop 
correlat.ton 
liquid mole fraction in the reboiler 
liquid mole fraction in the distillate 
feed composttion 
mole fraction of the more volatile component 
in the vapour 
vapour composition in the enriching and 
strippinq sections 
dimensionless heiqht from tl1e bottom of 
of a packed section 
total heiqllt of the packed sectlon m 
time constant 
dimensional height from the bottom 
of a packed section m 
time interval 
dimensionless height interval 
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SU8SC!UPTS 
G vapour 
i heiqht subscript 
L liquid 
m maxirnun helqllt suhscript 
n time subscript 
T top ot the packing 
v vapour 
SUPF:RSCPIPTS 
* 
equilibrium composition 
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FIG Rs1.1 LNTHRLPY 
BR LFlf',lCE: I I'~ TI----lE~ PRC I< I f"K; 
1\PPENDJX 1 ~:~lTIIJ\LPY fl.,\ Li\IICF' IN THi:: l' M'f\ I IIG. 
T h c p u r p o s e o f tt1 i s e n Ul ."ll p y b a 1 •l n c e 1 s t o •1 ll o 1·1 t h c v .u Li ti o n o t 
.liquid <Jnd vapour flow r<"ltes ·.dth helqllt 1n the Q<icklnCJ to be co:nputed, 
Taking a balance over the packing from the top down to heJgl1t z (seo 
fig. A,l.l) gives: 
where 
V .H + L,l! + 0 (t··z) 
T V,T L S 
Jl ::: vapour enthalpy 
v 
fl ;:; Uquid entl1alpy 
TJ 
•• L ,!I + V .• H 
T L,T V 
l<J/mol 
Q = surface heat loss over total packing length W 
s 
T = subscript denoting condition at the 
top of the cacklng <z=l,O) 
and variables •.Hthout the T sttbscript are at heigl1t z. 
Using the mass balances: 
and 
to eliminate L and L leads to: 
'C 
V(Z) = v .oi oJf ) ~DOl -H) t Q (l··z) 
T V,T L,T L,T L S 
(H -1-1 ) 
V L 
••••• (A.l,1) 
••••• (A.1.2) 
Th1~ liquid rate may then be cot~Ptlted f.or any he.lqht z trom 
(A,1.1). 
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APPENDIX ?. COMPUT~R SUBROUTINES 
A,2.1 SUBROUTINE YSTAR. 
* This subroutine finds the equilibrium vapour composition, y or t, 
for any given liquid composition x. Any desired relationshiP can be 
used, In this study, the equilibrium data of Ballard and 
van Winkle (1952) for isopropanol-methanol was fitted by a least-squares 
curve fit to the equation: 
n 
t :::: :< t x Cl-x) (A + Ll\ ( 1-2x / 
i=l 
No improvement in the closeness of fit was found for values of n qreater 
than 4, A listinq of subroutine YSTAR follows. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE YSTAR(Y,X) 
THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE EQUILIBRIUM VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
Y FOR ANY LIQUID COMPOSITION X 
0 H1E NS IO~l 8 ( 4) 
THESE COEFFICIENTS ARE FOR THE ISOPROPANOL-METHANOL SYSTEM 
DATA B/0.052195,-0.17571 ,~0.019018,0.21023lf!',A/0.659357/ 
TEST FUR OFF-RANGE X 
IF(X.GT.l.O)GO TO 2 
IF(X.LT.O.O)GO TO 3 
EVALUATE Y. THE EXPRESSION IS Y=X+X(I~X)(A+SIGt·1A(B(I)''I(J~2X)'''''<l)) 
xx=t.~z.,··x 
SUM=O. 
Z= 1. 
DO 1 ,J:::l ,4 
Z=Z,'•XX 
SUM:: SUM+B ( J) ~~z 
Y=X+X:'•( 1.-X),'•(A+SUt1) 
RETUR~I 
2 Y=l.O 
x::: 1.0 
GO TO 6 
3 Y=O. 
x=o.o 
6 PRINT 9,X 
RETURN 
9 FORI1AT( 1 YSTAR ERROR 
END 
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A.2,2 SUBROUTIN~ SSTATE. 
This coorrlizlatinq subroutine calls another subroutine to find 
whichever variable is unspecified, and the 
profile in the column. The subroutine 
parameter !CLASS as shown in table A.2.1. 
steady 
called is 
state composition 
chosen using the 
TAAI,~ A.2.1 SUBROUTINES CALLRD TO FIND UNKNOWN PARAMETERS. 
I CLASS 
0 
2 
3 
Unknown 
parameter 
XD 
N 
OG 
XB 
R 
Subroutine called 
to find it 
FINOXD 
FINDTU 
FINDXD 
FIN DR 
Subroutine used to 
get composition profile 
FINDXD 
FINDXB 
FINDXB 
FINDXB 
The parameters in the arg11ment list tor SSTATE are as follows: 
TABL~ A.2.2 ARGUMENT LIST FOR SSTAT~. 
Parameter Origin 
I CLASS specified in MA[NLINE 
XB 3 of these will be specified 
XD in MAINLINE. The other will 
R be computed in a 
F'N'J'U subroutine called by SSTATE 
DZ d e f 1 n e d i n I·! A I N f d N F: 
y 
X 
F {
computed in 
. I"'NDXD 
or F'I NDXB 
computed in SSTATE 
J F'l,AG SSTI\TE 
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Use 
see table A.2,1 
rehoiler composition 
top product composition 
reflux ratio 
number of transfer units 
heiqht increment 
vapour composition 
liquid co~position 
·equilibrium vapour 
composition 
2+ number of 
ilel.qht increments 
fl~q set if impossible 
separation specified 
A listing of subroutine SSTATE follows. 
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SUl3ROUTitlE SSTATE(ICLASS,XB,XD~H,nJTU,DZ,Y~X,F,~1tiFLAG) 
C TI-llS SUBROIJTHlE \.JILL C.I"\LL M!OTHER TO FIND THE STEADY ST/\TE 
C CO~lCOITRATIDN PROFILE AI~D \·JHICHEVER OPERATH!G PAR,IH1ETER IS UNSPECI FIED 
C THE VALUE OF !CLASS DETER1·1H!ES \·/HICH ROUTINE IS USED 
c 
C THE VALUES 1·11-ll CH i CLASS MAY T AI<E /'J.R.E AS F OL LO\·/S: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
I' 
.... 
c 
c 
I CLASS UNI<NOv/N ROUTINES USED 
<=0 XD F HIDXD 
1 NTU FINOTU & F H1DXB 
2 XB FINDXB 
3 R FINDR & FINDXB 
DIMENSION X(l),Y(l),F(l) 
C IHITIALISE COUNTER USED IN FINDXB 
IFACT=! 
C IF ICLASS.GE.3 USE FINOR TO EVALUATE RAND RETURN 
IF ( I CLASS. GE. 3) CALL F I 1\IDR (X B, X D, R, nn U, 0 Z ~ Y, X, F, 11, IF ACT, I FLAG) 
lF(ICLASS.GE.3)RETURN 
C EVALUATE COEFFICIENTS 
~1=1.001/DZ+?.. 
Ft,I:::FNTU'':OZ/2. 
A= ( 1 ~ F ~n I ( ·1 + F N) 
B=FN/ ( 1 +FN) 
C::( 1. QR )'':XD/R 
IF(ICLASS.CiE.l)GO TO 11 
C IF ICLASS.LT.I USE FINDXD TO EVALUATE XD 
CALL FINDXD(A,B,XB,R,FNTU,DZ,XD,Y,X,F,M) 
RETURN 
11 IF(ICLASS.GE.2)GO TO 12 
C IF ICl.ASS.EQo 1 USE FINOTU TO EVALUATE FNTU 
C THEN USE FII~OXB TO GET CONCOITRATION PROFILE 
TFLI\G:::O 
C CHECK THAT THE SPECIFIED SEPARATION IS POSSI8LE FOR THE 
C SPECIFIED R. IF NOT PRir!T t1ESSAGE~ SET IFLAG TO 1 AND RETURN 
CALL YSTAR(Y(2),XB) 
i< ( 2 ) ::: Y ( 2 ) /R = C 
IF(X(2).GT.XB)GO TO 6 
IFLAG::l 
PRINT 97,X(2),XB,XO,R 
RETURN 
6 CALL FHJOTU(i<B,XD,X,Y,F,R 1 C,FNTU,t1) 
LfJ ICLI\SS:::2 
12 CONTINUE 
C IF ICLASS.EQ.2 USE FINDXB TO EVALUATE XO 
CALL FlNDXB(M.A,B,C,DZtiFi\CT,XD,XB,X,Y,FIR,FNTU,ICLASS) 
C IF OZ HAS BEEN HALVED, RECALCULATE COEFFICIENTS 
IF(IFACT.GT.l)GO TO 1 
RETURt~ 
97 FORMAT(/60X,'*************************'/30X, 1 IMPOSSIBLE CONDITION 
1 X(1)='~F10.6, 1 XB= 1 ,F10.6, 1 XD= 1 ;F10.t~, 1 R::: 1 ,FtO.Lf/) 
END 
FIG R.2.1 FLOW 
OIRGRRM FOR FINDXB 
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11,2.3 SUBROUTINE ~INDXB, 
The purpose Of this subroutine hAS been outlined in 
section(3,2.1). The parameters in the argument list are the same as for 
SSTATE with the addition of: 
TABJJF. A.2,3 APGmH~NTS F'OH FINDXB. 
Parameter Oriqln Use 
A calculateci {oeffic!ent' in 
B in e(juations 
c SST ATE 3.10) anci (3,11) 
JY ACT initialiserl in SSTA'rE: counter 
IFACT gives the number of timeG bY which M has been increased for 
calculations in FINDXA. M is successively doubled (Up to the maximum 
dimension for X of 162) until the value of A exceeds 0.6. For lower 
values ot A, the subroutin~ may not converge to XB. If M has been 
increased by a factor of 4 for Jnstance C IFACT~4 ), then at the end of 
FINOXB it is returnerl to its previous value. Every fourth value of X, Y 
and r is then selected to be returned to SSTAT~ .• 
A listinq of subroutine FlNDXB has been included along with a flow 
diagram. 
SUflROUT I ~IE F lllDXI3( 119 A1 O, C1Dl., IFACT ,XD,XI3, X, Y ~ F $H, r:tlTU, I CLAS) 
c: 
C SUBROUTINE FINDXIJ FINDS n1E LHll<tW\·/1'1 XB At·!D TilE cm!CENfR/\Timt 
C PROFILES FOR THE 13/\SIC COLUI\t~ t\T STEADY STATE I·IIIEN XD, R MID 
C NTU ARE SPECIFIED. 
c 
D HIE t·JS TON X ( 1 ) 1 Y ( 1 ) , F' ( 1 ) 
C IF A.LT.0.6, HALVE STEP SIZE MID RETUFU·l TO HCCALCULATE 
C COEFFICIEJ.ITS lli'JLESS HIE t·lJ\XHlUt·l 161 STEPS \-!1LL BE EXCEEDED 
lF(M.GT.82)GO TO 2 
IF(A.GE.0.6)GO TO 2 
C IFACT MEASURES TOTAL REDUCTION IN STEP SIZE 
I FJ\Cf::: I FACT·:,z 
DZ=DZI2. 
RETURN 
2 BA=BIA 
C PRINT HEADING IF ICLASS.EQ.2 
IF(ICLAS.EQ.2)PRINT 103,XD,R 1 FNTU 
C FIX VALUES OF X,Y AND F AT TOP OF COLUMN 
X (t-1) =XD 
Y(i'1)=XD 
CALL YSTAR(FUl),X(t1)) 
C IN THIS LOOP THE VALUES OF X,Y AND FARE FOUtlO 
C AT EACH SUCCEEDING POI I~T I·IORK I NG DO\/N THE CDLUH~l 
DO 26 I=3, t1 
t.::M .. I+t 
C APART FROM THE FIRST POINT,THE VALUE OF F AT EACH POINT IS ESTIMAT ED GY 
C EXTRAPOLATING FRat'\ THE H/0 PREVIOUS POINTS 
F(L+l )::F(l.+2) 
IF(I.GT.3)F(L+1)=2.*F(L+2)-F(L+3) 
C BEGII~Hit~G OF ITERATION LOOP 
DO 21 J=l,IO 
C YSTOR IS THE LATEST VALUE OF Y. Y IS SET EQUAL 
C TO YSTOR AFTER CONVERGENCE IS TESTED 
Y S TOR ::: Y ( L + 2 ) I A~ B A :'i ( F ( L + 1 ) + F ( L + 2 ) ) 
X ( L+ 1) :::YSTORIR mC 
CALL YSTAR(F(L+l),X(L+l)) 
IF(J.EQ.1)GO TO 25 
C GO ON TO HEXT POINT IF CONVERGENCE REACHED 
IF(ABS(Y(L+1)·YSTOR).LE.0.00005)GO TO 26 
!F(J.EQ.10) GO TO 21 
2
25
1 
Y(l.+1)=YSHJR 
COWri NUE 
C PRINT MESSAGE IF NO CONVERGENCE AFTER 10 ITERATIONS 
PRINT 106)I,YSTOR,Y(L+l) 
26 Y(l.+1)=YSTOR 
C FIRST GUESS FOR XB BY EXTRAPOLATING FROM X(2) AND X(3) 
XB=X(2)-(F(2)-Y(2))*(X(3)-X(2))1(F(3)-F(2)) 
CALL YSTAR(YSTDR,XB) 
C ITERATE XB UNTIL YSTOR = Y(2) 
00 23 J:::1 ,10 
I F ( A 8 S ( Y ( 2 ) ~ Y S T 0 R ) • L E • 0 • 0 0 0 1 ) G 0 T 0 2lf 
XB=XB*Y(2)IYSTOR 
CALL Y S Til R ( Y S ·r 0 R , X f3) 
23 CONTINUE 
C IF NO CONVERGENCE FOR XB, PRINT MESSAGE 
PRHlT 9l,XB,(X(I), I::2,t'\) 
GO TO 3 
C PRINT VALUE OF XB AFTER CONVERGENCE 
24 PRINT 105,XB,J 
C IF STEP SIZE REDUCED AT START OF THIS RDUTHIE COi'!VERT BACI< TO OLD STEP SIZE 
3 IF(IFACT.LE.l)GO TO 4 
DZ=Dz:'I!FACT 
~1=1.00011DZ+2. 
DO 30 I=2, t1 
~~~~~~~~!~l=~~:~~~gf~ 
30 Y(I)=Y(2+(I-2)*IFACT) 
I FACT= 1 
I~ RETURN 
105 FORI1AT(60X,'XB CONVERGED T0 1 ,F10.Lf, 1 /1FTER J::: 1 ,Ilf~ 1 ITERATIONS') 
91 FDRt'lAT( 1 X8 f/ITLED TO CCJIJVERGF. 1 12F8.1}) · 
106 FORI1AT( 1 t!O CCJIIVERGENCE FOR J::: 1 ~ fi+, 1 LATEST /\.t~D PREVIOUS VALUES 
lOF YARE 1 ,2F10.11) 
103 FORI1AT(/LfOX, 'SUBROUTINE Flt~DXB 1 ,8X, 1XD 1 ,8X, 1R 1 ,9X, 1 ft\ITU 1 I 
1 6 0 X , 3 F 1 0 • 1+ I ) 
HID 
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A. 2, 4 sunROUTIIJI': n riDP. 
This subroutine is used to compute thP reflux ratio at steady 
state when XB, XO and N are known. The minimum reflux ratio is 
OG 
computed from: 
where: 
R - (XD ~ y )/(XD ~ XB) 
m.in 2 
y = f(XA) 
2 
The parameters in the argument list for FINDR are defined as for 
SSTATE and FINDXB. A listing of FINDR follows. 
A.2.5 SUf\HOUTINE FI NDTIJ. 
The purpose of this subroutine was described in section(3.2.3). 
The number of transfer 11nits is found by a trapezoidal integration rule 
based on equ~tion (3.15). To test the accuracy of the integration, the 
number of steps is doubled and the number of transfer units recalculated. 
This is repeated until convergence is obtained, or the maximum dimension 
of X, Y and P is reached. The value of N (represented by PNTU in the 
OG 
proqram) is printed each time so that the convergence can be seen. 
The parameters in the argument list have the same meaning as for 
SSTATE and FINDXA. Suhroutine FINOTU is listed below. 
SUBROUTINE FINDR(XB,XD,R,FNTU,DZ,Y,X,F,t-1,{FACT,IFL.AG) 
c 
C SUBROUT I 1\IE F I NOR F I ~JDS THE REFLUX RAT I 0 R FOR THE BAS I C COLU~1N 
13 0 
C ~/HEN Xf3 1 XD AND NTU ARE SPECIFIED. IT USES A SlTPHALVHIG PROCESS C TO FIIID RAND USES FIHDXB TO COf1PUTE THE CONCENTRATION PROFILES 
C FOR EACH TRIAL R. 
C CONVERGENCE IS REACHED WHEN THE COMPUTED XB EQUALS THAT SPECIFIED. 
c 
DIMENSION X(1),Y(1) 9 F(l) 
C PRINT HEADING 
PRINT 103,XB,XD 1 FNTU 
C SET ITERATim~ COUNTER 
K=O 
C FINO r·1Hitt1Ur,1 VALUE OF R(Rt-1I N) Aim SET INITIAL STEP SIZE DR:::( 1 MRI,1Hl ) 12 
CALL YST/\R(Y(2),XB) 
RMIN:::(XD-Y(2))1(XD-XB) 
DR=(1.-fU1Irl)l2. 
C TAKE FIRST VALUE OF R AS 1.0 AND STORE REQUIRED VALUE OF XB AS XST OR 
R:: 1 • 0 
XSTDR=XB 
C EVALUATE COEFFICIENTS AND NUMBER OF STEPS 
1 1'1= 1 • oo 1 I o z + 2 • 
2 FN=nnu·::ozlz. 
A=( 1-Fi'l) I( 1 +FN) 
B=FN/ ( 1 +HI) 
C=( 1,-R);':XDIR 
C USE FINDXB TO EVALUATE XB 
1 5 cAL L F r rm x s U1, A , B , c ,- o z , r FAcT , x D , x s , x , Y , F , R , F t n u , I cLAss ) 
C IF Fl~l0Xf3 HAS HALVED DZ~REEV/\LUATE CDHSTANTS 
IF(IFACT.GT.1)GO TO 1 
C OTHERWISE UPDATE VALUE OR R, HALVE STEP SIZE AND REPEAT 
C IF R HAS CONVERGED (SO THAT XB=XSTOR),PRINT RESULTS AND RETURN 
IF(ABS(XSTOR-XB).LE.0.001)GO TO 17 
IF(XB.GT.XSTDR)R=R+DR 
C IF R EXCEEDS 1.0, PRINT THAT AN IMPOSSIBLE CONDITION EXISTS ANDRE TURN 
IF(R.GT .l.O)GO TO 19 
IF(XB.LT.XSTOR)R=R-DR 
K =K+ 1 
IF(K.GE.IO)GO TO 18 
DR=DRI2. 
GO TO 2 
17 Pf~INT 9Lt,R,i<. 
RETURN 
18 PRJHT 93,R 
RETURN 
19 PRINT 92,XSTDR,XD,FNTU 
I FLAG= I 
RETURN 
92 FORI1A T ( 60X 1 1 ~:-::·::·::~·:~·:~·n·:-::-::-::M:M: 1 I ,LfOX ~ 1 I ~1POSS I Bl. E CONDIT I 0~1 XB= 1 1 F 1 0 • 
1Lf, 1 XD= 1 ,F10.Lf, 1 ~ITU= 1 ,FIO.If) 
94 FORMAT(I60X, 1R CONVERGED TO 1 1 F10.5, 1 AFTER K= 1 , 14, 1 ITERATIONS') 
93 FORMt\T(60X, 1R= 1 ,F10.5, 1 FAILED TO CmlVERGE 1 ) 
103 fORMAT(/40X, 1 SUBROUTINE FINDR 1 ,9X, 1XB 1 ,8X, 1XD 1 ,6X, 
1 'FNTU' I60Xt3FIO,If/) 
END 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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SUBROUTINE F!NOTU(XB,XD,X,Y,F,R,C,FNTU,M) 
THIS ROUTINE FINDS THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF TRANSFER UNITS WHEN 
XB,XD AND RARE SPECIFIED FOR THE BASIC COLUMN AT STEADY STATE, 
ON RETURN TO SSTATE, FINDXB IS CALLED TO COMPUTE THE X, Y AND F 
PROF I l.ES IN THE COLlH1N, 
D Ir1E NS I ON X ( 1 ) , Y ( 1 ) 1 F ( 1 ) PR.li~T HEADING 
PRINT 103,XB,XD,R 
TOTAL WflJ !S FOUND BY INTEGRATING 1I(F·Y)DY USING TRAPEZOIDAL RULE 
THE NUI1BER OF STEPS(II'~CR) IS SET INITIALLY TO INCR(=liDZ) 
6 I NCR=I-1-2 . 
FHSTOR=O, 
If?. FNTU=O, 
Fl1= I NCR 
THE RANGE IN Y BET\-IEEN XD AND Y(2) IS DIVIDED ItHO EQUAL H~CREt1ENTS 0 FSIZE ( 
DY:::(:<O~Y(2))1FM 
I NCR= I ~ICR +2 
HJ THIS LOOP THE li'ITE GRAL IS SUI'1~1 ED 
DO 40 I=2,INCR 
FI::I"2 
Y( I)::Y(2)+DY>'tFI 
X (I) :::Y( I) IR-C 
CALL YSTAR(F(I) ,X( 1)) 
IF(I.EQo2)GO TO 40 
D F= ( Y ( I) - Y (I -1 ) ) >'t ( 1 • I ( F ( I) ~ Y ( I) ) + 1 • I ( F ( I -1 ) - Y ( I- I ) ) ) I 2. 
FHTU::FilTU+DF 
40 CONTINUE 
THE INTEGRAL AND NUMBER OF INCREMENTS IS PRINTED 
PRINT 96,FNTU,INCR 
IF FNTU HAS NOT CONVERGED TO A LIMIT AND IF THE 
~IAXHIUII DHIE~JS!ON WILL NOT BE EXCEEDED, DOUBLE THE 
~JUI18ER OF INCRE11E~iTS AND REPEtiT. OTHEf<HISE RETURN. 
IF(ABS(FNTU-FNSTOR),LE,O.OS)GO TO 41 
IF(INCR.GT.82)GO TO 41 
I NCR=-=2>'t( HiCR·2) 
FNSTORL=HlTU GO TO f2 
l.f 1 RETURN 
96 FORI'IAT(60X, 1 FI'lTlJ:: 1 ,F10.4, 1 Nllt1BER OF POINTS:: 1 ,I5) 
103 FORtiAT(/LfOX, 'SUBROUTINE FINDTU 1 ,SX, 1XB 1 ,SX, 1 XD 1 1 9X 1 
11R1 160X,3F10,41) 
END 
FIG r:-L2 .. 2 
CONVERGFNCE FORCING ROUTINF 
FIG Rn2a3 FLOW 
DIAGRAM FOR FINDXO 
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A.2.6 SUllROUTINf~ l"INOXD. 
'fhis subroutine finds the top composition XD and the composition 
profile when R, N and XB are specified, An initial estimate for XD is 
OG 
needed, but the method will converqe from any initial estimate qreater 
than Xf-1. The approach to convergence may be slow if the composition 
profile is strongly non-linear. This is overcome by extrapolating the 
approach to the solution after a certain time. This speeds the 
convergence markedly. The method is illustrated in fig. A.2.3. 
The dotted line in fig.A,2.3 shows the value of X (at point I 
after P iterations) plotted against P. This is denoted here by X 
I,P 
After B iterations, the value of X is repldced by: 
I,B 
X, ::: X v 2CX - X ) 
I,B I,B I,A I,B 
::: 3X 
-
2X 
I, B I,A 
where X' is the new value given to X This is rlone for X at each 
I,B I,B 
point up the column after every B iterations. The value used for B was 
25 and A was set at 15. A test of the average improvement for all X 
values was used to decide when sufficient convergence was obtained, An 
average change in the x values of 0.0001 between one convergence forcing 
and the next was usually used as the test. 
A tlow djaqram tor subroutine FINDXO is given in fig. A.2,3, and 
a listinq follows. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTHIE Fir·IUXD(A,O,Xfl,R,FNTU,DZ,XD,Y1X,F,t1) 
SUBROUTHIE FINDXO Firms STEt\DY ST.i\TE CONCENI'fli\Timl PHDFILES FOR 
THE BASIC COLUMN WHEN NTU,XB AND R ARE SPECIFIED AND XD IS 
UNKNOI·/N. AN INITIAL GUESS FOR XD IS NEEDED. 
D r ~1 E r~ s r m 1 F < 1 ) , x < 1 ) , Y < 1 ) , s T x ( 1+ 2 ) 
DZI=l./DZ 
PRINI HEADING 
PRINT 103,XB,R,FNTU 
EVALUATE CONSTANT 
C=FHTUqJZ/H/2. 
EVALUATE Y(2) USING BOTTOM BOUNDARY CONDITION 
CALL YSTAR(Y(2),XB) 
ASSUME LINEAR PROFILE AS FIRST GUESS FOR F 
CALL YSTAR(F(M),XD) 
F(2)=Y(2)+0.0l 
DO 8 I=3,M 
FI=I-2 
8 F(I)=F(2)+(F(M)-F(2))*FI*DZ 
BEGIN ITERATION LOOPS 
DO 17K=l,10 
DO 6 11'·1::: I, 25 
FIND VALUES FOR Y UP THE COLUMN 
DO 1 I= 3 1 t1 . y ( I)= A•':y ~ IN 1 ) +8 ;': ( F ( l- 1 ) +F ( I) ) 
PUT IN TOP BOUNDARY CONDITION 
X( 1'1) =Y( 11) 
UPDATE F(l'1) 
CALL YSTAR(F(M) 1 X(M)) 
FIND VALUES FOR X DOWN THE COLUMN 
DO 5 1=3 ,t1 
.J=M~ I +2 
4 X(J)=X(J+1)+C*(Y(J)+Y(J+1)-F(J+l)·F(J)) 
UPDATE F 
5 CALL YSTAR(~(J),X(J)) 
IF IM=15 STORE VALUES OF X 
IF(IM.NE.15)GO TO 6 
DO 7I=2,M 
7 STX(I)=X(I) 
6 CONTINUE 
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE 
ERROR=O. 
11 0 1 0 I = 2 , t'l 
10 ERROR=ERROR+ABS(X(I)"STX(I)) 
IF SUFFICIENTLY CONVERGED OR K=IO, EXIT FROM ITERATION LOOP 
IF(ERROR.LE.DZI*0.0001)GO TO 21 
CONVERGENCE FORCING ROUTINE 
DO 9 I=2 1 ~1 
X( I)=3.•':X( I)-2.l':STX( I) 
9 CALl. YSTAR.(F(I),X(I)) 
PRINT VALUES OF X SO THAT APPROACH TO EQUILIBRIUM CAN BE SEEN 
P R. I tH 1 0 2 , ( X ( I ) , I ::: 2 , 11) 
17 CONTINUE 
SET VALUE OF XD, PRINT RESULTS AND RETURN 
21 XD=X(r1) 
PRINT 101,XO,K 
RETURN 
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101 FOR~1AT(/60X, 1 XD Cot~VERGED TO 1 ,F10.4, 1 /I.FTER 1<.= 1 ,15, 1 CONVERGENCE 
1 STEPS') 
102 FORMAT(12FI0.4) 
103 FDRHJ.\T(/40X, 'SUBROUTINE Fit~DXD 1 ,8X, 1 XB 1 ,BX, '~; 1 ,9X, 'nHU' /60X, 
13F10.L•/) 
END 
1\PPr:rmrx .1 COIII'll'lTP r\J\ Iii!, I NF PFfJC:Fl;\1\.'), 
t\ • 3 • t H;\T.HLINU, 
This proaram c~lculntes the transient response of the basic column 
described .in chapter 2. Tl1o way tl)e proqrurn 'llorl<s WiJs 0\ltl.lned in 
sectlon(3,3) and illustrated in fig. 3,2. 
For each transient response to be computed~ 3 data cards are 
needed to specify the column variables, The dilla input is as follows: 
Card 1. 
Card 2. 
Ci:lrd 3, 
HV 
IlL 
HV I HL·' F'V I["{, I ZT, HC, HRl·:B 
Forrnat(7F'!O.J) 
I C I, 1\ S S , IT l~ Wl' 1 IF' [; !\ G 1 I P U N C H , I P R HI '.l' 1 N '1' HIE 
formc1t(5I2, IS) 
X8 1 XD,R 1 FNTU 1 DZ 1 DT 1 fNTV2 1 XDFIM 
Forrnat(8F'10,3) 
The meanings of these variables are: 
\Li) pour h o 1 d up 
lJ.quid holdup 
default value =0.0 
FV vapour flowrate after the upset 
FL liquid flowrate after the upset 
ZT total colGmn height 
condenser holdup 
reboller holdup 
S<'e t<1ble A.2.1 
default value=o.o 
default value =infinity 
HC 
HflEA 
!CLASS 
ITP.R1' 
II'Li\G 
I PUIICH 
numb<' r of 1 t era t 1 on s at e ,, c !1 t 1m e s t t! p de fa u l t v a 1 u e;;: 2 
not used 
a value of 1 indicates that the values of x are to he punched 
I PRINT 
NTI ME 
XB 
XD 
R 
F'N'l'U 
DZ 
DT 
FNTU2 
XDFHI 
on cards tor storage or use in a plotting program 
the x values are printed every 
!PRINT time steps during the transient response 
number of time steps for which response is to be computed 
initial rehoiler composition 
initial distillate composition 
reflux ratio at initial steady state 
number of transfer units at initial steady state 
height interval, usually 0.1 or 0.05. 
time interval. The default value of 1/b 
2 
should be nsed whenever possible (see sectionC3.4)). 
number of transfer units at final steady state 
distillate composition at final steady state 
135 
A sample format of the printed output is given on the ne~t paqe, 
and a listing of MAINLINE! follows. 
1\.3.1.1 Storage Requirements 
The core storage required by MAINLINE! and its associated 
subroutines on an IOM 360/14 computer with a 32 bit word length is listed 
in table A.3.1. In arriving at these figures, it was assumed that the 
transient response need not be stored for subsequent recovery on punched 
cards, and that the smallest heiqht interval DZ needed in the mainline 
program was 0.05. Further savings in core storage could be made by 
eliminating those SIJhroutines which are not needed, and by removing some 
of the printout stat.pments. 
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TiHli,E 11.3.1 STCJHAGE RP,QUIREMENTS, 
Bytes 
r~/IINLINI·:.I 6288 (decimal) 
SST!\'!'£~ 1544 
f'JNDXD 2128 
F'ItiDTU 1284 
F'INDXB 2308 
F'INDR 1648 
YSTAR 424 
•ro tal 15624 
A,.3.1.2 Speed Of. The Computer Solution. 
The t.trne reautred to compile and bind MAINLINE! and its 
subroutines was approximately 75 seconds for an IBM 360/44 computer and 5 
seconds for a Btlrrouqhs 86700. The Burroughs computer took approximately 
5 seconds CPll time to compute the initial steady state and transient 
response for 300 time intervals and 10 height intervals. The IBM 
computer required aho11t 20 seconds tor the same solution. 
tlrne required to comput~ the transient response is 
proportional to the number of time intervals needed, and also 
proportional to the number of heiqht intervals. Since it is recommended 
that lhe time interval ifi number of height intervals will req~ire four 
times the amount of computation to obtain the transient response for the 
same time PPriod. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
G c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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**************************************************************** 
,·n·: ~1A!NLHIEI IS THE 1'-li\!NL.INE PHOGRI\t·l FOR THE RAS!C COLUI·I~l. '':.':,·:,•:,·: 
..,.,  .,': 
**************************************************************** 
DESCRIPTION OF ARRAYS 
X LlQUTO CO~IPOSTTrmJ It~ Pt\CI<II~G AT OLD THIE 
V LIQUID CO~IPOSITiml lt·l PACK!I,IG AT NE\·1 TiriE 
Y VAPOUR COMPOSITION IN PACKING AT OLD TIME 
U VAPOUR COMPOSITION IN PACKING AT NEW TIME 
FA EQUILIBRIUM VAPOUR COMPOSITION IN PACKING AT OLD TIME 
FB EQUILif3RIUI"I V.6.POUR COMPDSITiml IN PACI<ING AT ~IE\.J THIE 
XFIXED Al\10 YFIXED HOLD THE HR~IS Cm!TAI NHIG X, Y& FA \.JHICH DO NOT 
CHANGE WITHIN THE ITERATION LOOP. 
Dl~iENSION IXP(I+2,201) . '.FA(42) 
D It·IOIS I DN X ( 1 6 2) , Y ( 16 2) , F B ( 1 6 2) , V ( Lr 2) , U (I+ 2) ~X FIXED (I+ 2) , YF I XED(/+ 2) 
IFLAG=Oo 
C READ IN DATA 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
4 READ 101,HV,HL,FV,FL,ZT,HC,HREB 
3 READ 104,ICLASS,ITERT, IFLAG,IPUNCH,IJK,NTIME 
300 READ 101,XB,XD,R,FNTU,DZ,DT 
VIR {T E ( 6 , 1 1 1 2 ) 
CALCULATE INITIAL STEADY STATE 
CALL SSTATE(ICLASS,XB,XD,R,FNTU,DZ,Y,X,FB 9 NR, IFLAG) 
C IF IFLAG.EQ.l ,AN IMPOSSIBLE CONDITION WAS SPECIFIED A NEW 
C SET OF DATA IS READ 
IF( IFLAG.EQ.l )GO TO 
NRrll=NR~l 
IZPR=NR/10 
IF( IZPR. EQ.O) IZPR=l 
c 
C PRINT INITIAL PROFILES FOR X1 Y AND F 
c 
PRINT 116 
51 PRINT I 0 2 , (X ( I) , I::: 2, NR, I Z P R) 
P R I NT 1 0 2 , ( Y ( I) , I :::: 2 , f~R , I Z P R ) 
PRINT 1 0 2 , ( F G ( I ) , 1::: 2 , NR, I Z P R) 
445 B2=FL/HL/DZ/ZT 
C SET DEFAULT VALUES OF VARIABLES 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
IF(ITERT.EQ.O)ITERT=2 
I F ( IH Ir IE • E Q. 0 ) liT I ME:: L~ 0 
IF(DToLE.O.O)DT=1./B2 
TFACT IS RATIO OF DIMENSIONLESS TIME INCREMENT DTHETA 
J.\ND ACTUAL T It1E IIICRU1£ NT DT 
TFACT=FL*FNTU/HL/ZT 
DTHETA::::.DTl':TFACT 
PRINT HEADINGS MID PARMIETER LISTS INCL. ItHTIAL AND FINAL R. 
PRINT 106 . 
PRINT 107,XB,XD,R,nlTU,OZ,ZT,OT,TFACT,DTHETA 
RINIT=R 
XBINIT=XB 
R=FL/FV 
~~!!~! ~?~,I}~~~~~,HC,HREB,FV,FL,R 
138 
c 
C ltl I XP THE VALUES OF X AT EACH T I~\E STF.P ARE STORED TO BE RECQVERED ON 
C PUNCHED CARD LATER IF IPLJI'ICH=I 
DO l16 I:::2,t1R,IZPR 
46 IXP(I,2)=X(ll"'10000,+0,5 
c 
C EVALUi\TE COf'lSTArlTS 
DTJ:::J,/DT 
c 
C CALCULATE CONDENSER CONSTANTS 
c 
IF(HC.EQ,O.)GO TO 70 
C TC ::FV'''DT /H C/2 • 
CTCA::( !.~ere) /(1,+CTC) 
CTC=CTC/(1,+CTC) 
C CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS 
c 
70 IF(HV,EQ.O,O)GO TO 43 
B1=FV/HV/OZ/ZT 
C1=FV*FNTU/ZT/HV 
C2 =C 1 '''HV /HL 
DT J=DTI 
GO TO 41• 
C THE NEXT FOUR ARE ALTERNATIVE COEFFICIENTS FOR USE \·/HEN 
C THERE IS NO VAPOUR HOLDUP 
c 
43 B1=FV/DZ/ZT 
C 1 =FV''1 FNTU/ ZT 
C2:::C1/HL 
DTJ=O, 
C CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS 
c 
c 
c 
44 AA::-BJ+C1/2.+DTJ 
AB=B1+C1/2,+DTJ 
AC=AB··C 1 
AD=M-C 1 
AE=C 1/2. 
BA=C2/2, 
BB=-82-DTI 
BC=B2-DTI 
PR !NT 1106 
PRINT 108,B1 ,B2,C1 ,C2,DTI ,OTJ,CTCA,CTC 
PRINT 105,AA,AB,AC,AD,AE 1 BA,BB 1 8C 
PRINT 1206 
KOUNT=3 
DO 15 NT!t1= 1, NT H\E 
.T i tviE=tn IW'DT 
THETA=T HIE"'TFACT 
U(2)=Y(2) 
BEGHI THIE LOOP 
C FB(I)=F(I,N+I), FA(I)::F(l,N) 
c 
c 
c 
DO 20 I=2,NR 
20 FA(I)=FB(I) 
C XFIXED MID YF!XED CONTAIN THOSE TERt1S CONTAit~ItiG THE VALUES OF X,Y A NO FA' 
C THE PREVIOUS Tim: AND THUS DO NOT CHANGE HITHitl THE ITERATION LOOP, 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
DO 27 I=2,t1R 
YF I XED (I) =AC>'<Y (I -1) +Ao·:,y( I) +/\E~' (FA( I) +FA( I -1)) 
27 XF I XED ( I) =BA>'1 (FA( I+ 1 ) +FA ( I))- BA''' ( Y ( I) +Y ( I+ 1 ) ) +B C''1X ( I) +B8''1X ( I+ 1) 
BEGIN ITERATION LOOP 
DO 24 ITER=l,ITERT 
CALCULATE U(I) UP THE COLUMN.(U(I) IS THE NEH VALUE OF Y(I)). 
DO 21 I=3,NR 
21 U(I)=(YFIXED(I)-M'''U(I-1)+AE'''(FI3(I-1)+FS(I)))/AB 
CALCULATE X(t1) FRot-\ THE CotiDEI~SER BOU~lDARY CONDITION 
I F(HC)71,71,72 
71 v om) ;;u < NR > 
GO TO 73 
72 V( ~IR) =X( tlR)'''CTCA+CTC>',(U( NR )+Y (HI~)) 
C CALCULATE V( I) 00\·!ll TI-lE COLUtltl, (V( I) IS TilE tiEH V/\UJE OF X( I)). 
c 
c 
73 DO 22 J:-:2, NR/11 
11\=t'JR ~ l+ 1 
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22 V(li\):::(XFIXEO(IK)+fW'1 (fEl(IK+I)+FB(If0"U(IK)~U(lK+1))~BC•''V(IK+1))/B B 
IB 
C Cil.LCULI\TE NEI.J VALUES OF F 
c 
c 
c 
c 
75 
DO !2lf 11:::2, NR 
CALL YSTAR(FEl(t1),V(11)) 
124 IF(AElS(V(t-1)-0,5).GE,0,5)PRINT 103,NTH1,ITER,11 
UPDATE REBOILER CDHCEIITRATIOH 
IF(HREB) 21;,2lf,75 
DO 129 JJ=I ,2 
XBt,J=XEl+DT/HREEl/2 ,>':( (FV~FL)•':(X(tiR)+V( t-JR) )+FL'':(X(2)+V(2)) 
1 -FV*(U(2)+Y(2))) 
129 CALL YSTAR(U(2),XBN) 
21+ Cat-IT I NUE 
c 
c 
c 
END OF ITERATION LOOP 
c 
c 
c 
74 
SET X AND Y TO THE NEW VALUES STORED IN V AND U 
DO 25 1=2, NR X(IJ=V(l) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
25 Y(I)::lJ(I) 
IF(HREB,HF.,O,)XB=XBN 
DO 417 I:::Z,IIR, IZPR 
Lf 17 IXP( I ,KOUNT):::X( I )•':J 0000,+0,5. 
P R I NT 1 1 0 2 , tH HI, X B , ( X ( I) , I::: 2 , NR , I Z P R) 
I<OUNT=KOUNT+ I 
15 CmiTI NUE 
E NO OF TI t-IE LOOP 
NT2=NTH1E+2 
C PUNCH LOOP 
c 
IF(!PUNCH,NE,l)GO TO 4 
IF(IPUNCH,EQ.1~PUNCH 117,XD,X(NR),XBINIT,XB,RINIT,R,FNTU 
IF(IPUNCH,EQ,l)PUNCH 118,HV,HL,HC,HREB,DZ 
KOUNT=KDUNT M 1 
DO 125 ]:::2,NR 1 2 
I X P ( I , 1 ) :: I X P ( I 1 K OU NT) 
125 PUNCH 98, (I XP ( l, I I), I I= 1, KOUrlT) 
GO TO 4 
99 emiT I r~UE 
9 8 FORt lA T ( 2 0 14) 
101 FORr1AT(8F10.3) 
102 FORMAT(/11F10.4) 
1102 FORtiAT(l5,12F10.Lf) 
103 FORtli-\T ( L+OX, 5 18) 
110046 FFOOIR~t~AA·Tr(5/1~.2ox',6,r,~.: .. J ...... ·.··,·,··,',··.',··,',··,',··.·.··,·.· 
I ( \ PARAMETER LIST**********') 
1106 FORI1AT(/l10X, t-::~:~:·::M:~:~:-:..:: COEFFICIENT LIST ,.,.,.,,.,,.,.,.,.,'o':') 
1206 FORI1AT(//60X, 1START OF Tl11E HITEGRAT!OH 1 / 1 TWE'/' STEPS XB', 
18X,'X(I) ••• ,.'/) 
105 FORIIAT(/6X, 1 AA 1 ,SX, 'AB' ,SX, 1 AC 1 ,8X, 1 AD 1 ,SX, 1 AE 1 ,8X, 1 BA 1 ,8X, 1 BB' ,8X 
1 I [3 c' II OF 1 0 lf) 
107 FORt·IAT /6X, 1xfl' ,sx, •xo• ,sx, 'INITIAL R' ,Jx, 'FtJTU' ,sx, •oz' ,8x, 'ZT' ,s 
1X,'DT 1 ,8X, 1TFACT 1 1 5X, 1 DTHETA 1 /9F10,4) 
108 FORI·IAT(/6X, 1 81 1 ,sx, 1 B2' ,8X, 1 CJ I ,8X, 1 C2 1 ,?X, 1 DT! I .?X. 1DTJ 1 ,6X, 'CTCA 
11 ,6X, 1 CTC 1 /8F10,1t) 
109 FOR/·1AT(/6X, 'HV' ,8X, 'HL' ,8X, 1 tiC 1 ,6X, 1 HREB' D8X, 'FV' ,sx, 1 FL 1 ,6X, 1 FINA 
1L R'/8F10.4) 
1112 FORI1AT(IH8/1H1///) 
113 FORMAT(F10,3,3Fl0.4,20X,2F10.4,10X,F10,4) 
115 FORt·1AT(50X 1 1 FlNAL STEADY STATE 1 /) 
116 FORI~T(/20X, 1 INITIAL STEADY STATE PROFILES OF X,Y AND F RESPECTIVE 
I L Y ARE 1 ) 
11 7 FORt lA T ( I OX, F6 .If, 2F 11 • 4, F I 0.11, 2 X, FLf, 2, 6 X, F4, 2, 8X, F6. 2) 
118 FORi1AT(F6.1 ,3F9,1 ,F.9.3) 
119 FOR/·IAT(/J 10, 1 ITERATIONS PER TitlE STEP') END . 
SUBROUTINE FINDXD XB R FNTU 
0.2000 0.8000 5.0000 
0.2086 0.2177 0.2307 0.2492 0.2753 0.3113 0.3596 0.4217 0.4966 0.5806 0.6673 
0.2096 0.2198 0.2344 0.2550 0.2837 0.3229 0.3746 0.4397 0.5164 0.6002 0.6851 
0.2095 0.2195 0.2338 0.2540 0.2823 0.3210 0.3722 0.4367 0.5131 0.5969 0.6821 
XD CONVERGED TO 0.6825 AFTER K= 4 CONVERGENCE STEPS 
INITIAL STEADY STATE PROFILES OF X,Y AND F RESPECTIVELY ARE 
0.2095 0.2195 0.2338 0.2541 0.2825 0.3213 0.3725 0.4371 0.5136 0.5974 0.6325 
0.3041 0.3121 0.3236 0.3398 0.3625 0.3935 0.431..<5 0.4852 0.5473 0.5144 0.6825 
0.3172 0.3310 0.3505 0.3778 0.4152 0 .46L,8 0.5272 0.6003 0.6779 0.7520 0.8172 
-::*-::-::-::,·:-::,·:,·:;: PARAMETER LIST -::.·:,·:,•:-::-::-::->:>':-:: 
XB xo HiiTIAL R FNTU DZ 7~ 
-1 DT TFACT DTHETA 
0.2000 0.6825 0.8000 5.0000 0. iOOO 5.0000 0. 7143 0.7000 0.5000 
HV HL HC HREB FV FL FINAL R 
o.oooo 10.0000 10.0000 0. 0000 10.0000 7.0000 0.7000 
2 ITERATIONS PER TIME STEP SMOOTHING INTERVAL = 4 
-:;,·:-::-::-::,·:-::-::>":->: COEFFICIENT LIST ->:.':,·:-::->:>'<>':>':>':·:: 
81 82 C1 C2 DTI DT J CTCA CTC 
20.0000 1 .4000 10.0000 1. 0000 1.4000 o.oooo 0.4737 0.2632 
AA AG AC .1:1.0 AE BA 88 BC 
-15.0000 25.0000 15o00QQ -25 0 0000 5.0000 0.5000 -2.8000 0,0000 
START OF TIME INTEGRATION 
TIME 
STEPS XB X ( I) ••••• 
4 0.2000 0.2071 0.2150 0.2264 0.2429 0.2661 0.2986 0.3408 0.3974 0.4743 0.5656 
8 0.2000 0.2055 0.2119 0.2213 0.2338 0.2523 0.2810 0.3212 0.3758 0.4483 0.5380 
12 0.2000 0.2041 0.2090 0.2170 o. 2235 0.2449 0.2697 0.3059 0. 35 72 0.4269 0.5155 
15 0.2000 0.2036 0.2078 0.2143 0.2242 0.2391 0.2615 0.2948 0.3430 0.4102 Oo4976 
20 0.2000 0.2031 0.2068 0.2125 0.2213 0.23Lf8 0.2554 0.2865 0.3323 0.3973 0.4835 
0~6634 
0.6339 
0.6182 
0.6013 
0.5879 .g:,. 
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APPENDIX 4 OPERATING VARIABLES 
14 1 
TABLE A. 4 • I OPERATING \/1\RIABL.ES 
******************************* 
RUN X(O) X(I.O) v f.f\R R EftR DP ERR NTU 
I Lf0. 5 95,9 0.377 Oo006 0.859 o.ool.f 168. 2. 6.54 
2 lf8. 2 99.2 0.379 0.006 1 .ooo o.ooo 163. 2. 7 .HI+ 
3 39.9 95.9 0.374 0.006 0.859 0. 001} 168. 2. 6.61 
Lf 36.2 67. 1 0.37Lf 0.006 0.684 0.006 188. 2. 2.07 
5 38.3 9/.f. l.f 0. 3 7/f 0.006 0.856 0 "OOl~ 16B. 2. 6. 1 5 
6 3 5 • Lf 73.7 0.366 o.oos 0.746 o.oos 176. 2. 2.88 
7 46.7 99. 1 0.376 o.oo6 1.000 o.ooo 1 53. r· ;J • 7.75 
8 1 2. 2 70 .l+ 0. 373 0.006 0.930 0.003 230. r :>· 5.30 
9 ltf.8 9Lf .0 0.371 o.oo6 1 .ooo o.ooo 195. s. 7. 16 
10 12.3 66.3 0.371 o.oo6 0.933 0.003 220. 5. l~. 7 4 
1 1 12.2 50. I 0.376 o.oo6 0.886 0.004 240. 10. 3. 72 
12 11-+. 2 93.3 0.370 o.oo6 1 .ooo o.ooo 195. 5. 7.05 
13 11.9 L}8 6 3 0.373 0.006 0.885 0. OOL~ 285. I 0. 3.63 
lLf 11.7 63.7 0.375 0.006 0.931 0.003 260. 10. If • 68 
15 13.0 91.9 0.369 0.006 1 .ooo o.ooo 190. ,. ;:>o 6.86 
16 16.3 66.0 0.238 0.004 0.961 0.002 64. 2. 3 .}0 
17 15.5 59.2 0. 2l.f 1 0.004 0 • 9 3Lf o.oos 67. 2. 3.43 
18 11+. 6 1+5. 9 0.237 0. 001+ 0.857 0.006 71. 2. 2.83 
19 14.9 53.5 0. 2Lf2 0 • OOL+ 0.913 o.oos 70. 2. 3. 17 
20 17.5 72.6 0.21+0 0. OOL+ 1.000 o.ooo 59. 2. 3.89 
21 17.6 so.o 0.289 0 .OOL+ 0.962 0. 001+ 97. 2. '•. 85 22 19.5 B9.3 0.290 0. 001+ 1 .ooo o.ooo 90. 2. 5.61 
23 15.9 7 1 • 1 0.,28!3 0.004 0.931 o.oos 105. 2. l •• 1+8 
21} 16.0 56.0 0.293 0. OOLf 0.877 o.oos 119. 2. 3 • Lf3 
25 16. 1 6/f ·'~ 0. 290 0,0011 0.910 o.oos 111 • 2. 3.97 26 18.3 87.9 0.289 0.004 1 .ooo o.ooo 97. 2. 5.50 
27 2Lr. 2 93.7 0. 2 91+ 0. 00lf 1 .ooo o.ooo 89. 2. 6. 14 
28 19.6 60.2 0.292 0. OOL1 0.856 0.005 111. 2. 3.27 
29 2.3. 7 93.0 0.2~)l~ 0. 001+ 1 ,000 o.ooo B9. 2. 6.00 
30 19.8 60.8 0.290 0. OOLf 0.866 o.oos 112. 2. 3.23 
31 20.0 71~. 7 0.290 0 • OOL1 0. 921} O.OOlf 101. 2. 4.23 
32 22.9 93.5 0 • 2 9Lf O,OOL~ 1. 000 o.ooo 92. 2. 6. 19 
33 26 .l~ 95.7 0.323 o.oos 1 .ooo o.noo 108. 2. 6.61 
34 21.1 82.8 0.321 0.005 0.922 0 • OOL1. 121-J.. 2 ,, 5. 11 
35 25.3 .96.3 0 ,, 321+ o.oos 1 .ooo o.ooo 11lL. 2. 6.95 36- 20.6 7 Lf. 9 0.,323 o.oos 0. 901+ 0.00/f 128. 2. I+ .34 
37 20.9 71+. 5 0.323 o. oo:.i 0. 90lJ, 0. 001+ 127. 2. ~~. 2/f 
38 24.1 95.2 Oo323 o.oos 1.000 0.,000 11 5. 2. 6.62 
39 25.0 97.5 0,361+ 0.006 1.000 o.ooo 155. 2. 7.61 
1+0 25.3 97.1 0.366 0,006 1.000 0,000 155o 2. 7.35 
41 25.3 97.6 0.36i o.oos 1.000 n.ooo 156. "' 7.65 t:. • 
lf2 28.6 96.7 0.3lf8 o.oos 1 .ooo o.ooo 133. s. 6.88 
1~3 21.? 70.2 0 0 3143 o.oo5 0.862 0.003 165. 2. 3.96 
41+ 2 7 .l+ 97.3 0 ,, :3.50 o.oos 1 .ooo o.ooo 13/. ,. ::>o 7.30 
1+5 21.3 71+. 8 0.345 o.oo~5 0.890 0.003 140. 5. L~ • 3 3 
lf6 25.9 97.3 0.355 o.oos 1 .ooo o.ooo 155. 5. 7.35 
Lf 7 1i3. 9 91~. 1 0 .,365 Oo005 1 .ooo o.ooo 11-+6. 5. 6 .ll• 
1•8 1 5. i 60.3 0.352 o.oos 0.872 0. 001+ 180. 2. 1}. 25 
lf9 17.6 93o~ 0.362 0. 00!) 1 .ooo o.ooo 166. 2. 6.81 
50 11+. 2 112 .a 0.340 0.005 0.791 0.008 1 Lf8 • 8. 3.01 
14 2 
TABLE A .4 • 1 CONTINUED 
********************* 
RUN X(O) X(l.O) v ERR R ERR DP ERR tJTU 
51 1 6. 1 91.5 0.358 o.oos 1 .ooo o.ooo 168. 2. 6.39 
52 26.7 96.0 0 • .360 o.oos 1~000 o.ooo 155. 2. 6.70 
53 1 8 • L> 69.9 0.337 o.oos 0.890 0.007 166. I+ • I}. 3 I 
54 20.6 9Lf.l+ 0. 3lt 7 o.oos 1 .ooo o.ooo 156. 2. 6.66 
55 11 • 3 81.7 0.339 o.oos 1 .ooo o.ooo 154. 2. 5. 51~ 
56 9.2 1+3. 7 0 .31B o.oos 0.897 0.002 178. 2. 3.92 
57 9.0 27.7 0. 311 o.oos 0.788 o.oos 180. s. 2.60 
58 8o3 32.1 0.326 o.oos 0.838 0.007 190. 2. 3.42 
59 7.5 35.2 0.320 o.oos 0.878 0.003 190. 2. 3.89 
60 7.0 81 .1} 0.337 o.oos 1.000 o.ooo 171 • 2. 6.29 
61 1l+.9 89.3 0.3116 0.005 1 .ooo o.ooo 158. 2. 6. 11 
62 13.6 91 .o 0 • .355 o.oos 1 .ooo o.ooo 167. 2. 6.59 
63 11.7 81}. 9 0 .31+9 o.oos 0.977 0.001 180. s. 6.22 
61~ 11 • Lf 64.1+ 0.337 o.oos 0.932 0.002 188. 2. lf .83 
'65 11 • 2 6Lf$6 . o 0 3 3 5 o.oos 0.929 0.002 178 • 2. lf. 98 
66 11.3 66. 1 0.341 o.oos 0.930 0.002 188. 2. 5. 11 
~§ 11.2 43*2 0.333 o.oos 0. 81+0 o.oos 1~8. 4. 3.83 10.7 63.8 0.340 o.oos 0.937 0.002 I 8. 2. lf. 89 
h9 11 • I 80.8 0 • 3Lf7 o.oos o.~ns 0.001 17B. 2. 5. 1+5 
70 18.2 92 ·'+ 0.332 o.oos 1.000 o.ooo 135. 2. 6.36 71 16.2 96.2 0 • .367 0.006 1 .ooo o.ooo 180. 2. 7.75 
72 15o3 95.7 0.370 0.006 l .ooo o.ooo 180. 2. 7.67 
73 9.8 87.8 0.355 o.oos 1 .ooo o.ooo 186. 2. 6.57 
7 Lf 6.9 83.0 0 0 Jl; 7 0 • 00 5 1 .ooo o.ooo 187. 2a 6.49 
75 6.7 81 .6 0.352 o.oos t.ooo o.ooo 181. 2. 6.39 
76 18.7 99.3 0 •) 3 97 0. 006 1 .ooo o.ooo 214. 2. 10.22 
77 22.3 95.B 0.336 o.oos 1 .ooo o.ooo 137 .• 2. 6.97 
78 23.1 91}. 7 0,305 0.005 14000 o.ooo 101. 2. 6.54 
79 21.8 93.5 0,301.~ o.oos 1.000 o.ooo 103. 2. 6.29 
80 21 .o 9.3.8 0.301 0.005 1. 000 o.ooo 129. 2. 6. 4Lf 
81 17.3 97.7 0.391 0.006 1 .ooo o.ooo 202. 2. 8.43 
82 20.0 93.6 0.346 o.oos 1 .ooo o.ooo 137e 2. 6 • Lf9 
83 27.4 98.2 0. ,31;3 o.oos 1.000 o.ooo 11 5. s. 7.92 
84 27.6 97.8 0 • 3 L~ 3 o.oos 1 .ooo o.ooo 115. 5. 7.58 
85 27.0 96.9 0.328 o.oos I .000 o.ooo 130. 2. 7.07 
86 27.2 96.6 0.331 o.oos loOOO o.ooo 136. 2. 6.95 
87 26.6 96.6 0 0 3 .Jl~ o.oos 1 .ooo o.ooo i 36. s. 6.98 88 27.0 96o8 0.334 o.oos 1 .ooo o.ooo 13 7. 5o 7.03 
89 26 .If 96 .Lf 0.328 o.oos 1 .ooo o.ooo Jl..~ 1 • 5. 6.90 
90 10.6 91.9 0.360 o.oos 1.000 04000 103. 2. 7.22 
91 37.3 98.7 0.299 0.004 1.000 o.ooo 190. 8. 7. 72 
92 16.5 80.7 0.280 0.004 10000 o.ooo 104. 2. 4.75 
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